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SUBJECT: Impact of NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS)
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1. This report, WSEG No. 289, is the response to a request
by the Deputy Director (Strategic and Space Systems), Office

¶ of the Director of-Defense Research and Engineering to the
Director, Weapons Systems Evaluation: Group (WSEG).

2. The focus of this study was toward three prihcipal
objectives: (a) an examination of the wide variety of
existing and developmental navigation and position techniques,
the identification of those potentially replaceable by GPS
and the attendant cost advantages; (b) the identification
and description of operational demonstrations that illustrate
the applicability and utility of GPS to military- operations;
and (c) the identification of system test opportunities
wherein GPS early availability would find useful application
as test range instrumentation.

3. Cost uncertainties were such that the range between the
minimum and maximum periods for recovery of the cost of GPS
is quite large. There are however significant factors
evident in the study, but not amenable to fiscal quantifi-
cation that provide impetus for employment of GPS. They
are: simplification of navigation logistics, improvements
in effectiveness, and provision of capabilities not now
available.
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Director
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PREFACE

This study has been conducted by the Systems Evaluation Division of IDA in
response to WSEG Task Order T-238 (dated 23 January 1975), which was assigned to IDA
by the Director, Weapons Systems Evaluation Group. The study group was assisted in the
conduct of the project by Col. Loren T. Erickson (USMC), Capt., Kyle H. Woodbury (USN),
and Col. William C. Stephens (USA) from WSEG. The authors are pleased to acknowledge
the valuable guidance and review provided by the IDA Technical Review Committee.

The planning and programming data cited in this study reflect the status as of
mid-July 1975. At that time the major study effort was directed toward the analysis of data
"and preparation of the report. Because of the considerable current activity in the develop-
ment and procurement of navigation systems, there may have been changes in status since
July., The authors do not know of any such changes that would have a material impact on3 the general results of this study.
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INTRODUCTION

SA. OBJECTIVES
4 The purpose of this study is to provide analytical support for a continuing DDR
review of all operational and developmental navigation and position fixing systems. A
primary concern of this review is the identification of cost saving .ctions relative toN navigation systems whose utility is questionable in view of the potential capabilities of the
,NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS).

This study addresses three specific objectives:
Task 1 - To compare existing and proposed military navigation systems, including

GPS, and to estimate the potential cost avoidance that would result from the phasing out of
current systems as a result of GPS becoming operational.

Task 2 - To identify and describe operational demonstrations using contemporary
weapon systems that could display the utility of GPS for military application.

Task 3 - To identify weapon systems currently under development that could benefit
from the early availability of GPS test range instrumentation.

B. APPROACH AND SCOPE

I The general approach adopted for the analysis of the above three tasks was as
follows:

Task IF The navigation suites of all current and future platforms were reviewed to
determine which systems could be removed, if GPS were installed, without
compromising 'r:imsion capabilities.

* RDT&E, procurement, and operations costs for GPS and for the equipments

selected for replacement were estimated.

* The implications of phasing out certain existing and programmed navigation
systems on future operational capabilities w,.re assessed, and associated cost
savings were identified.

_ _ _UNCLASSIFIED
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Task 2

e Discussions were held with senior members of the Services in order to (1)
determine which military mission areas were in need of improved navigation,
position fixing and timing capabilities, and (2) examine the potential applica-
tion of GPS to these problem areas.

* The mission areas that appeared most suitable for demonstrating the utility of
GPS were identified, and appropriate concepts for operational demonstrations
were formulated.

0 The concepts for operational demonstrations were reviewed, with cognizant
Service agercies having doctrinal responsibility for the mission areas, and were
revised to incorporate their suggestions.

Task 3

I The weapon system development programs that have a significant amount of
testing scheduled after November 1977 (GPS availability date) and that have
test data needs including position, velocity, and time, were identified.

* Discussions were held with appropriate per onnel from each of the progrms to
determine if the project could benefit from the use of the planned GPS
capability for test range instrumentation.

* Programs having testing needs that will potentially require the acquisiticon of
additional test range instrumentation and that could be satisfied by GPS test
range instrumentation were identified, and their specific testing needs were
listed.

C. ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

A brief summary and discussion of this study are presented in Part 2. The supporting
analyses are contained in Part 3, in which Chapters I and II relate to Task 1, Chapter III to
Task 2, and Chapter IV to Task 3. Supporting data for the NAVSTAR GPS program, the
computerized model used to determine cost avoidance, the cost detail for the current and
advanced technology GPS user equipment analysis, and a Glossary and indexes of tables and
figures are contained in the appendices. This study is also supported by the following IDA

reports:

€ IDA Report R-173, Comparison of Satellite and Conventional Military Naviga-
Stion Systems Programs, May 1971, SECRET.

0 IDA Study S-409, Sensitivity of Mission Performance to Position Fixing Accu-
racy, January 1973, SECRET.,

0 !DA CAG-TM-2, Life Cycle Cost Estimates for Three Position Fixing Systems,
July 1973, SECRET.

UNCLASSIFIED
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0 WSEG Report 21 6/IDA Report R- 190, Defceime Navigation Satellite System
Study, July 1973, SECRET.

* IDA RcporL R-204, Study of a Functional Ae-ea Summary for Navigation,
November 1974, SECRET.

* IDA Note N-834, Force Structure Sup~plement to IDA Rep~ort R 217, October
1975, SECRET.
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SUMMARY

The results of the study in each of the three areas investigated are summarized and
briefly discussed in this section and are examined in detail in Part 3.

A. TASK 1: CANDIDATE SYSTEMS FOR REPLACEMENT BY GPS

The current navigation and position fixing systems potentially replaceable by NAV-
STAR GPS are (1) the enroute radio systems (i.e., LORAN, TACAN, VORiDME, OMEGA,
DF, and TRANSIT' sy3tems); (2) the self-contained airborne Dippler navigators used in
single, dual, or hybrid inertial installations; (3) precision 'landing aids, consisting 'f the
Instrument Landing System (ILS), its developmental counterpart, the Microwave Landing
System (MLS), and Precision Approach Radars (PARs); and (4) a small number of airborne
radars used exclusively for weapon delivery and navigation (bomb/nay radars). Inertial sys-
tems are not considered replaceable by GPS because of (1) the operational need for having
a truly self-contained system in the event external radio aids are jammed or destroyed, and
(2) the mutual augmentation provided by a GPS/ipertial hybrid to significantly improve
both the resistance of GPS to ECM and the unaided performance of the inertial system.

The development plan established by the GPS Joint Program Office (JPO) envisages
W the deployment of space vehicles in three phases. The space segment for Phase I will be

available in 1977 and will consist of 6 satellites, which will allow I to 3 hours of daily
testing over CONUS (and adjacent ocean areas). This constellation will piovide three-
dimensional, high accuracy position and velocity dcata during each test period. For Phase II,
the constellation will consist of 9 satellites2 (in 1981), which will provide an interim
worldwide two-dimensional capability with navigation accuracies of 100 to 200 meters. For

the purpose of this study, it has been assumed that an additional 3 satellites, a total of 12,
will be necessary to retain the high accuracy testing capability of Phiase I and also provide
the two-dimensional global capability. The plan for Phase III is tc, ztablish the full
operational capability of GPS in 1984. The space segment will cci•i. of a 24-satellite
constellation providing worldwide three-dimensional coverage and estimated zc.:curacies on
the order of 10 meters. A summary of the JPO development plan is contained in Appendix
A.

1. Although TRANSIT is not truly an enroutv navigation system, it would certainly be ph••sed out with the o Avent of
SGPS.

2. Recent GPS program information indicate. ) to 11 satellites for Phase 1I.

1L S I
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The GPS JPO plans to develop several types of user equipment capable of satisfying a
broad spectrum of military applications. Thie equipment concepts range from high perform-
ance units (designated Classes A and B) for aircraft needing the highest accuracy and jam
res.ance, to moderate performance units (Class C) for transport aircraft, ships, and helicop-
ters, to lightweight,,battexy-operated manpacks,(Cass D) for one-man operation.

A major motivation for the development of GPS is its potential for high accuracy
weiapon delivery: The use of GPS in such a role is-not sufficiently well proven either on a
cost or an effectiveness basis that defendable cost avoidances could be identified,-therefore,
these -costs are not included in this study. Given the uncertaipty of the utility of GPS for
weapon edlivery, 'he study has identified two sequential courses of action that would
minimize the risk of deploying a: GPS system of unproven -value to precision weapon
delivery and yet retain the c(rst avoidance potential:and navigation capability of a GPS
system having lesser accuracy. The first course of qction would provide a worldwide GPS of
Limited Operational Capability (LOC) for enroute navigation- -to replace the. above-
mentioned enroute and Doppler systems. The second course of action would, provide a
worldwide GPS of Full Operational Capability (FOC)-potentially capable of satisfying the

Sneeds of many additional military applications. These sequential options- and their:implica-
tions are summarized below and elaborated further in the Discussion.

I. Limited Operational Capability Option
The key steps in implementing the LOC option are:
(1) Provision of a sufficient number of satellites (-12) to ensure a global two-

dimensional navigation capability on the order of 200 meti,-1 and a daily

"window" (I to 3 hours) for the testing of new GPS applik.. _ns and weapon
systems requiring high accuracy and three-dimensional information.

(2) Development of low cost user equipment (-$10,000 for Class C) to replace the

enroute (LORAN, TACAN, VOR/DME, OMEGA, DF, and TRANSIT) and Dop-
pler navigation systems in the vast majority of military platforms.

(3) Planning the efficient removal of current enroute systems when GPS space and
user equipment segments are available. An annual avoidance& of about $130
million per year in reprocurement and O&M would result if the enroute sys-
tems and some Dopplers (primarily those paired with an inertial system) were
phased out.4 If all Dopplers were phased out, this avoidance would increase to
about $155 million per year.

(4) Closely monitoring the progress of GPS space and user equipment development
in order to maximize the potential cost avoidance of R&D and procurement of

new versions of current systems. If GPS capabilities and availability were

3. A'short discussion of the methods and 3=sumptions used in deriving the cost avoidance potential for current systems is
given in Section A.I.e, page 23, arid summarized in Table 8, page 24, of the Discussion.

4. Cost figures in Part 2 are usually rounded to the nearest $5 million; also, all costs in this report hr.e been,adjusted to
1975 levels.

-6
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demonstrated soin enough, all or part of the plaimed $340( million in new
R&D and procurement of cunrent enroute and Doppler systems might be
avoided. In some cases, such cancellations c/juld result in a gap of 3 to 5 years
before improved navigation capabilities would become available. Alternatively, a
2-year delay in the decision to halt programs may negate most of the potential
savings.

(5) Continue the study, development, and testing of GPS user equipment for high

accuracy applications such as coordinate bombing, mi Icourse guidance of tac-
tical and strategic weapons, instrt ment landing of aircraft, etc. These weapon
delivery and aircraft landing applications will need a long lead time for develop-
ment and subsequent acceptance by the user commands.

The potential cost avoidances cited above assume that every present user of the
current navigation systems (23,000 aircraft and ships) would be provided a GPS receiver of

limited accuracy (Class C set). This class of receivei shoud provide essentially the same
capability as the systems it would replace at the expense of somewhat less redundancy in
the nun.ber of reference (signal transmitting) systems. The estimated costs (in 1975 dollars)

for the GPS user equipment and the 12-satellite space segment of the LOC option are
shown below (vee Pcrt 3, Chapter HI, fo- further discussion).5 These GPS costs are to be
ccmpared with the costs of tile conventional ,ystems that would be avoided given in the
preceding paragraphs.

Space and Control Segments

Initial Investment $530 million
Annual Costs $70-85 milion

U Us-t Equipment
Initial Investment $315-630 million
Annual Costs $20-4, million

For each range of values shcwn, the lower figure is derived from cost data provider by the
GPS JPO, while the higher figure results trom cost increase factors assumed in this study.

(For summary of these factors, see Section A.2.a, page 25, in the. Discussion.)
C These ranges of GPS cost, as well as the corresponding costs for the current systems,

may be used to determine the number of years required to amortize the initial cost of GPS.

If the lower goals for GPS costs are met and enrente plus ali Dopplers are removed, the
initial cost of GPS would be amortized (without discosunting) in 8 to 13 years, depending

on the fraction of nev' procurements of current systems that wculd be avoided. If only the
Dopplers in dual and hybrid installations arc removed, this break-even range shifts to a

range of 12 to 20 years. If, however, the GPS costs were to shift to the upper range cf
values indicated above, all break-even points become unreasonably large (i.e., much greater

5. l'h estimates of GPS costs presented herein arc in terms of program ficeional requirments (.e., initial RDT&E .oid
procurement of hardware, and subsequent annual opeoating cowts). Since tb-se estimates art not time phased and some
GPS program paramixters have been varied, they will differ in composition and vary somewhat in magnitude from current
JPO estimates.

•t 7
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than 20 yearsi. These estimates are based on -the assumption that the- current enroute and

Doppler systems would not be phased out antil the GPS (12-satellite system) becomes

operational. The sensitivity of the results to -resonable changes in costs emphasizes the
importance of achieving the low cost goals for GPS equipment if future savings are to
result. (See Figure 1, page 29, and Table 20, page 65.)

2. Full Operational Capability Option
The FOC option includes all the steps previously listed for the LOC option; the major

additi-onal steps are:

(1) The establishment of the full 24-satellite constellation soon after the 12-satellite

constellation of the LOC option is attained (see Table 9, page 26, for sp.,ce
segment and user-equipment costs.)

(2) Development and production of both enroute and high arcuracy GPS user
equipmenW for a large number of new applications and users. The JPO estimate

for the .,nit cost of the high accuraey (Class A) user equipment is about

$25,000.

(3) Remcval of current landing aids6 and about 10 percent of the current weapon

delivery radars. Note that the application of GPS in precision landing and
weapon delivery techniques needs to be demonstrated. In the case of landing

aids, the accuracy of the FOC GPS is marginal (see Part 3, Chapter 1). In the

case of radar weapon delivery systems, the accuracy of GPS is adequate;
however, this does not provide sufficient basis for replacing most (90 percent)
of the bomb/nav radars in the inventory, since these radars also perform other
functions, such as air-to-air search, weapon delivery, and terrain avoidance. The
potential cost savings for these additional removals of equipment are given in
Table 8, page 24.

(4) Cancellation of the R&D and new procurements for landing aids and ground-

based radars identified in Tables 7 and 8, pages 21 and 24.

Under the most optimistic assumptions (i.e., lowest GPS costs and the saving of all

identified sources of cost avoidance), the break-even time for tMe FOC option is signifi-
cantly greater (about 25 years) than for the LOC option. This difference results from the
much higher GPS costs and the relatively small additional cost avoidance from the landing

aids and bomb/nav radars. If the high end of the GPS cost ranges were to apply, then GPS
operations costs would become greater than the potential savings in the operations costs of
current systems, and break-even points would cease to exist. Thus, it is apparent that the
FOC option will probably not save any money in the navigation area.

The significant advantage that would accrue from the FOC option is the potential
application of GPS (1) to new weapon systems to icrease operational effectiveness, and (2)

6. Assuming the acceptance by the FAA of GPS as a landing aid at civil aitports.

8
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to combined operations of large task forces to improve tie command and control functions.
The operational demonstrations described in the following Discussion provide examples of
these potential applications of GPS. Additional examples of GPS application to the guidance
o'f tactical and strategic missiles (although not covered in this report) have been suggested in
other :tudies, 7 wherein substantial improvements in missile effectiveness have been pre-
dicted.

In conclusion, the LOC option represents the least risk since (1) the impact of
unforeseen development problems in the satellites (e.g., the space clocks) would be reduced
by the smaller constellation, (2) the current enroute and Doppler systems represent the bulk
of the potential cost avoidance, and (3) the applications of GPS to other military missions

Smay proceed at a pace consistent with efficient use of RDT&E resources and, acceptance by
the user commands.

In contrast, the risks of going very quickly to the FOC option appear appreciably
greater. The more rapid development of GPS user equipment required for this plan runs the
risk of increasing the costs8 and creating problems of acceptability with the users. Most of
the interesting new applications for GPS are in an embryo stage at present, and it may take

X 10 to 15 years to bring them to fruition and to gain their acceptance by the user com-
mands. In the interim, it should not be necessary to carry the added cost of the additional
satellites needed to achieve the FOC.

SB. TAlC 2: OPERATIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS

Seven demonstrations have been identified to illustrate the operational utility of GPS
for military applications. These demonstrations are in the mission areas of eir assault,

aircraft approach and landing, amphibious operations, attack helicopter operations, close air
L. support forward observer and artillery operations, and photoreconnaissance and coordinate

bombing. Descriptions of each of these proposed demonstrations have been developed. The
general concepts of these demonstrations have been reviewed with the Service agencies
having the doctinal responsibility for the position fixing and navigation problem areas
forming the bases for the demonstrations. The concepts have been exposted to include their
comments. Each of these demonstrations is examined in the Discussion (and in Part 3,
Chapter III), along with the current problems and the potential benefits of using GPS.

-C. ASK 3: PROGRAMS THAT COULD BENEFIT FROM EARLY AVAILABILITY OFS! • GPS TEST RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

SSeven programs were identi ed as potentially benefiting from the early availability of
GPS test range instrumentation. These include two aircraft developments (B-I and F-16),

I• i 7. For e.ample, Impact of the Instrumental Globe on Military Forces in the 1980s: Strategic Forces-A Briefing, Rand

Worlkag Note WN-8941-PR, January 1975, SECRET.

8. See page 31 for potential impact of advanced technology on user equipment costs.

II 9
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two cruise missiles programs (ALCM and SLCM), a strategic miss3le development (MX), and
two air defense systems (SAM.*D and SHORAD). Each of these programs has range testing
needs that will probably require acquisition of additional (i.e., over and above those
currently available) instrumentation systems. The potential benefits that GPS may bring to
these weapon programs are high accuracy position, velocity, and timc measurements; greater
mobility/flightpath freedom for the test vehicle; and the ability to quickly establish test
ranges on a worldwide basis. The specific objectives of each of these programs that
GPS may be able to satisfy are examine' .: owing and in Part 3, Chapter IV.

Lii
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DISCUSSION

"This ptItion of the report is divided into three major sections. Section A examines
the most likely candidate systems for replacement by GPS, and the technical, operational,

and[cost implications resulting from such replacements: Section B examines seven candidate
demonstrations for displaying the operational utility of GPS; and Section C examines the
current development programs that could benefit from the availability of GPS for range
instrumentation.

A. TASK 1: CANDIDATE SYSTEMS FOR REPLACEMENT BY GPS

"The major issues and questions posed by this task, assuming that GPS will perform as
prediuted,' are (1) which current navigation systems are potertial candidates for being

phased out, (2) which should be retained to be used in conjunction with GPS, (3) what are
the orders of magnitude of the cost avoidances implied by phasing cut systems, and (4)
what are the technical and operational ispects, both positive and negative, that would

result.
The general approach adopted to answer these questions was to assign GPS equipment

to all user platforms and then review the navigation suite of each platform type for
equipment that could be removed without compromising its mission capabilities. The

=: 7i._ • ;rationale for equipment removal also considered the vulnerability of GPS to both physicaland electronic countermeasures by electing to remove equipment in stages; that is, the first

systems chosen for removal would probably create the least incentive for an enemy to
attack GPS satellites or ground control stations, and subsequent removals would create

- increasingly higher incentives. The specific cases used in this removal process are:

I yCase 1: Remove all enroute radio navigation equipment (i.e., equipment whose
- primary function is point-to-point navigation).

j Case 2: Remove the self-contained Doppler systems. Two subcases are analyzed: (a)
removal of one Doppler in dual and hybrid installations and (b) removal of
all Dopplers.

Case 3: Remove all military landing systems.

1. See Appendix A for discussion of the NAVSTAR GPS program.
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Case 4: Remove all radar sensors whose prime fusiLtoin is weapon dzLvery, naviga-

the first tion, and mapping.
In tie first two cases, the navigation requirements are such that a two-dimensional,

relatively low accura(,y GPS system is an adequate replacement. For the next two cases, the
full three-dimensional, high accuracy GPS system is necessary. These cases are, summarized

1<-=:in users.Table I in terms of the specific generic navigation systems now employed by military

.Table 1. Generic Types of Equipment Not all of the systems listed in Table 1

Removed From Aircraft are important from a potential cost avoidance
point of view., Table 2 summarizes the user
equipment inventory and the order-of-

Case 1 : Enroute Radio NAVAI DS magnitude investment in military navigation
- LORAN

- TACAN systems, and indicates which systems are the
- VOR/DME major candidates for cost avoidanc~e, since
- OMEGA annual operations costs are typically propor-
S- Direction Finders (DFs) tional to equipment investment. It is evident

Case 2: Doppler Systems from Table 2 that the dominant users of
Case 3: Landing Aids current navigation equipment are aircraft.

-- Instrument Landing System (ILS) Ship users are far less numerous (1.5 percent= •-• -Precision Approach Radars (PARs)
- c Ap h a Aof tot.l inventory), and the ground forces

SCase 4: Bombing/Navigation Radars have virtually no equipment of the types

Slfisted.
""the The inertial systems are not considered replaceable by GPS because they provide (1)

the best self-contained performance available today, and (2) the needed backup in case GPS
is jammed or physically attacked. Of the remaining systems in Table 2, the important ones

for this study are the enroute LORAN, TACAN, VOR/DME, OMEGA, and DF systems and
the Doppler systems. These systems represent an investment of approximately $670 million,
which is almost 60 percent of the estimated total investment of $1.2 billion.

1. Operational Considerations and Cost Avoidance Potential
Each of the aforementioned four cases of navigation system removal has its own

special set of technical and operational consequences, as well as cost avoidance potentials.

"These are discussed in the following sections.

a. Case I. Enroute Radio Navaids

The enroute radio navigation aids (navaids) are those employed primarily in navigating

from point A to point B over considerable distances. The accuracy needed for enroute
navigation is relatively low: several hundred meters may be required near congested terminal

• --: "-areas, while I to 5 miles sufficient for the "cruise" portions of most missions.
The present radio systems are of three general types: (1) hyperbolic systems such as

° LORAN and OMEGA, which require a minimum of three ground stations for position

LOA OEAwhc eqie 12
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TableZ2 Estima, ?d Total User Equipment Investment Costs for NavigationI Systen; Y Curren tly in Use * by the U.S. Military Services
~ (C osts, n .19'75 Dollars)

Aircraft Users Ship UsrnsIJ

otl Average Total Average Total

Sstem Type Int entory Unit (i (SM1) Inventory Unit ($ $(M)

LORAN 4,200 50,000 210 500 15,000 7.5
TACAIV 1",000 10,000 140

VOR/DME 1.,000 4,000 32

OMEGA/VLF 401' 25,000 10 300 25,000 7.51~DF 20,000 2,500 5
ILF 5,000 3,500 18

Doppler (Single)l 4,000 37,000 148IDoppler (Redundant)t 1,700 63
mnenials 4,000 80,000 320 23 5M0,000 100

Bombing/Nav(igation 600§ 150,000 90
Radars 4

Satellite 100 25,000 2.5
Total 1,108i Total 117.5

%and users have been omitted from the table since currently they have few high value systems in the inventory.

tAverage costs quoted here are approximate and are for scoping purposes only. Detailed cost estimates fo. spec icfiI systems are given in Chapter 11.
tSingle LDopplees are installations in which only one Doppler is used as a means of ninvigallon beyond the range of radio
navigation aids. Redundant Dopplers are those which are paired with an inertial system or another Doppler.

§The 600 radars listed here are those which have only .in air-to-ground weapon delivery or navigation capability. There
aer about 6,000 radars which have func-t~ons in addition to air-to-ground weapon delivery and navigation. i.e., search, L
air-to-air, intcrsept, etc.

fixing; (2) "rho/t'lieta" systems such as TACAN, which require only one ground station for
a position fix; and (3) direction finding (DF) systems, which give only a line of position
and are seid)om considered a primary navigation aid except on minimally equipped platforms
(some helicopters and small boats).

These- navaids are characterized by extensive networks of ground stations to provide
coverage of most or alI of the populated areas of the world, as well as almost universal use
by both military and civil aircraft and ships of both the Free World and Red Bloc nations.

A Table 2 estimates the current U.S. military inventory of usei equipment for aircraft and
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_ From a technical point of view, a simplified, low cost GPS receiver, using only the

clear/acquisition signal, 2 could fulfill most of the - navigation functions of the current
enroute systems. Furthermore, only about half of the currently planned 24 satellites would
be needed to prom ide a two-dimensional capability equivalent to the present systems.

There are a number of technical and collateral aspects, both positive and negative,

- which may infltience a decision to phase out any of the enroute systems considered. These
are discussed below.

LORAN. LORAN is a long range radio navigation system of the hyperbolic typeI- in widespread use by military and civil users. LORAN A is scheduled to be phased
out by 1980 insofar as U.S. support is concerned. LORAN C has been selected (by
DOT) as the primary system for the U.S. coastal/confluence waters and the Great
Lakes. This net is scheduled to have 21 stations, of which 8 are operating (4 in
Alaska and 4 on the east coast). The positive and negative aspects of the use of GPS

for the LORAN function are:

"" •Positive Aspects

- GPS would be worldwide, whereas LORAN coverage is presently limited to
- - heavily traveled ocean areas. Broad ocean coverage by LORAN does not appear

practical.

*The potential accuracy of a 12-satellite GPS space segment and low cost user

equipment would meet most of the requirements fulfilled by LORAN. The full
24-satellite space segment and high accuracy user sets are predicted to exceed
LORAN performance.

- The phaseout of LORAN A by 1980 would provide GPS with a potential civil

market if the low cost goals for GPS user equipment were achieved.

Negative Aspects

* Cancellation of the Air Force Tactical LORAN (ARN-101), the Army low cost
LORAN (ARN-1 14), and Vic corresponding LORAN D ground chain (see Table
5); and substitution of equivalent GPS user equipment would result in a gap of
3 ta 5 years before improved navigation capability could become available.

- The two-dimensional GPS capability would have ti be available by 1979 (or

2 shortly thereafter) to service the U.S. coastal/confluence zones (in particular,
the west coast and Gulf nf Alaska areas) to replace LORAN A.

In general, the substitution of 6nS for the LORAN function is attractive from the

standpoint of both equal or improved cipabilities and cost avoidance potential. The
"inhibiting factor is primarily timing of the availability oe" GPS to fulfill specialized needs for
both civil and military users.

2. See /Appndix A for discussion of GPS operation.
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TACAN and VOR/DME. TACAN and VOR/DME are treated together since they
provide nearly identical navigation service. In large measure, the two ground reference

systems are collocated for civil operations and are calLed VORTACs. The DME component
of the collocated systems is common to both TACAN and VOR/DME. TACAN is primarily
a military system, and VOR/DME is the Free World civil system. The nominal accuracies of
both systems are similar (3.5 degrees in azimuth and 0.5 nmi or 3 percent of range,
whichever is greater, I sigma). Techniques for improving the accuracy for both systems by

almost a factor of 10 exist and have been employed in special situations. The locations of
the fixed VORTAC sites determine, in large measure, the overland route structure for aircraft
in the Free World.

VOR/DME is installed in some military aircraft (primarily cargo types) to enable use

of the civil airspace structure in the absence of TACAN ground stations. Assuming that GPS

will be approved for IFR navigation in the civil airspace, VOR/DME user sets would no
longer be required by these military aircraft.

Abandonment of the civil reference system is an FAA/ICAO matter and has little cost
avoidance potential for the DOD. The broad implications of GPS to civil navigation suggest

that the development of GPS be coordinated with the FAA and ICAO, and be made
available for civil use. These implications are:

(1, Eventual elimination of the civil network of VOR/DME ground stations, and
provision of a suitable replacement.

X• (2) Availability of IFR navigation capability in areas not presently served.

d (3) Facilitation of the area navigation concept.

(4) The impact of a large number of additional users on user system cost through
high-volume production and more competition.

In addition to the obvious enroute navigation function, the VORTAC system provides
additional services to both military and civil aircraft. The most important of these is its use
as an aid for nonprecision approaches to landing. In the military case, this includes
approaches to aircraft carriers and forward unimproved airstrips (using portable TACAN

-- beacons). An operational demonstration to confirm the potential capability of GPS as a
nonprecision and Category I approach aid is discussed on page 35 and in Part 3, Chapter
Ill.

In an analogous way, TACAN is used as a means for aircraft-to-ship and aircraft-to-
aircraft rendezvous. The rendezvous function requires positioning relative to a moving
target. This relative navigation source is automatically provided by the TACAN beacon. Ihe
use of GPS would require a data link to establish relative position and headings. While this
might be done by voice for slowly moving platforms, it would probably require a narrow-
band data link and computer (for distance and bearing computations) for an aerial refueling
operation.

LL
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The positive and negative aspects of the use of GPS for the TACAN fuaction are:

Positive Aspects

GPS would be worldwide, while TACAN is primarily an overland system.

The accuracy of a 12-satellite space segment and low cost user equipment
would potentially equal or exceed the performance of TACAN.

GPS would have greater resistance to ECM.

GPS would provide an area navigation capability, whereas TACAN requires the
addition of a computer to provide this capability.

Users of GPS would be passive, whereas TikCAN users must radiate.

GPS could not be saturated, whereas tile DME portion of TACAN ground
stations are saturable.

Negative Aspects

0 The GF' rQ.rence system would provide less redundancy than TACAIN.

. A GPS user would require a data link when performing a rendezvous with
another moving platform.

s GPS would require approval by FAA and ICAO if it is to be used as a
! substitute for VORTAC IFR navigation in the civil route structure.

-Abandonment or tie ground reference system may be objected to by friendly
foreign forces that have adopted TACAN as principal means of navigation.

As is indicated above, GPS generally fulfills the function of TACAN. The only

exception is rendezvous. The negative aspects are in large measure administrative. T'here is
little question that GPS should meet the FAA standards set forth in Circular 90-45A and
thits should be approved by the FAA and the ICAO. The attitudes of the foreign friendly
forces are unknown. It is worth notuig. however, that they could share in the cost
avoidance potential in proportion to the isze of their aircraft fleet without a concomitant
investment in R&D)and the space segment.

Direction Finding Systems. DI systems consist of a series of nondirectional beacons
(INDBs) and a user receiver with an antenna that senses the direction from which the NDB
radiation conies. Automatic direction finding (ADF) receivers display the direction of the
received signal relative to the longitudinal axis of tile platform (aircraft or ship). The systtni
his the advantages of being comparatively cheap and easy to maintaiv. Its limited accuracy
under good atmospheric conditions (about 5 degrees), coupled with added sensing errors in
electrical storms and pilotage errors in high winds, makes it unsuitable for use in high
density traffic. Nevertheless, the low cost of DFs has resulted in their use as a primary
navigation aid on "low cost" platforms (e.g., helicopters) and as a backup system on
virtually everything else-military and civil. In spite of its deficiencies, the NDB/ADF
continues in use as a means of conducting nonprecision approaches at many airports and as
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an aid in making the initial approach to a precision instrument landing. The cost avoidance
potential of military DF systems is significant because of the large number in use (see Table
4).

Although GPS can provide much more capability than the ADFs, it may still be
desirable to retain them as a low cost backup for a "get home" capability rather than

provide dual GPS receivers.

OMEGA. The only truly global radio navigation
systems other than GPS are the VLF hyperbolic systems. Table 3. Military Usage

The best known of these is OMEGA. The military usage of OMEGA V
of OMEGA is increasing, as indicated in Table 3.

Its use, for the period covered by this study, is Futgre

confined to high value platforms that routinely operate 1974 Increese

over the ocean beyond the range of other systems. The 2-5

individual system costs, both user and ground reference, Nav j
are relatively high. However, their limited usage makes Ships 278 54 NE

the overall cost avoidance potential small. Since OMEGA Aircraft 127 177 __

is the only reliable worldwide alternative to GPS, and Air Force 0 690
since there is little cost to be saved by its abandonment,
it is reasonable to xetain it as a backup system for broad Source: OPNAV Instruction $S330.18.

ocean navigation. *0-3 and S-3 aircraft only.
tFor C130 MOD.

Costs of Enroute Systems. The two major cost
segments for the enroute radio navigation systems are the
user equipment and the reference equipment. The esti-
mated average annual operations and recurring acquisition costs for the enroute user systems
considered in Case 1 are summarized in Table 4. The methodology and cumulative cost data
on which the 15-year averages in Table 4 are based are given in Part 3, Chapters I and II.
The user system costs shown in Table 4 do not include the procurement of new designs of

equipments that either provide a new capability for existing platforms or replace aging or
otherwise unsatisfactory older equipment. The specific programs of this type are listed in
Table S.

The new equipments listed in Table 5 would probably be installed by the earliest
time at which a two-dimensional GPS capability could exist as an alternative. Realization of

any cost avoidance would entail some delay in the scheduled upgrading of enroute naviga-
tion equipment capabilities. The magnitude of realized cost avoidance will depend on early
cancellation of these R&D procurement programs. However, such cancellation decisions
would depend critically on the early demonstration of satisfactory GFS performance.

b. Cabc 2: 5-,r L _ntained Doppler Systems
Self-contained systems are utilized in military platforms either because the enroute

radio navaids (previously discussed) are unavailable in the areas of use or because it is
expected that these radio systems will be jammed or otherwise compromised. A common
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A4Al Table 4. Estimated Average * Annual Costs for Military
Enroute User Equipment

~- L 'Costs in Millions of) 1975 Dollars)~

ýxi Rewrring

I 74 Number Acquisition
System of Sets cost O&M Cost Total Cost

LORAN 4,900 24.3 35.0 59.3
TACAN 12,500 4.1 24.5 28.6

VOR/OME 7,200 1.1 2.3 3.4

OMEGA 300 0.5 0.4 0.9
ADF 20,900 3.1 8.4 11.5

Total 45,5V 33.1 70.6 103.7

QGuantitie, and costs are averaged over the 15-year period covered by this study (see
Part 3, Cwtr i

Table S. New Enroute Equipment Procurement *

Average
Quantity Unit Cost Total

System Type Time Span Planned (dollars, 1975) (S millions, 1975)

Air Force
ARN-118 TACAN 1976- 10,000t: 12,000 120.0
ARN-101 LORAN 1978-1979 242 150,000t: 38.3
Unknown OMEGA Thru FY 1978 690 15,000 10A
TRN-35 LORAN 1976-1977 *3chainsRN 15.6

_________ (Ref) __________

Army
jARN-1 14 LORAN 1975- 2,100 28,000 § 59.0

RN_____ ___________ 1975____ I,0 ED _______ 1,540____11.0 __ARN-2 1,/L 17-74100154*1.
PS-6 LORAN 1976-1978 170 18,000 30.0
Total 282.3F - -Note that quantities and costs are planning f igures and do not represent firm contract date.

tContract has been let for initial 1,100 units.

lContract price does not include inertial measurement unit OWLU)
§ Army cost target.

*Conitract let for initial 864 units plus 100 percent option.

*',tcludes 4-yaar failure free warranty.
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form of self-contained navigation equipment is the dead-reckoning system, which integrates
velocity to derive position change. All systems of this type require initialization to provide
the position in geographic coordinates. The velocity vector required for the dead-reckoning
systems can be obtained in a variety of ways. The most accurate systems usihg direct
measurement of velocity are based on Doppler radar measurements of platform speed
relative to the ground and employ a gyrocompass measurement of heading relative to true
north. Accuracies of I to 5 percent of distance traveled are typical for Doppler systems. All
self-contained systems are characterized by an unbounded position error that grows with
time. Thus, periodic position updates are required to control the errors on long missions.

The Doppler systems are frequently used in dual or hybrid- installations both for
redundancy and to improve the overall accuracy. Of 5,370 platforms containing Doppler

systems, 3,700 have a single Doppler, 1,300 have Doppler/Inertial hybrids, and 370 have
dual Doppler installations. Substitution of GPS receivers for these Doppler sensors is
technically feasible, since the predicted velocity accuracy r.r GPS (see Appendix A), is
equal to, or better than, the performance of present-day Dopplers. Furthermore, an
inertial/GPS hybrid would be more accurate than any of the current dual self-contained
systems,• since the errors would be bounded by the GPS system. The potential cost

avoidances arising from the substitution of GPS for the Doppler component of the
redundant (i.e., dual or Doppler/Inertial) self-contained systems or for all Dopplers in the
inventory are presented in the next section. The positive and negative aspects cf these

subsitutions are:4 -Positive Aspects

- GPS/Inertial systems provide better accuracy for long range enroute navigation
• •than Doppler/Inertial combinations.

- Unlike Doppler systems, GPS is unaffected by terrain reflectance characteristics.
Under some conditions Doppler is unusable over water.

• GPS users are passive, whereas the radiation from Doppler s.stems is

detectable.

"Negative Aspects

- GPS is not self-contained and is thus vulnerable to physical countermeasures
against the satellites and ground stations.

GPS would generally fulfill the functions performed by the Doppler systems. The

vulnerability of GPS satellites and ground stations to physical and electronic counter-
measures would necessitate the retention, and perhaps greater use, of inertial systems on

.::,= •=:::military platforms.

Costs of Doppler Systems. The average annual expenditure for all Duppler systems is
about $35 million, of which $10 million is for procurement and $25 million is for O&M.
Since approximately 30 percent of the total number of Dopplers in the inventory are one

of a pair in a dual or hybrid system, 30 percent of the costs cited above could be avoided
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"by removing one Doppler from each of these systems. The corresponding average annual
rate is $10 million, of which $3 million is for procurement and $7 million for O&M. InTLJ; addition, approximately $55 million is planned (by the Army) for future procurement of

The potential cost implications of other hybrid systems using the Air Data System or

the Airborne Heading and Attitude Reference System (AHARS) with GPS have not been
examined in this study. However, they may be a major factor in the teasibility of
eliminating the single Doppler, which would be a significant added cost avoidance.

c. Case 3: Landing Aids

The ability to approach and land under reduced ceiling and visibility conditions is
vital to the operatior, of virtually all military aircraft. The primary approach and landing aid

in current use by the military is the Precision Approach Radar (PAR), which requires only a
communications capability by the user. The standard civil landing aid is the Instrument
Landing System (ILS). ILS is also used extensively in those military aircrift which
routinely land at civil airfields-about 5,000 of the total inventory of 23,000. This includes
primarily the cargo aircraft. In addition, many of the Air Force tactical aircraft are being
equipped with ILS. A microwave landing system is being developed by the FAA (with DOD

participation) that is expected to become the common system for both military and civil
use,

There are four classes of approach and landing requirements:, nonprecision

approaches, and Category i, II, and III approaches and landings (see Part 3, Chapter 1).
Comparison of the accuracy requirements with the expected performance of GPS indicates
that GPS could easily fulfill the requirement for the nonprecision approach. In addition,
there appears to be a potential for the use of GPS as a landing aid for Category I, if a local
differential system is implemented. This would consist of a GPS receiver precisely located
relative to the approach path and a data link provided to the aircraft. However, it appears
doubtful that a differential system would provide sufficient accuracy in the vertical coordi-
nate to allow Category II and III approaches. A proposed operational demonstration of the
capabilities of GPS for the approach and landing function is discussed in Section B.2 of this
Discussion and in Part 3, Chapter Ill.

Aside from the accuracy issues, a major advantage offered by GPS as a landing aid
would be its worldwide availability. In the case of nonprecision approaches, it would
eliminate the need for ground systems; in the case of the higher precision approaches, the
ground installation may be somewhat simpler than ILS or the developmental Microwave

X " -Landing System (MLS). As will be seen in the next section, the tactical flexibility that these
characteristics offer is probably more important than the modest cost savings that -they
potentially provide.

Costs of Landing Systems, The present inventory of both Precision Approach Radar

and ILS reference systems is given in Table 6 along with the approximate annual O&M costs
of $11 million for ILS and $14 million for PAR. The average annual cost for ILS user
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Table 6. Inventory and Annual Table 7 Planned Total Expenditures for
Operation and Maintenance New Military Landing Aids 197541980
Costs of Precision Military _

Landing Aid Reference Systems
User Equipment $M -7-

O&M R&D
system ($M, Military Share of National 38
Type Inventory 1975) MLS Development

-PAR 101* 14.2t ILS Modernization Program 35
I LS 189 11.3 Ground Reference Systems

*Does not incl#-4 e any Army RD_

systems-data not in ECAC data Procurement

base.

llfnclJudes military controller costs GRN-27 15
based on six controller years pI
at $15,000 pay and allowancesT

Product Improvement 13

Total 147
equipment is $12 million, comprising about
$2 million for p:ocurement and $10 million MLS .wound reference R&D Included in $38 million

for user R&D.
for O&M. Thus, the total annual cost for
landing aids is $37 million.

The Air Force is planning to upgrade
the ILS and PAR installations at its bases during the period covered by this study. Other
than this interim -, .)gram, the expenditure for landing aids is expected to be small until
MLS becomes available in the mid-1980s.

The planned expenditures for new landing aids is summarized in Table 7.

d. Case 4. Bombing/Navigation Radars
The use of GPS as an aid in the delivery of airborne weapon systems is probably the

role most likely to elicit an enemy attack against GPS. Nevertheless, given that GPS will
perform as predicted, it appears to be a viable alternative for radar bombing as it is
currently done.

The capabilities of the current radar systems are such that the ability of the aircrew
to acquire and strike targets of opportunity is, for all practical purposes, nonexistent.
Strikes are preplanned using prior photo or radar reconnaissance. Release points are
determined by offset beacons or, if the target is distinctive enough, by ,iatching radar scope
photographs (actual or simulated). In either case, the measured impact errors are quite large.

This entire procedure can, in principle, be done using • in a coordinate bombing mode
(see p. 39 and Part 3, Chapter 111). The resulting accuracy has been predicted to be better
by as much as an order of magnitude.3 GPS alone, however, has no potential to strike
targets of opportunity, either moving or stationary, unless a FAC or other target aciiuisition
3. WSEG Report 216/IDA Report 190, Defense Navigation Satellite System (DNS) Study, July 1973, SECRET.
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system could determine the coordinates of the target and hand off Its GPS coordinates to a
strike aircraft also using GPS.

The development of a new strike radar system such as the Electronically Agile Radar
(EAR), and capitalization of the Forward Looking Advanced Multimode Radar (FLAMR)
technology, are underway and are expected to lead to a capability to acquire and accurately
strike targets of opportunity such as tanks and trucks. The cost of such systems will be
high-probably approaching .1 million each. The conservative approach at this time would

- -appear to be a continued development of the technology of precision radar weapon delivery
to the point of tactical demonstration and concurrently to develop the techniques for blind
bombing using GPS. This approach would also yield better estimates of costs of the

- advanced radars as well as the subsidiary equipment required to utilize GPS for striking

- <targets of opportunity. If both developments are successful, GPS could serve as a backup
system for the advanced radar. in any case, because of the poor performance of current
weapon delivery radars, consideration should be given to the practicaliiy of phasing out

some of the current radar systems as GPS becomes available and is proven effective for
"coordinate bombing.

There are currently about 5,500 airborne radars in the inventory that have at least an
air-to-ground weapon delivery, navigation, or mapping capability. In 90 percent of the cases,
these radars have additional capabilities such as air-to-air intercept that cannot be supplied
by GPS. The remaining fraction (about 580 radars) have only a bombing/navigation or
mapping capability. These are the only radars that could be replaced by a proven GPS
"alternative without a marked degradation j, the capabilities of the aircraft. The functions
that would be lost if the other radars were phased out are primarily air-to-air search and

-- - -: weapon delivery on air superiority fighters, terrain following and avoidance on attack
aircraft, and surace search on naval patrol and attack aircraft. Although innovative use of
GPS in conjunction with other target acquisition systems might fulfill some of these radar
functions, there have been no studies to determine the efficacy of such new approaches.

"It is conceivable that more than 580 of the current radars could be phased out. The
factors that would influence such a decision include the development of the new radar

'i :systems as noted before and the changing role of the F-4 with the advent of the F-14, F-15,
and F-16 aircraft and their air superiority role. If the air-to-air role of the F-4 is
downgraded, then approximately 600 additional radars might be phased out.

The Air Force is currently conducting a study of these and other issues surrounding
the needs for, and use of, radars in aircraft. This study should shed more light on the
potential cost avoidance resulting from the use of GPS rather than radars for w.spon
delivery.

In addition to the airborne radars, there is a ground-based radar bombing system
currently under development by the Air Force-Ground Directed Bombing/kadar Bomb
Scoring (GDB/RBS) system. This system would be used to vector aircraft to the target-and
to score the results. These functions are potentially accomplished more effectively with
GPS.
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The positive and negative aspects of the use of GPS for the weapon delivery function
are:

< A. t1. Positive Aspects

a The weapon delivery accuracy of GPS is potentially better than present radars
for preplanned strikes against targets accurately located in a GPS-based coordi-
nate system.

G GPS is designea to be relatively immtne to decoying or spoofing counter-
measures.

] GPS is passive, whereas radar is detectable by enemy defenses.

0 The radars are among the most costly avionics systems to acquire and maintain;
thus, potential removal of a small fraction of them is not insignificant.

Negative Aspects

r A strike aircraft using GPS has ao capability (without continuous target
updating) against targets of opportunity; advanced radars of the future may
have such a capability,

* The payoff for physical or electronic attacks against GPS would be increased if
GPS is the primary iiavaid for weapon delivery.

Costs of Bombing/Navigation Radars. The cost to operate and maintain all of the
airborne radars with a weapont delivery capability is approximately $70 million per year.
Roughly 10 percent of this is avoidable if the two current radars (APQ-102 and ASB-16)
that are used only for weapon delivery are phased out. These estimates are believed to be
conservatively low. As noted above, a more detailed investgation of the demonstrated value
of the additional capabilities of multipurpose radars my indicate that the additional
"functions alone do not justify their continued use in view of the cost. If this is found to be
true, the potential cost avoidances would increase accordingly The APQ-120 on the F-4E
alone would provide an additional 10 percent in cost avoidance.

The cost data are based on continued use of the current designs in future aircraft at
$100,000 to $150,000 per system. However, the development of EAR and the use of
FLAMR technology will result in systems that approach $1 million in cost. If the tech-
nology and related tactics are successfully developed, these systems will have a capability
against targets of opportunity that cannot be duplicated by GPS. Thus, the high cost
systems would not be potential sources of cost avoidance. Neither the R&D nor the
procurement cyusts of these advanced systems have been included in the analysis. However,
the GDB/RBS procurement and support costs are included. The estimates for the GDB/RBS-1 •costs are $60 million for procurement and $3 million for annual support.

c. Analysis of Cost Avoidan-e Potential

Tabfr 8 summarizes the estih ited costs of continuing the use of the various currentj navigation systems discussed in tht previous sections. The estimates are based on a military
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Table 8. Summary of the Cost of Continued Use of Current Navigation Systems
(Costs in Millions of 19 75 Dollars)

USer Reference
Equipment system Additional R&D

System (per year (per year) and Procurement'

Enroute
LORAN 59.3 10.0 141.2
TACAN 28.6 1.9 120.0
VOR/OME 3.3 2.1 t 11.0
DOF 11.5 3.1
OMEGA 0.9 unknown 10.4

Total Enroute 103.8 17.1 282.6

Dopplers
Redundant Dopplers 10.0 5.
Remaining Dopplers 23.5 -5.

Total Dopplers 33.5 55.0

Landing Aids
ILS 12.0 11.3 }147.0PAR -14.2

Total Landing Aids 12.0 25.5 147.0

Radars
Bomb/Nay Only 7.0--

(APO-102 & ASB-16)

Bomb/Nav Plus Other 62.0--

GDB/RBS$ - 3.3 60.0

Total Radars 69.0 3.3 60.0

*Total planned expenditures for new "AN" systems prior to 1960.

tinctudes $600,000 for VORTAC.
t~round Oiracted Bombing/Radlar Bomb Scoring Systems.

-- A aircraft and ship force structure through 1989, developed from Service planning docu-
ments,' and the known or planned navigation suites of each specific platform in the force.

airrat. heacquisition and annual operating costs of over 350 currently installed AN
navgaton ystmswere based on specific data obtained for about 100 of these systems, the

latter figure representing a major fraction of all installations (see Part 3, Chapter HI).

4. IDA Note N4134, Force Structure Supplement to IDA Report R-21 7., October 1975, SECRET.
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, - Table 8 presents the average values of annual operating costs for the user and reference
system segments, and the planned new R&D and procurements for current systems that can
potentially be replaced by GPS. The cost avoidance potential represented in Table 8 totals
about $170 to $255 million per year for annual operating cost (depending on whether the
single Dopplers and all radars are included or not) and $545 million of future R&D and pro-

- • "curement of current systems. The enroute systems account for a significant fraction of the
totals, or about $120 million per year for annual operations and $285 million for R&D and
procurement. Removal of redundant Doppler systems would avoid costs at the rate of $10
million per year; if all Dopplers were removed, this rate would increase to about $35 million

JI per year. The annual recurring costs for the landing aids are approximately $40 million per
1 year plus about $145 million for procurement. In the case of the radars that are used only for

bombing, navigation, and mapping, the recurring costs are approximately $7 million per year,
or 10 percent of the total operations cost for all radars in this category.

For the most part, the $545 million of future equipment expenditures represents

replacements for, or alternatives to, equipment already available whose functions are also
potentially satisfied by GPS. The major questionable cases are the new landing aids that
have been discussed earlier and the advanced radars for which no cost avoidance potential is

j- -credited. The motivation lies in the need for improvements in performance or operating costJ: over current operational systems. If the pronurement of any of these systems were halted in
the anticipation of GPS, then an additional period of dissatisfaction on the part of the user

I would result unless the GPS IOC is about the same. The IOCs for these systems are no later
than 1980 (except for MLS, whose IOC date has not been set), and the IOCs for GPS are
1981 and 1984 for the two-dimensional and three-dimensional global systems, respectively.

-! This indicates that an approximate parallelism in schedule exists. Realistic acceleration of
the GPS schedule would engender some confidence in the user that his needs will be
fulfilled. Conversely, the always present possibility of slippage in. the GPS schedule will
result in a hesitancy to halt procuremer ;. Unfortunately most of the programs are in the

early procurement stages, and any delay in the decision to halt reduces the avoidable
expenditures. Although the planning for these programs is in a continuously changing state,

- ait appears that a 2-year delay in the decision could negate most of the potential savings.

2. GPS Costs
The cost of providing the space and user segments of GPS has been computed in a

manner similar to that described in the previous section. In general, the input data to the
I cost model for GPS are based on information obtained from the GPS JPO. The develop-

ment of these cost estimates is described in detail in Part 3, Chapter 1I.

a. Cost of Equipping Aircraft and Ships
-i Table 9 summarizes the initial procurement and annual recurring cost estimates of the

I GPS space and control segments, and the user equipment installed on approximately 23,000
military aircraft and ships. The cost range shown for some of the entries in the table
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Table 9. Summary of GPS System Costs To Equip 23,000 Ailitary
Aircraft and Naval Ships

(Costs in Millions of 1975 Oollars)

12-Satellite System 24-Stellite System
(Case I and 2) (Casa 3 and 4)

Space and Control Segments

RDT&E 260 260
Initial Costs 270 503

Annual Costs* 71-87 127-159

User Equipment Cow 3 CaseZ
Initial Costst 315-630 598 -1196 656 -1332

Annual Costs* 18-36 4 8 48

-0&M and equipment replacement.

tinitial procurement and installation of hardware, spares and spore parts.

Note: Lower values of the ranges are based on data provided by the JPO. Higher values represent
possible increased costs as noted in the text.

indicates the potential impact of uncertainties in two key cost estimating parameters. The

lower values of the cost ranges (and the fixed cost entries) are based on cost parameter
information obtained from the GPS JPO. The upper values of annual costs for the space
and control segments reflect the uncertainty in the satellite lifetime (e.g., the space clocks)
and is based on varying the satellite MTBF from 5.5 to 4 years. The range of uncertainty
associated with the user segment represents an arbitrary doubling of the estimated unit

equipment costs-not an unusual occurrence in system development programs.
All GPS costs are identical for Cases I and 2. The space segment costs of $530

million for RDT&E and initial procurement, and about $70 to $85 million ner year for
operations (primarily satellit, replacement), are based on a 12-satellite constellation. This
constellation is expected to be adequate for the two-dimensional worldwide enroute naviga-
tion needs postulated for Cases 1 and 2. It will also provide a daily window (1 to 3 hours)
over CONUS (and ad4acerit ocean areas) for testing new applications requiring the high

acuracy, three-dimensAonal capability of GPS. The ranges of user costs to outfit 23,000
platforms with low cost viser equipment are $315 to $630 million for initial procurement,
and $18 to $36 million per year for operations.

Cases 3 and 4 assume the Full Operational Capability (FOC) of the projected
24-satellite constellation to obtain the higher accuracy and the three-dimensional capability
needed for landing and weapon delivery operations. This is reflected by the higher space
segment costs-about $765 million for initial procurement and $125 to $160 million per
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year for operations. User equipment costs (23,000 users) are also higher than for C::aes Ij- -f- .... and 2 since receiv.rs capable of providing the higher accuracy position estimates are more
I-expensive. In addition, the user equipnent costs for Case 4 are higher than Case 3 because

of the necessity to provide higher antijam margin receivers to the weapon delivery platforms
I in Case 4 (,bout 5,500 platfurms). The ranges of user costs for the 23,000 users are: $600

- to $1,200 million initial procurement and $40 to $80 million per year operations for Case
3, and $665 to $1,330 million initial procurement and $44 to $88 million per year

4 opera dons for Case 4.
In summary, the total initial cost for Cases 1 and 2 is about $0.85 to $1.16 billion;

I: - fur Cases 3 and 4, $1.4 to $2.1 billion (about 70 percent higher). The total operations costs
:- are approximately $90 to $125 million per year for Cases I and 2, and about $170 to $245

i . imillion per year for Cases 3 and 4 (about 100 percent higher).

L-5- b. Costs To Equip Ground Forces With GPS
S... Since the ground forces are not traditional users of sophisticated positioning systems,

there is no historical basis for determining the number of GPS equipment needed. The most
recent analysis of this question is the Army POS/NAV Study.$ Updating this study to
reflect the projected FY 1982 active ground force structure (1975 FYDP) leads to a totalif -issue of 8,600 sets for use as manpacks and for mounting on vehicles. This quantity of
equipment is somewhat higher than that developed in the POS/NAV Study and reflects the
inclusion of nondivisional elements and an increase of three in the number of active Army

SI •-divisions. The estimated cost for the 8,600 manpacks is about $150 million for initial
procurement and $14 million per year for operations (see Part 3, Chapter II, for further
discussion).

v - .3. Assessment of Options and Net Cost Avoidance
This section discusses the more favorable options among the four cases previously

presented from the point of view of net cost avoidance. Net cost avoidance, as defined in
this study, is the cost of continuing to use and support the current navigation systems

i: (Table 8) less the costs of providing the global services of GPS (Table 9).
Two sequential courses of action for the GPS program appuar open at this time. The

first wou!d combine the cost avoidance potentials of Cases 1 and 2 and provide a worldwide
! I•- GP oF Limited Operational Capability (LOC) for enroute navigation; the second would

avoid all current systems costs (Cases I through 4) and provide a worldwide GPS of Full
-I• jOperational Capability (FOC) potentially capable of satisfying manr: additional military

applications. These options and their implications are discussed beluw,

5. Army POSINAV Systerrs Special Task Forme, Positioning and Navigation Systemns Cost Effectiveness Study. August
1973, CONFIDENTIAL.
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!•;••i• • -_•:•a. LOC Option

The provision of a two-dimensional worldwide GPS would allow the phasing out by
•. N• the military of systems discussed in Cases ! and 2 (i.e., LORAN, TACAN, VOR/DME, DF,

OMEGA, TRANSIT,6 and Doppler navigators). The key steps in implementing this option
are:,

S. - (1) Provision of a sufficient number of satellites (12 to 15) to ensure a global

two-dimensional navigation capability on the order of 200 meters and a daily
"window" (I to 3 hours) for the testing of new applications and systems

requiring high wxuracy and three-dimensional information.
(2) Development of low cost user equipment ($10,000) to replace the above listed

navigation systems in the vast majority of military platforms.

(3) Planning the efficient removal of current enroute systems when GPS space and
• _user equipment segments are available.

(4) Closely monitoring the progress of GPS user equipment development 'n order
to maximize the potential cost avoidance of new R&D and procurement of
current systems.

(5) Continuing the study, development, and testing of GPS user equipment for high
accuracy applications such as coordinate bombing, midcourse guidance of tacti-
cal and strategic weapons, instrument landing of aircraft, etc. These weapon
delivery and aircraft landing applications will need long lead time for develop-

_ ment, and subsequent acceptance by the user cominands.

This course of action represents the least risk since (1) the impact of unforeseen
development problems in the satellites (e.g., the space clocks) would be reduced by the
smaller constellation, (2) the current enroute cystems represant the bulk of the potential
cost avoidance, and (3) the applications of GPS to other military missions may proceed at a
pace consistent with efficient use of RDT&E resources and acceptance-by the user

commands.
The net cost avoi'4 ance potential for this option may be determined from the cost

estimates presented in Tables 8 and 9. If the enroute and self-contained Dopplers are
removed, the cost avoidance potential is $131 million per year for the redundant Doppler

case and $154 million per year if all Dopplers are removed. In addition, a potential of
avoiding $338 million of new R&D and procurement exists for these systems. The estimates
of GPS costs for space and control segments and user equipment are: $850 to $1,200

million for RDT&E and initial investment, and $90 to $125 million per year for operations
(where the previously discussed ranges of GPS cost uncertainties are used).

These ranges of GPS cost, as well as the corresponding costs for the current systems,
are shown in Figure 1 as a function of years after IOC. If the present goals for GPS costs

RK'= 6. Although TRANSIT is not truly an enroute navigation system by itself, it would certainly be phased out with the
S - -advent of GPS.
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are met (lower edge of GPS cost range in Figure 1) and enroute plus all Dopplers are
removed, the initial cost of GPS would be amortized in 8 to 13 years depending on the
fraction of new procurements of current systems that would be avoided. If only the
redundant Dopplers are removed, this break-even range shifts to 12 to 20 years. However, if
the GPS costs were to shift to the upper range of values, all break-even points would
become unreasonably large (i.e., much greater than 20 years). The sensitivity of these results
to reasonable changes in costs emphasizes the importance of achieving the low cost goals for
GPS equipment if -future cost savings are to result.

It I b. FOC Option
M This option includes all the potential cost avoidances of the previous option, plus

} four additional dteps:

L (1) The need for early establishment of the full 24-satellite coastellation.

(2) Devefopinefit and production of both enroute and high accuracy GPS user
equipment for a large numbe,- of applications and users.

(3) Removal of current landing aids and about 10 percent of the current weapon
delivery radars.

(4) Cancellation of programs for landing aids and the GDB/RBS radars.

The cost estimates for this option may be obtained from Table 8 by summing the
cost avoidance potentials for the four cases and from Table 9 for the 24-satellite configura-
tion (Case 4).

Realistically, one can only plan on removing the bombing/navigation radars that are
used exclusively for bombing at this time. In this case, the estimate of cost avoidance for
operations is $200 million per year if all Dopplers are phased out (only about 30 percent
higher than the LOC option). The total potential for avoidance of new R&D and procure-
ment costs for current systems is $545 million (or 60 percent higher than the LV'I option).
The ranges of GPS costs for this option are $S.4 to $2.1 billion for R&D and initial
investment (about 70 percent higher. than the corresponding LOC costs), and $170 to $245
million per year for operations (about 100 percent higher).

It would take about 25 years to amortize the much higher initial GPS investment for
the lower end of the GPS cost estimates for this option. If the high end of the GPS cost
ranges were to apply, then GPS operations costs would become greater th,-n the potential
savings in the operations costs of current systems, and break-even points would cease to
exist.

~ -- The risks for this option appear appreciably greater than those for the option
previously discussed. First. the more rapid development of new applications and user
equipments required for this plan runs the risk of increasing the costs and reducing the
acceptability of the developed systems to the users. Second, the potential real payoff for
this option does not accrue from cost avoidance, but rather from the future applications of
GPS to new weapon systems to increase operational effectiveness, and to combined
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operations of large task forces to improve the command and control functions. However,
these new applications of GPS are in an embryo stage at prfent, and it may take 10 to 15
years to bring them to fruition and gain their acceptance by the user commands. In theV interim, therefore, it should not be necessary to carry the added cost of the additional
satellites needed to achieve the FOC.

4. Potential Impact of Advances in Digital Large Scale Integration (LSI) Technology on
User Equipment Costs
The stringent size, weight, and power specifications of manpack user equipment drive its

design to extensive use of micro-electronics. The further considerations of modularity and
commonality across all user equipment imply a similar use of micro-electronics for all mission
equipment. Micro-electronics is currently experiencing a rapid rate of technological advance
centered on increasing densities and digital clock rates attainable through the use of bipolar
LSI devices. In order to estimate the cost impact of these advances, the study group adopted a
manpack design concept, formulated by the current user equipment development contractor,
which employs extensive current technology micro-circuitry. The study group then formulated
modifications to this design concept based oa the potential capabilities of future LSI devices.

Both design concepts are at a functional diagram level and consist of little more than
counts of major components (e.g., thin-film boxes, LSI chips) and identification of their
functions (e.g., frequency multiplier, IF .vitch). The significant design difference is the

extent of digital signal processing; the significant cost difference lies in the decrease in
{ receiver complexity and component count associated with early signal digitalization. These

estimates, however gross, establish a high probability of significant cost advantages accruing
from the advancing technology. f~urther discussion of the design concepts and cost estimates
are contained in Part 3, Chapter 1I, and in Appendix C.

Figure 2 displays the reduction of user equipment cost with increasing quantities of
A .production for both the current and advanced technology designs. The crossover point is

the result of higher nonrecurring aild lower recurring production costs associated with the
advanced system. Past the crossover, the curves diverge continuously as the result of

_vi "assumptions regarding rates of cost reduction for the several types of components and
subsystems composing the receivers.

In the range of interest (20,000 to 60,000 units), the average cost of installed
hardware for the advanced system is roughly one-half that of the near-future system. If a

buy of 50,000 units were anticipated, the estimated difference in procurement cost ofr'I installed equipment would be close to $0.5 billion.

Granting that definitive !esigns do uct exist and that there is a high degree of
uncertainty surrounding the capabilities of high density/high speed LSI, this difference

appears to be significant, And a small fraction ot this would support an extensive develop-
ement and evaluation effort. It suggests a potentially large payoff to an early and thorough
investigatior- of high density LSI capabilities in GPS-type applications. Further, early
investigation and development of the technology would remove a significant degree of
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uncertainty in the program and offer additional savings of costs associated with the
development of competitivz navigation equipments. It should be recognized that the scope
of such a thorough investigation is broad and encompasses questions of efficient production
methods and quantities; rational policies regarding the tradeoffs between 'eliability stand-

-:ards, maintenance philosophies, and costs; and contracting procedures. The recent JPOawards of aiternative user equipment development contracts carry a significant potential for
--A reducing a wide range of the uncertainties surrounding both user equipment capabilities andi- k• •.-._ : !costs.

5. Other New Position Fixing Systems
In addition to GPS, the Services are developing three new systems that have aI •potential for providing a navigation and position fixing service: the Precision Emitter

-. -A Location and Strike System (PELSS), the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
(JTIDS), and the Position Location and Reporting System (PLRS). The primary purposes of
these systems are only indirectly related to navigation. PELSS is designed to locate

A
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electronic emittvrs and guide strike weapons to these emitters; JTIDS, to provide secure
communications, and PLRS, to provide the locations of combat elements to the force1> commanders for command and control. Because of the way in which these primary
functions are accomplished, all three systems would also be used for navigation and position

f - fixing over limited distances (up to roughly 300 miles).
In the case of PELSS and JTIDS, additional equipment would be required to provide

navigation service. For PLRS, the navigation function is included in the basic design. The
functions that stimulated these developments cannot be performed by GPS. For this reason
none of the systems are considered in detail in this study. Nevertheless, there are potential

interactions betwevn GPS on one hand and PELSS, JTIDS, and PLRS on the other. The
most obvious one arises from each of these being a relative navigation system-that is, all

position information is relative to some arbitrary and possibly moving origin. The availa-
bility of GPS would permit referencing these "nets" to the fixed GPS origin, thus
ficilitaiing interoperability. Other less obvious interactions may exist. As an example, GPS

S -could serve as an alternative to the DME g, idance system currently proposed in PELSS for
-A-: tracking the airborne platforms and guiding the weapons. The PELSS Project Office is

considering GPS as the positioning system for the platforms. At the present time, DME is
the favored weapon guidance techni'iue, primarily because of the greater expected jam
resistance of DME (however, JTIDS is also being considered). Coordination of tbese

development programs with GPS is necessary to help ensure that the interactions are
accounted for and that the benefits of combined use are recognized and utilized.

{ .B. TASK 2." OPERATIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS

Seven operational demonstrations to illustrate the utility of GPS foi military applica-
tions have been identified? A description of each of these demonstrations has been
developed and reviewed with the Service agency having doctrinal responsibility for the

position fixing or navigation problem area being addressed. The proposed demonstrations
and the reviewing Service agencies are shown in Table 10.

Each of the operational demonstrations is discussed below. The discussions include a
description of the position fixing and/or navigation problems forming the basis for the
demonstration, a summary of the scenario describing the proposed demonstration (with

emphasis on the areas where GPS would be used)land the major measures .that could be
used to determine the improvement brought about by the use of GPS. It should be
emphasized that the proposed demonstrations are rot operational tests but rather vehicles

to illustrate the utility of GPS for military applications. Furthermore, the descriptions have

been developed to present the concepts of the demonstrations rather than detailed plans.

7. Recently received data indicate that GPS might be used to significantly improve the effectiveness of certain ASW
operations. Howevr, thew data w.,e received too late to be used in this study.
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Table 10.- Proposed Operational Demonstrations

Operational Demonstration Reviewing Service Agency

Aerial Assault Infantry School, Ft. Benning

Aircraft Approach and Landing Tactical Air Command, Langley AFB

K Amphibious Operations Commander Amphibious Group-Two,
IUSS Mount Whitney

Attack Helicopter Operations Armor School, Ft. Knox

Close Air Support Tactical Air Command, Langley AFB
•?For ward Observer and Artill ery Artillery School, Ft. Sill

"t- < Operations

Photoreconnaissance and Tactical Air Command, Langley AFB; and Marine
- Coordinate Bombing Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron Three,

MCAS, El Toro

1. Air Assault
I sA basic aim of an air assault operation is to land troop-carrying helicopters at

assigned landing zones in the objective area, at tne appointed times, with appropriate

artillery and air cover. Aerial assaults are usually large operations, and several diferent
routes are used by the helicopters to reach the objective area. A number of helicopter

flights may be spaced along each route. Artillery support and air cover must be provided for
each of these flights.

In an air assault operation, the scout helicopters, troop-carrying helicopters, and close
air support aircraft rely on maps and compasses for navigation. This method is very difficult

to employ, especially while flying nap-of-the-earth (as current dobtrine requires when in the
forward area of the division or in hostile territory). In addition, the coordination of the

helicopter flights, air cover and artillery support, and the landing of troops in the objective
area is a major problem. The coordination problem becomes even worse with reduced
visibility, when enemy forces are discovered along any o, the routes to the objective area,
or when the ground forces must be disengaged and redeployed against a subsequent
objective. Furthermore, current procedure requires that pathfinders be inserted into the
objective area ahead of the main assault to guide the troop-carrying helicopters to the

- -- landing zones. This may provide the enemy with an early warning of an impending assault.
- In the proposed air assault demonstration, an infantry force would be assigned the

task of taking an objective in enera:' territory. The force would be moved by helicopter
- from the assembly area to the landing zones in the objective area. GPS equipment would be

used for position fixing and navigation throughout the operation, as described in the

following paragraphs.
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Z• The lead helicopter of each flight would be equipped with a GPS set, which would

contain the waypoints defining the route to be used to reach the obj&ctive area. Thesef I waypoints would be used to guide the troop-carrying helicopters (whicliT maintain visual
I contact with the lead helicopter) over the route and to the assigned loAiding zone. The

current doctrine of flying nap-of-the-earth when in the forward area of t:ue division or inf °hostile territory would be followed.
-: The aircraft providing air cover and the batteries providing artillery support for the

enroute assault force would use GPS sets and coordinates provided by tCle GPS-equipped
Shelicopters to furnish fire support. If enemy resistance could not be neuts aized within the

allotted time, the assault force flights would be rerouted dround the eemy areas. Way-
"poilts, defined in GPS coordinates, would be used to coordinate the new routes with both

" ff i the assault force and support teams.

Once landed in the objective area, troops from the assault force wowild use 1heir GPS
manpacks to navigate to their assigned objective. They would also use thei-ir GPS equipment
to help determine the coordinates of enemy areas for which the assault fi-rce requires fire

support from the air cover or artillery teams. The support aircraft and •artillery batteries
would use these coordir.ates in providing the desired fire support.

-To determine the improvement in the performance of aerial assault: operations using

GPS as compared to operations using the current means of position fixins and navigation,
certain measures of effectiveness have been established. These include the improved ability
of the air assault force io navigate while flying nap-of-the-earth and the iruproved ability to

S•-I locate the designated landing zones in the objective area.
j -- Another measure of effectivene'ss would be the reduction in the surceptibility of the

S - blicopters to enemy fire. This reduction would be brought about by sele•cting terrain that
would facilitate aap-of-the-earth flying and enhance the ability to provide effective artillery
and air surnxpot. (With current navigation and position fixing methods, the selection is
determinr , chiefly by "how good" the terrain is for visual navigation.)

S -A third measure would be the time and effort required to coordinat• the fire support
Sfor the assault force while it is enroute to the objective area and while it is engaged with

the enemy. Finally, the measures would include the reduction in the time and effort
J 1 •o :required to reroute the assault force around enemy concentrations that could not be

- suppressed and to coordinate this rerouting with the fire support teams.

2. Aircraft Approach and Landing
There is no method currently available or under development ti.at will allow an

1 -aircraft to make an instrument approach to an airfield that is not equipp•ed with extensive
j ground-based equipment. FurC'ermore, present procedures require a consid.erable amount of

ground survey work and ground equipment setup time to provide an instrument approach
capability at a new airfield.
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In the proposed aircraft approach and landing demonstration, aerial surveys of the
approach and landing areas would be made by an aircraft equipped with a GPS receiver.

SThese aerial surveys would be used to develop IFR approach procedures. Then aircraft
equipped with GPS sets could conduct nonprecision approaches without the aid of any
ground support equipment.8

Category I precision approaches would be performed by using a differential system.'J .In this system, a second GPS set would be placed near the desired touchdown position on

4 g the runway. Position data from this set would be sent to the approaching aircraft so that
. the difference between the two readings could be determined. This should provide the

increase in accuracy required for a Category I precision approach (see Part 3, Chapter I).
The measures of effectiveness of GPS over current instrument landing systems includeE L .. the reduction in the time and effort required to develop instrument approach procedures

and to prepare an airfield to support nonprecision and Category I precision approaches.

3. Amphibious Operations
In an amphibious operation, the objective is to land the assault force in such a way

that each element reaches its assigned objective at the specified time. Each wave of landing
craft or amphibious vehicles is guided to shore by a launch or control ship. 0 Even in good
weather, coordination of the landing and deployment of an assault force on unfamiliar
terrain under enemy fire are major problems; these problems are greatly increased by
adverse weather, darkness, or smoke. Weather and darkness also adversely affect the ability
of (1) the task force to locate the Amphibious Objective Area and (2) the mine sweepers to
locate and clear the designated channels.

• In the proposed demonstration, the amphibious task force would use GPS receivers to
navigate to the Amphibious Objective Area and to define all channels, landmarks, etc., in
the area. For example, channels for moving the troops and supplies ashore would be defined
in GPS coordinates. These coordinates would be used by minesweepers to clear the channels
and by ships to navigate through the cleared channels to their assigned launch or landing
areas. Each wave of landing craft or amphibious vehicles would also be equipped with GPS
receivers, which would be used to guide the wave ashore in all types of weather or under
the cover of smoke. The launch or control ships that currently guide the waves ashore could
be eliminated. Oice ashore, the amphibious vehicles and ground troops would use their GPS
receivers to navigate to their assigned positions.

The measures of effectivensss of GPS in amphibious operations would include the
reduction in the susceptibility of the landing force to enemy fire through the use of smoke,

8. The most stringent position fixing requirement for nonprecision approaches, as shown in Part 3, Chapter 1, Table 11,
is the 40-meter (2o) vertical accuracy required at 1he outer marker. This is well within the GPS capability.

9. The most stringent position fixing requirement for Category I approaches, as shown in Part 3, Chapter 1, Table II, is
the 5-meter (2 a) vertical accuracy required at the middle marker.

10. Landing craft and amphibious vehicles have no navigational capability except for maps and compasses.
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darkness, and weather to cover the assault. Other measures include the reduction in the

effort required to coordinate the elements of the assault in such a manner that the attack
develops as planned, the reductdon in the effort required by the task forme to !ocate the
Amphibious Objective Area and prespecified points within the area, and the reduction in
the effort required to define and clear the mines from the channels.

4. Attack Helicopter Operations
In conducting attack helicopter operations, the helicopter crews currently rely on

maps and compasses for navigation. This is a difficult method with which to navigate while
flying nap-of-the-earth-the procedure helicopters must adhere to when flying in the forward

area of the division and while in hostile territory. With this procedure, the crew of the
scout helicopter must be very familiar with both map and terrain. In addition, once the
enemy targets have been located, the scout helicopter must fly back to the attack helicopter

holding area and lead the attack helicopters to their attack positions. This is-a time-
consuming procedure and causes the scout helicopter crew to lose contact with the enemy.

In the proposed attack helicopter demonstration, both the scout and the attack
helicopters would fly nap-of-the-earth using GPS as their primary navigation aid. The scout
helicopter crew would use GPS to help determine the coordinates of tht targets and the
pop-up points from which they should be attacked. The scout helicopter would also

determine the GPS coordinates defining the route that the attack helicopters should usI to
move from their holding area to the pop-up points. Attack hecopters would use these data

to move to the pop-up points and to engage the targets. The scoua helicopter would be free

to remain in the attack area to provide local fire support for the attack helicopters or to
search for additional targets.

The measures of effectiveness of the improvement provided by GI S include the
increased ability to navigate while flying nap-of-the-earth, the reduction in the exposure
time of the scout helicopter brought about by the decrease in the time required to locate

targets and hand them off to the attack helicopters, and the reduction in time required for
the attack helicopters to respond to the attack request (this last measure is possible becausu
the time currently required for the scout helicopter to fly back and locate the rendezvous

area would be eliminated).

"5. Close Air Support

One of the major problems in close air support (CAS) is the handoff of the target
-z% I- ýfrom the ground-based Forward Air Controller (FAC) to the attack aircraft. The source of

the problem is the lack of a satisfactory method to cue the target acquisition sensor

(electro-optical or eye) in the CAS aircraft to the target area.
- In the proposed demonstration, both the FAC and the attack aircraft (using either

ballistic or guided weapons) would be equipped with GPS receivers. The FAC would use his
GPS equipment to help determine the GPS coordinates of the target (eithcr fixed or slowly
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moving).' These coordinates would then be provided to the attack aircraft and entered

into its GPS equiprmetnt. The aircraft's GPS eq-timent and inertial system would then
provide steering signals to the electro-optical target acquisition sensor, if available, or to the
Heads Up Display (HUD) if visual acquisition were being used. These steering signals would
be used to drive the sensor's field of view (or the HUD's cursor) toward the target area. The
pilot, therefore, would need to search only the area within the cockpit display. He would
take advantage of any magnification capability of the target acquisition system to provide

standoff against enemy antiaircraft capability. Upon acr~uisition of the target, the pilot
would center it in the display. The GPS equipment would use these new angles to refine
its target coordinate data.

The pilot would then select the position from which to begin the attack and fly
toward the target. As he approached the range of the enemy antiaircraft weapons, the pilot
would begin to execute evasive maneuvers. These maneuvers would include jinking and low
level flying. GPS would continue to provide steering signals to hold the electro-optical target
acquisition sensor or HUD cursor in the direction of the target ten if intervisibility were
lost. Once the pilot reached the selected position, he would turn the aircraft to begin the

attack run. If the pilot could not see the target from this position (e.g. if he is flying too low),
he would align the aircraft's line of flight with the sensor or HUD cursor. Just prior to
weapon release, the pilot would make last-minute corrections by plac'ng the cursor in the
display on the intended target impact point. The GPS receiver would use this information

S: .. to update the coordinate data to be used by the weapon release computer to determine the
weapon release point.

The measures of effectiveness of GPS in close air support operations would include
. •the reduction in the susceptibility of the aircraft to antiaircraft fire. This ?otential reduc-

tion in susceptibility is brought about by four individually measurable factors: (1) the
increase in the range at which the pilot can acquire the ground target, (2) tLe decrease in
the timni the aircraft is within range of enemy weapons, (3) the improvement in the ability
to maneuver to avoid the antiaircraft fire when flying within its range, and (4) the increased
probability of executing a one-pass attack. Other potential measures are the reduction of
the pilot's workload during the target acquisition and attack phases of the mission, and the
reduction in the prebriefing and target area knowledge necessary for the pilot to )perate
effectively ,n a CAS environment.

6. Forward Observer and Artillery Operations
In this. type of operation, the Forward Observer (FO) determines the coordinates of

X •: ;the targets and provides them -' the artillery battery via the Fire Direction Center. The FO

needs to know his location, the range from his position to the target, and the bearing of the

11. The FAC would use his GPS equipment to determine the bearing to a visible landmark the coordinates of which had
previously been entered into his user set. This bearing line would be entered into a device (such as the GVS-5 laser
rangefinder) with an azimuth scale to determine the bearing from the FAC's position to the target. The FAC would use a
las rangefinder to determine the range to the target. Provided with these data, the GPS equipment could determine the
GPS coordinates of the target.
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target with respect to some reference. Currently the primary means for obtaining these data

are a map of the area and a magnetic compass.
The artillery battery also needs to know its position as well as a reference line of

bearing. This is currently provided by ground surveys. However, the survey teams may lag

several hours behind the Army's current mobile artillery capability. This tends to reduce the

effectiveness of the mobile artillery, since several rounds may have to be fired and

successively corrected by the FO before the target is effectively engaged.
In the proposed demonstration, the FO would use his GPS equipment to help

determine the GPS coordinates of the targets in a manner similar to that described for the

FAC in the CAS demonstration. These coordinates would be provided to the Fire Direction

Center for relay to the artillery battery. Upon receiving the fir(. wi-'on, the artillery
battery would select a firing position and, using their GPS equipment, lay the battery. Using
the target coordinates provided by the FO, the battery would determine its firing data andI, commence firing.

The reduced time required for a mobile artillery battery to engage targets effectively

would be the principal measure of effectiveness of the improvement that GPS would
provide over the current means of position fixing used in FO and artillery operations.

7. Photoreconnaissance and Coordinate Bombing
Previous studies have shown that coordinate bombing with conventional bombs can

be improved if position fixing accuracies that are bette; than those attainable with LORAN

can be provided.' 2" Furthermore, the accuracy with which targets are located by the
reconnaissance system must be commensurate with that of the system used to strike the
targets. That is, if a photoreconnaissance aircraft is to be used to collect target imagery

from which target coordinates are to be' determined, then the position fixing system in the
reconnaissance aircraft should be at least as accurate as that in the strike aircraft.

Another matter of concern is that the effort required by the photointerpreters to

determine the coordinates of targets increases as the navigation accuracy of the photo-
reconnaissance system decreases.

In the proposed photoreconnaissance and coordinate bz'ýmbing demonstration, both
the photoreconnaissance aircraft and the strike aircraft would be equipped with GPS

receivers integrated with inertial systems. The pilot in the photoreconnaissance aircraft

would use his GPS equipment to navigate to the target area. As the photographs of the
•-- _- •- •target area are being taken, aircraft position data from the onboard GPS equipment would

be recorded on the fiflm. These data would then be used by the photointerpreter to
determine the GPS coordinates of the targets recorded on the film. These coordinates would

be entered into the GPS equipment onboard the strike aircraft, along with waypoints
defining the rout.- to and from the target areas. Using these data together with the weapon

-characteristics, the strike aircraft would bomb the targets.

12. IDA Study S.409, Sensltiity of MAision Performance to Position Fixing Accuracy, January 1973, SECRET.

13. DNSS Study, op. cit.V 39
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The -primary measure of effectiveness of GPS for this mission would be the increase
in bombing accuracy that could be achieve, compared to that provided by LORAN and

airborne radar. An additional measure would :1e the reduction in the time required for the
photointerpreters to derive the target coordinate; from the film.

C. TASK 3: PROGRAMS THAT COULD BE qEFIT FROM EARLY AVAILABILITY
OF GPS TEST RANGE INSTRUMENTATIOIOF

Seven programs have been identified ais potentailly benefiting from the early availa-

bility of the GPS test range instrumentaton: two aircraft programs (B-I and F-16), two
cruise missile programs (Air-Launched CrAise Missile and Sea-Launched Cruise Missile), one
strategic missile program (MINUTEMAN X), and two air defense system programs (SAM-D
and SHORAD). Each of these progra.ns has range testing needs that will probably require
the acquisition of additional instramentation systems (over and above those currently
programmed). The specific testing needs that GPS may be able to satisfy for eAch of these
programs are discussed below.

"1. Aircraft Programs

SB-I. Low altitude, over-water flights are scheduled to be conducted at Vandenberg
Air Force Base. However, the Space and Missile Test Center at Vandenberg considers the
current range instrumentation (radars) to be inadequate for this test. An onboard GPS
receiver could be used to compute the position and velocity of the aircraft for onboard
recording or relay to a ground or airborne control/monitor station. In addition, the current
concept for the evaluation of the onboard navigation system requires Lhe aircraft to fly over
specific points on the ground (checkpoints). This limits the flight paths that are available to
test the aircraft's navigation system. An onboard GPS receiver could alleviate this limitation.
Furthermore, the onboard GPS system would provide continuous position and velocity
profils against which the B-1 navigation system could be evaluated. This could reduce the
number of flights required.

F-16. There is no instrumented range capability in the areas to be used to conduct
the F-16 climatic tests. An onboard GPS receiver could be used to provide the rangeI instrumentation for these tests. As noted for the B-1, ontoard GPS equipment would
provide the necessary data to evaluate the F-16 navigation system. It could also provide
improved flightpath freedom, especially to test the F-16s low-level capability. Furthermore,

an onboard GYPS system could provide (in Phase II or Phase III of the GPS Program) mobile
instrumentatiov to support foreign sales by facilitating demonstrations and tests to be
"conducted in the potential buyer's own country.

2. Antiaircraft Programs

"SAM-D and SHORAD. These air defense systems have multiple target tracking capa-
bilities that must be evaluated in tactical environments at a number of different test sites.
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These sites do not currently have adequate range instrumentation. Currently available
instrumentation that could be used to equip each site or be moved from site to site to
support the tests has already been judged to be too expensive. Instrumentation pods, each
containing a GPS receiver and a recorder, which could be mounted on the test aircraft,

V could potentially satisfy this need for a mobile test range with a nrultiple target tracking

capability.

Air-launched Cruise Missile (ALCM). ALCM, a long-range cruise missile, usesj: TERCOM as part of its guidance system and therefore must be tested over land. At the
present time, however, there is no sufficiently instumented test range that is long enough

to test the maximum range capability of the ALCM. The current concept is to fly the
"missile in a racetrack or circular pattern. However, AFTEC feels that this may not be a

S.... sufficient test since the potential exists for some error sources to remain masked. An
alternative approach would be to use an onboard GPS receiver to provide real-time position

and velocity information to an airborne or ground control center, This approach might
provide sufficient data such that the missile could be allowed to fly beyond the current
limits of the range or between ranges. In addition, the GPS receiver may allow the missiles

S .to be flown over a larger variety of flightpaths, which could add to the completeness of the
evaluation.

MINUTEMAN X (MX). The present MINUTEMAN flight tests are being conducted at
Vandenberg Air Force Base. The impacts are normally in the Kwajaiein area, with the
evaluation of the missile accuracy being based on data from the metric tracking systems
available along the flight trajectory. The increased range potential of the MX and the desire
to test the missile along more than one launch azimuth may necessitate the acquisition of
additional test range instrumentation. The use of onboard GPS equipment to continuously
determine the location and velocity of the missile for transmission to a land or shipboard
control station could provide the instrumentation with which to test the missile at various
ranges and azimuths.

Sea-Launched Cruise Missile (SLCM). The requirement exists to fly these missiles over
land to test their guidance system, which includes TERCOM. The current approach is to
have test flights originate at the Pacific Missile Range and go inland to one of the air bases
(e.g., Dugway AFB, Utah, or Mountain Home AFB, Idaho). The flightpaths currently
selected for use in these tests do not have adequate radar coverage. One possibility for
closing the gaps in the radar coverage is to place a GPS receiver and a transmitter onboard
the missile. The GPS receiver could continuously determine the position and velocity of the
"missile. The onboard transmitter could relay these data to an airborne or ground control/
monitor station, where the data could be analyzed to determine if the missile is following

its prespecified track.
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Chapter I

ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL AND COST FACTORS
AFFECTING SELECTION OF NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Preliminary design studies and tests indicate that GPS would be capable of providing

most, if not all, of the navigation and positioning functions now being provided by several
different systems.

Given that the GPS will perform as well as these preliminary design studies and tests

indicate, and that the development and implementation schedule is reasonable, the natural
.. question is "which current navigation systems can be phased -out and which should be

retained to be used in conjunction with GPS?" A further question "what is the cost
avoidance that could be realized from the phasing out of the current systems?"

The general approach adopted to answer these questions was to give GPS receivers to
all user platforms and then review the navigation suite of each platform type for equipment

_: which could be removed without compromising its mission capabilities.

These aspects and the costs of t.urrent systems are discussed in Section A. Section B
summarizes the cost of the GPS systems which would replace the current navigation systems
and develops the net cost avoidance for the various options considered.

An important question, the complete answer to which was beyond the scope of this
study, is what benefits GPS might provide in improving military operations. An earlier IDA

study' analyzed some very specific applications and estimates; for example, the effect of
GPS accuracy on weapons required to destroy various targets. In terms of cost savings, it
was concluded that, on the average, the cost of GPS was not much less than the cost of
continuing to use current systems. It is, however, more difficult to determine the benefits in
terms of military effectiveness (that is, probability of winning an engagement) as a result of
doctrine changes made possible by GPS. Quantitative answers to this question are not
possible at this time; however, Chapter III discusses several key operational demonstrations

- -of GPS which are expected to lead eventually to operational concepts and tests which

,- • would provide such answers.

1. IDA Study 5S409, Senmtivity of Mission Performance to Position Fixing Accuracy, January 1973, SECRET.
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A. EVALUATION OF CURRENT NAVIGATION SYS'EMS

I. Appfoach
The rationale for removing equipment had to consider the vulnerability of GPf to

both physical and electronic countermeasures. Both of these depend in part on the
desirability or value of GPS as a target, which in turn depends on its use. At present,
there is no quantitative analytical method with which to sort out the interdependencies of
vulnerability, target value, and use of GPS. Therefore, the study group elected to remove

navigation equipment in stages.
The first systems removed. are those which are believed to create the least incentive to

attack GPS. Subsequent additional removals create a higher incentive. The following specific
steps or cases are used in this removal process:

Case 1: Remove all radio referenced, enroute navigation equipment; that is, equip-
ment whose primary function is a long distance navigation from Point A to
Point B, exclusive of the terminal area portions of the path.

Case 2: In addition to Case 1, remove one part of any dual self-contained systems. In

the case of Doppler/inertial systems, the Doppler was removed since GPS
could fulfill the same function as Doppler in a GPS/inertial hybrid.

In the above two cases, the requirements are such that a two-dimensional, relatively low

accuracy GPS system would be an adequate replacement. For the next two cases, the full
three-dimensional, high accuracy GPS system is necessary.

Case 3: In addition to Cases 1 and 2, remove all landing systems.

Case 4: In addition to Cases 1, 2, and 3, remove all radars whose prime furd.tion is
weapon delivery.

These cases are summarized in terms of the generic systems in Table 11.

Table 11. General Types of Equipment
Removed from Aircraft

Case 1: Enroute Radio Navaids Case 3: Landing Aids
-LORAN - ILS
- TACAN - MLS
- VOR/DME - CLS
- OMEGA - GCA

- F

2 Case 2: Dual Self-Contained Case 4: Air-to-Ground Weapon

- One of two Dopplers Delivery or Navigation- : - One of two inertials Radars
- Doppler of Doppler/Inertial
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The analysis of current navigation systems consists of two basic elements. The first is a
discussion of the technical pros and c ~rs ol'tiie capabilities of GPS to fulfill the functions I- t

when the various types of equipment are removed. The second is the gross cost. that could
be avoided if the systems were removed. These cc-st considerations include, where appropriate,
the corresponding grouna reference systcms. fIbe feasibility of decommissioning-major seg-
ments of the ground reference "establishment" is discussed in terms of its use and ownership
by non-DoD and foreign agencies.

Because of the intermingling of civilian and military users, the inve-tory of civilian
systems is estimated, both to provide a feel for the size of the civilian market and to gauge the
impact of a U.S. abandonment of common mifitary/civiiian systems. It is-emphasized, how-
ever, that the cost avoidance data include only those systems owned by the U.S. military
Services.

As will be shown, the gross analysis is dominated by aircraft. 'ship users are neither as

numerous nor do they have the variety of equipment used by aircraft.

2. Scoping Considerations
From a potential cost avoidance point of view, certain systems dominate the analysis. In

order to isolate these dominant systems, the investment in th, generic types of systems (user
equipment only) has been summarized in Table 12. Since O&M costs tend to be roughly pro-
portional to investment costs, the relative ranking of the systems would not be altered signifi-
crantly by including O&M costs.

Comparison of the totals for aircraft and ship users indicates that as a whole the ships

are relatively miner "consumers" of navigation systems and thus the potential cost avoidance
resulting .-om substitution by GPS would be small. This observation is reinforced by the fact
that the ship navigation costs are dominated by inertial systems primarily on nuclear sub-

marines for which GPS has no potential for substitution.
A' the present time there is little sophisticated navigation and positioning equipment for

ground users, and none in widespread use. Thus cost avoidance attributable to current equip-
ment of the ground forces is negligible. There are, however, some new systems in the R&D and
early procurement phases whose functions could be fulfilled by GPS, thus avoiding their future
procurement costs. These systems are considered in the appropriate sections.

Inertial and radar systems dominate the inventory value (accounting for almost 70 per-

cent if all radars with a weapon delivery capability are included). However, because of their

function in military operations, the possib:idty of substituting GPS even in part requires
specific attention. Inertial systems, because they are the only completely passive
self-contained system available, have not been considered for replacement by GPS. Radar
weapon delivery systems as they have been employed in the past may be replaceablu by
GPS. This possibility is discussed further in Section A-7. Only those radars which are used

solely for air-to-ground weapon delivery or navigation are included in the totals in Table 12.
Of the remaining systems used by aircraft, the important ones for this study appear to be

"LORAN, TACAN, VOR/DME and Doppler. Of these, the first three involve a ground reference
system "establishment," and LORAN and VOR/DME are part of the worldwide civil navig
tion system. 4i
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The total investment cost from Table 12 is abv.t $2 billion.2 The FASNAV Study3

estimates that the annual O&M costs of a somewhat larger iet of avionics equipments
(including IFF, all radars and ground reference systems) to be about $0.4 billion per year.
This is cons,5tent with the 0.1 to 0.2 ratio of annual O&M to investment observed on a
large numbe, of systems.

Table 11 summarized the four generic cases constructed for use in the analysis. Each
of these cases has its own peculiar set of ramifications and exceptions. These are d issed
in the following sections in the order shown on the table.

3. Case 1: Enroute Radio Navaids

As the name implies, enroute radio navigation ,aids are those employed primarily-in
navigating from Point A to Point B over considerable distances. The accuracy needed for
enroute navigation is relatively low., Several hundred meters may be required near congested

jr terminal areas, while I to 5 miles is sufficient for the "cruise" portions of most mis. ions.
• t Radio systems are ol two general types: hyperbolic systems such as LORAN and
F I -I: OMEGA, which require a minimum of three ground stations for position fixing, and

"rho/theta" systems such as TACAN, which require only one gro'ur.' station for a position

fix. The existing hyperbolic systems operate at low (10-100 Hz) frequencies and are not
limited by line of sight. The rho/theta systems are at VHF and L-band frequencies and thus
are line-of-sight limited.

Direction finding (DF) systems give a line of position only and are seldom considered
as primary navigation systems except on minimally equipped platforms (helicopters and

:•!•iii••ilsmall boats).
bThese navigation aids have extensive networks of ground stations to provide coverage

Sof most or all of the pop-lated areas of the world; and almost universal use by both

military and civilian aircraft and ships of both the Free World and Red Bloc nations. Table 13
presents an estimate of the worldwide inventory of both the ground stations and user

equipments of the systems considered.
From a technical point of view, a simplified GPS receiver us.;ng about half the

complement of satellites currently planned could fulfill most of the navigation functions of•i-A 2 these systems. The reduced number of satellites follows becau- o onl,, a two-dimensional

capability is required. Furthermore, only the clear/acquisition signa. , needed because of
• :the lesser accuracy requirements.
I The widespread use of the systems listed in Table 13 gives some insight into both the

benefits and the problems associated with replacitg them with GPS. The major advantages
,re the avoidance of the costs of R&D, new procurement of conventional systems, and

operation and maintenance. Estimates of these costs are given later,

2. If all 6,000 .mdars are included. See last footnote on Table 12.

3. IDA Report R-204, Study of Functional Area Summary for Navigation, December 1974 SECRET.
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At the present time, most of the systems that could be replaced have been accepted
as domestic and international standard for route definitions. For instance, the VOR-TACAN

(VORTAC) system is the primary enroute navigation system for domestic and international
I use by aircraft. The abandonment of the VORTAC systems (and the route structurc defined

by them) and the substitution of point-to-point (area) navigation requires new agreements

and methods of traffic control which are just now being developed.I It is unlikely that there would ever be an abrupt, large-scale transition from, for
Jexample, a VORTAC system to GPS. It is worth emphasizing, however, that GPS becomes aI worldwide system the moment that the satellites are in place ana approved for navigation.

Thus, any user could convert to GPS and abandon the present equipment; and users who travel

to various parts of the world need not carry multiple types of equipment to acco.oa odate dif-

ferent kinds of facilities.

a.~ O1ARAN
I The estimated number and cost of LORAN C systems for aircraft, ship, and ground

users in the 1975-1989 time period are shown in Figure 3. As stated previously, aircraft are
A by far the largest military users of these navigation systems. The fractional number and cost

contributed by ship and ground users are discussed in Sections b and c below.
The LORAN A ground reference system is scheduled to be phased out about 1980

insofar as U.S. suppgrt is concerred. LORAN C has been selected as the primary system for
the U.S. coastal confluence and the Great Lakes. This net is scheduled to have 21 stations,

of which 8 are now operatirng (4 in Alaska and 4 on the east coast). Worldwide, LORAN C
forms a major means of over-ocean radio navigation and time transfer. The Soviet LORAN
C system is identical to the Free World system, is synchronized with it, and thus the chains4

are fully interoperable.
LORAN C coverage, exclusive of the Soviet element, is shown in Figure 4.
The dominant requirements which led to the selection of LORAN C over other

candidates for the coastal confluence (OMEGA, Differential OMEGA, LORAN A, Decca,
Hastings Raydist, etc.) were the accuracy needed in harbors and estuaries and ship routes in
the Gulf of Moxico ('/A mile-2-sigma geodetic) and the usable offshore distance (more than
50 miles,.

For certain other applications-e.g., fishing and oil exploration-50-foot repeatable
accuracy (2-sigma) is desirable. These requirements strain the capabilities of GPS C/A signal
accuracy for single fix. However, most of the users are slow moving or stationary which
would permit integration time to improve the performance.

The most numerous long range radio navigation system used aboard ships' is
LORAN. As noted in the introduction to this chapter, however, there are considerably

" I 4. A chain is a series of at least three synchronized transmitters which provide hyperbolic coordinate systems.
-1[•• ! 5. In addition to LORAN, the Navy navigation satellite 'Transit" currently is providing precise position Information to a

limited class of ships (mostly submarines). The major disadvantages of Transit for aircraft use is the time to derive a fix (a
few minutes) and that a precise fix requires knowledge of the users velocity. The repeatable accuracy of Transit for
stationary users who have time to integrate several fixes is very high (on the order of i meter). However, the precise
ephemeris is classified and the ultimate precision of Transit is not available to commercial userr GPS is in part an

[ *1 :outgrowth of Transit and can provide all of the services of Transit as well as the other radio navigat a, aids used by ships.
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j -f fewer ships than aircraft in the military inventory. Thus, the cost avoidance that might be
realized from a substitution of GPS is limited. The estimated average annual costs of
shipboard LORAN receivers are $6 million for acquisition and $3.8 million for O&M. These
estimates were included in Table 12 and in Figure 3.

For the most part, the navigation equipment used aboard ships is less sophisticated
than that on aircraft. Notable exceptions to this observation are the ifiertial systems aboard

submarines and aircraft carriers. However, the mission of these ships does not permit
substitution of a radio navigation system for a high precision self-contained system.

As shown in Figure 3, LORAN C coverage is far from worldwide. OMEGA, when it
becomes fully operational, will fill this gap as could the VLF system if desired.

Ground users of positioning systems are considered as part of Case 1. They have little
r:: to lose and much to gain from GPS. There is.currently nothing in the Army or Marine

- Corps "nventory beyond compasses, conventional survey instruments, and topographical
charts to provide position of ground forces. An Army system that is at the end of its
development cycle and expected to enter the inventory soon is the LORAN Manpack
(AN/PSN-6). The latter is dependent upon the fielding of the LORAN D net by the Air
Force. The Army is also examining a commercially available LORAN transmitter as a
backup to the Air Force TRN-35. The commercial system is van-mounted with a shorter 150-
foot antenna; hence, its range is less than the TRN-35. It is probably adequate, however, for
Field Army operation.

b. TACAN and VOR/DME

TACAN and VOR/DME are treated together since they provide almost identical
navigation service (rho/theta positioning to line-of-sight distances) and in large measure the
two systems are collocated (called VORTACS). The numbers and cumulative costs of
military TACAN and VOR/DME systems are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The DME (or
"rho") component of the collocated systems is common to both TACAN and VOR/DME.
The "theta" component of TACAN operates at L-band whereas the VOR operates at VHF.

-I Thus, the antenna of the TACAN is considerably smaller (-2 feet) than the VOR (-20
feet). Because of their smaller size, TACAN beacons are much more readily installed on
ships and aircraft and made man-portable. For these reasons, TACAN is primarily a military
system and VOR/DME is the civilian system (worldwide-Free World). The nominal accura-
cies of both systems are similar (3.5 degrees in azimuth and 0.5 nmi or 3 percent of range,
whichever is greater, I sigma). Techniques for improving the accuracy of both systems by
almost a factor of 10 exist and have been used in special situations. The location of the
fixed VORTAC sites in large measure determines the overland route structure for aircraft in
the Free World. (In some areas, notably Africa and Australia, the nondirectional beacons
and four-course ranges are still the predominant navaids.)

In addition to its obvious enroute navigation function, the VORTAC system provides1 -additional services to both military and civilian aircraft, The most important additional
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service is as an aid to nonprecislon approach to landing. In the military case, this includes

approaches to aircraft caruiers and unimproved air strips (using portable TACAN beacons).

In an analogous way to landing, TACAN is used as a means for aircraft-to-ship and

- aircraft-to-aircraft rendezvous. If the substitution of GPS for TACAN should be considered

seriously, an alternative to this relat~ve positioning capability would be needed. The use of

voice transmission to exchange position coordinates is a possibility; however, the need for a

pilot to compute steering commands manually is a significant task in an aircraft.

A more acceptable solution is a narrow-band data link and computer to generate a display
analogous fo TACAN. Potentially, such a function could be incorporated in the JTIDS

(Joint Tactical Information Distribution System) being developed jointly by the Navy and

the Air Force. Significan'ly, the Navy adaptation of JTIDS (formerly called ITNS-Integra-
ted Tactical Navigatiorn System) provides precision relative navigation and also provides a

local backup GPS. This is desirable because of the uncertain vulnerability of GPS.
The VORTAC system as it eAists today can be saturated. The DME portion is a

two-way ranging system in which the aircraft transmits an interrogation pulse and the
beacon replies after a fixed delay. This allows the airborne system to compute its slant

range to the beacon. The signal structure is such that approximately 100 aircraft can use

• • I any given beacon before mutual interference6 overcomes the beacon.
} jAn adaptation of the VORTAC system which is being used increasingly is "Area

Navigation" or R-NAV. Until recently, the technique for navigating the VORTAC route

jstructure was simply to fly VORTAC-to-VORTAC in straight line segments. Deviation from
the desired course was indicated by the right-left deflection of the "omni-bearing" indicator

-: : - needle. Along-course position is given by the DME reading (in the case of VOR-only users,
along-course position is obtained from a bearing from an adjacen, off-course VORTAC-

"theta/theta" navigation). The VORTAC-to-VORTAC procedure is strictly for convenience

since the system is intrinsically capable of providing position anywhere within range. For

courses not directly between two stations, however, the pilot is faced with computing the
|•i•---_desired bearing and distance to a station as a function of time along a route and

attempting to make good these estimates. The task is difficult to perform manually in

spite of the rather simple trigonometry involved. Small computers have been integrated
into the VOR/DME/TACAN user equipment that makes the computation and provides

- the pilot the familiar right-left, distance to go display or, in some cases, a stylized
pictorial display called a horizontal situation indicator (HSI). This added capability of

R-NAV (which has always been available in other systems such as inertial and hyperbolic

systems) converts what was essentially a 2-degree-of-freedom navigational system (along
track and vertical) to a true 3-degree-of-freedom system. The added horizontal degree of

•* 4 freedom (for flight planning purposes) creates problems for air traffic control. The

6. It is estimated that in certait high density arems (e.g., LaGuardia) the aveage (busy hour) traffia is approaching 50
- - -- percent of saturation. Traffic growth projecOwn: indicate that the saturation limit might be reached in some high density

areas within the timeframe of this study (1990). This ebirpitlon Is according to S.A. Meer, "Study of the VORTAC
-- -System and Its Growth Potential," MTR-6547, Mitre Corporation, Nv..inler 19-71.
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primary difficulty is conflict prediction in three dimensions rather than two. At the
present time, techriviues for accepting R-NAV flight plans- and flight following (including

conflict prtdiction) hn.e Iwing developed. Full implementation of R-NAV Air Traffic Con-
W L trol is planned for tha, early 1980s. The few R-NAV routes that have already been estab-

lished are little more than extensions of the present two-dimensional system.
An important feu Wre of R-NAV is that it is possible todeveiop nonprecision

t approach procedures at aT-ports that would otherwise require additional ground facilities.

The practicality of this apphication of R-NAV is still limited, however, by the proximity of
the nearest VORTAC since the accuracy of R-NAV is limited by that of the basic VORTAC

accuracy which is range dept nda.•n.
The basic enroute fun:tiort of the VORTAC system can easily be furnished by GPS

using the Clear Acquisition sigal, since the nominal lane widths are currently 8 nautical
miles. The nonprecision approachi functions to a fixed base can also be fulfilled by GPS.

(The landing application of GPS is discussed further in Section A6.)

The only truly global radio navigation systems, other than GPS, are the VLF hyper-
bolic systems. The best known of these is OMEGA. Figure 7 indicates that military use of
OMEGA is increasing somewhat. However, in comparison to other systems (e.g., LORAN or
_TACAN in Figure 5), use is small.

A- A less well known VLF system uses the Navy VLF communication net. This net is

time synchronized and stable to within one part in 10+11 and, therefore, can be used for
navigation in a manner similar to OMEGA. In fact, VLF receivers use OMEGA transmissions
as well as the VLF communication signals. However, the converse is not true.

Commercial user systems are available (e.g., the GNS-500 from Global Navigation,
Inc., Torrance, California). The navigation accuracies of the OMEGA and VLF romanunica-

-tions systems are similar (1 to 2 nmi during daylight hours). Approval f the VLF
navigation system for IFR navigation rests in part on whether the Navy will assure that the

transmitters will either remain on continuously or that the users will receive advaq:e

notification of scheduled outages. For security reasons, the Navy has declined to I ).e
such assurances. OPNAV Instruction 53530.11B indicates that the Navy prefers OMEGA as
the radio navigation backup to GP.. However, the VLF communications/navigation system

provides services equivalent to OMEGA.

d. Direction Finding Systems
Direction finding systems consist of a series of isotropically raoiating ground stations

(nondirectional beacons or NDBs) and a user receiver with an antenna that senses the
direction from which the radiation comes. Automatic Direction Finding (ADF) receivers
display the direction of the receiver relative to the longitudinal axis of the platform (aircraft

or ship). The system has the advantages of being comparatively inexpensive and easy to

maintain. Its accuracy under good atmospheric conditions is poor (about 5 degrees). Since it
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is also subject to sensing errors during electrical storms and pilotage errors in high winds, it

is unsuitable for use in high density traffic. Nevertheless, its low cost has resulted in its

continued use as a primary navigation aid in most of the world outside of the U.S. and

Western Europe. Even in these areas, the NDB/ADF continues to be used as a means of

- -- conducting non-precision approaches at many airports and as an aid in making the initial

approach to a precision instrument landir.g. The cost avoidance potential of direction
{ •finding systems is significant only because of the large number in use (see Figure 8).

Paradoxically, although GPS can provide much more capability than ADF, it may be

desirable to retain ADF as a low cost backup for a "get home" capability rather than
provide dual GPS receivers.

J- l"'f" e. Summiary of Case I
For the enroute radio navigation systems the two major cost segments are the user

equipment and the reference equipment.

SThe estimated average annual costs for the enroute user systems considered in Case I
are summarized in Table 14. The iecurring acquisition costs are shown separately from the
operation and maintenance costs.

Table 14. Estimated Average Annual Costs
for Military Enroute User Equipment

(millions of 1975 dollars)

Average

Number Recurring TotalSwatm of Sets Acquisition Costs O&M Costs costs

LORAN 4,900 24.3 35.0 59.3

TACAN 12,500 4.1 24.5 28.6

VOR/DME 7,200 1 2.3 3.4

OMEGA 300 .5 .4 .9
ADF 20,900 3.1 8.4 11.5

Total 45,800 33.1 70.6 103.7

The cumulative data on which the averages in Table 14 are based are shown in Figures

"3 and 5 through 8. The averages are based on the entire period of 1975 through 1989. For
the most part, the functions are reasonably linear and the averages are reasonable approxi-
mations for any period within the total span. _The uncertainties in fleet composition and
navigation suites outweighs any error in using the average annual cost.
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Table 15. Estimated Average Annual Because of the joint military-civilian use
Operating and Main tenartce Costs* for of major portions of the systems there are-Enroute Radio Reference Equipment constrits on the decc mm~sioning of military

(millions of 1975 dollars) refererte equipment which is used extensively

for civilian navigation. Obviously, there are no

uU iCsucI constraints on equipment used exclusively'--•i;; •i-•Equipment U.& Military U.1 Civilian

by the military. There are, however, few refer-
LORAN 10.0 16Z ence systems which can be considered as solely

TACAN 1.9 Neg. military. The estimated annual operation and

VOR and 1.5 6.5 maintenance costs for the various elemen~ts of
VOR/OME the reference system complex are shown in

VORTAC .6 25.0 Table 15.
OMEGA Unknown Unknown It is apparent Ioem Table 15 that

NDB 3.1 19.6 most of the operation and maintenance cost,,
of the reference equipment are borne by the

Total 17.1 61.2
civilian sector. Only the TACAN staticns are

- supported by the military, and a considerable
0acnuifition cogs. number of these are ship and airborne beacons

that are used for rendezvous. As noted pre-
viously, an alternative system must be provided

(not GPS) for rendezvous if TACAN is to be phased out.
The system costs shown in Tables 14 ard 15 .o not include the procurement of new

designs of certain equipment that either provide a new capability for existing platforms or
replace aging or otherwise unsatisfactory older equipment. The specific programs of this

type are listed in Table 16.
The new equipment listed in Table 16 would be installed in a time period roughly

correspondi-g to the time when a two-dimensional GPS capability could exist as an alternative.
However, Chapter II indicates that a significant cost advantage may result from GPS user
equipment designs based on advanced digital LSI technologies. This may cause a delay in the
GPS IOC. If it is desired to accept the delay to gain the cost advantage, then the costs of the
new conventional enroute systems could not be entirely avoided. Some undetermined part of
the production would have to be completed to fulfill interim requirements for new aircraft, or
alternatively, more of the current systems could be procured for this ,3urpose.
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Table 16. New Enroute Equipment Pro curements*

Amag
Quantity wnt cost Totat

SW"tu Type Time span Planned MIMI W96 , 1975)

Air Force

ARN-118 TACAN 1976- 110,1U&~ 12.000 120.0

ARN-101 LORAN 1978-1979 242 150,000t 36.3

Un~known OMEGA Thru FY 1978 690 116,01010 10.4

TRN-35 LORAN 1976-1977 -3 chains - 15.6
(Ref)

A&my
ARN-1114 LORAN 1975- 2,100 28,000§ 50o0

ARN-123 VOR/ILS .197rs- 7,1000 1.540* 11.0
PSN-6 LORAN 1976-1978 1,740 18.000 30.0

t *Note that quniwlt!w and cost are planing figures anod do not represant firm contract data.
tWontroct has been lot 1jr Initbia 1,100 units.
ftonytrbvt pricadoas not include inertial mneasurement unit (IMU),
§Army ems Wirgat.

f. Other navigationn

for current systems must consider the interaction between the civilian and military usage.
A neessry ondtio fo th us ofGPS in the civilian route structure is the

approval by the FAA (in the U.S.) and the ICAO (in the rest of the world). Such approval
is generally contingent on the ability of the system to provide sufficient accuracy to
maintain track accuracy within established standards and reliability and availability adequate
to ensure safe completion of the flight. The nominal capabilities required are described in
FAA Advisory Circular 90-45A and are summarized in Table 17.

All of the .,ariants of the GPS system cited in Table '42, page 70, are capable of the

accuracies cited in Table 17, including the terminal and nonprecision approach accuracies
specified.

A recent FAA-sponsored study" examined both the accuracy requirements and
operational requirements of Area Navigation CR-NAy) in detail. The study presumed that
R-NAV will be based largely on the VOR/DME facilities. However, CG 'IS can provide

7. "Applications of Area Navigation in the Airspace System," FAA/Industry RNAV Task Force, DOTIFAA, Februaty
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essentially the same service without incurring some of the same problems and expenses as a

VOR/DME based system. In brief, these avoidable problems and expenses are:

q;ý---Z .i (1) Insufficient coverage by VOR/DME in certain areas, notably the mountain
states and Alaska. Stations would have to be added or relocated.

(2) VOR accuracies would have to be improved to meet the p 1st-1982 require-

ments. This would require installation of P-VOR (Precision VOR) stations La

high density terminal areas at an added cost to both the FAA and user aircraft.

(3) Inaccuracies in altimetry used for slant range corrections inhibit the imple-

mentation of three dimensional R-NAV based on VOR/DME.

Table 17. Minimum Accuracy' Requirements Other problems with R-NAV
for Three Dlm.en.lnnal Area are operational in nature and are

Navigation Systems (2 Sigma Limits) common to all such systems. The

least understood have to do with

Jross Track Along Track Vertlal pilot and controller workload and

Flight Phase (nmij (nmi) (feet) consequently its acceptance by them.
Er....The workload problems occur pri-

Enroute 1.5 1.5 230 marly in terminal areas. This subject

Terminal 1.1 1.1 230 is discussed in more detail in Section

Approach 0.3 0.3 130 A6.
(nonprecision) Red Bloc Radio Navigation.

- The Red Bloc radio navigation sys-

"L*Not inluding pilot errors, tem was omitted from the foregoing
accounting primarily because of con-

siderable uncertainty as to how extensive it is and because of oansidetation of the potential

benefit of GPS to the Red Bloc countries, which merits a separate discussion.
The defined route structure within the R.d Bloc countries (Fastem Europe, USSR,

and The Peoples Republic of China) is most striking in its sparsity. Table 18 shows the total

Table 18. Published Route Mileage and
Navigation Aids in Red Bloc Countries

Route Miles VOR ND8* ILS/KGSPt

Eastern Europe 7,230 39 112 22

USSR 24,200 6 134 52

Peoples Republic 4,100 2 33 5

of China

Totals 33,830 47 279 79

•- •_•£o-• * ondiractional beacons.

"tKGSP is the Russian variant of ILS; it urse the same frequency assignments but is
:-•--••: -•"not usable by ILS-suilN~ed aircraft without additional 9quil•TfWt.
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mileage and navigation aids of the defined air route (both high and low altitude) within the
Red Bloc countries. The data are taken from the navigation charts prepared by Jeppeson8

based on data supplied by the various countries. Since these charts are primarily for
international air carrier operations into the various countries they may not contain data
used exclusively by in-country air traffic.

The comparable number of route miles for the U.S (contiguous U.S., Alaska, and
Hawaii) is 406,905 nautical miles. The radio navigation aids upon which the published route
structure for Red Bloc areas is based consist largely of nondirectional beacons (NDB), of
which 279 are listed. In addition, there are 45 VOR installations, primarily in Eastern
Europe.

The route structure as defined on the available navigation charts is clearly inadequate
for IFR navigation in the central regions of the USSR and China. Two alternative conclu-
sions are possible from the data available-the more likely one is that there is a much more

• -extensive route structure that is not available or known to the outside world at large; the

. other is that the available charts do, in fact, represent the actual route structure. [If the
latter is correct, implementation of GPS and making it available to everybody (as the U.S.
has done with Transit) would provide, free of charge, a major asset with considerable
potential impact on the economic development of the central regions.]

4. Case 2: Dual Self-Contained Systems

a. System Description
Self-contained systems are used for two major reasons: either externally referenced

systems are unavailable in the areas of use, or it is expected that radio reference systems
S - will be jammed or otherwise compromised. The two most common forms of self-contained

systems are (1) Dead-Reckoning Systems that integrate velocity to derive position change
and (2) Inertial Systems that integrate acceleration twice to derive the position change.
All of these systems require initialization to provide the position in geographic coordinates.
The velocity vector required for the dead-reckoning systems can be obtained in a variety of
ways. The most accurate systems in use are based on Doppler radar measurements of speed

relative to the ground and a gyrocompass measurement of heading relative to true north.
Accuracies of I to 5 percent of distance traveled are typical. Air data systems are also used
which derive ground speed from calibrated air speed with corrections for air density and
wind velocity. The wind corrections contribute the largest errors. Air data systems are of
little use for precision navigation without current and accurate wind data which are seldom
available.

All of the self-contained systems are characterized by an unbounded position error
which increases with time. Thus, on long missions, periodic position updates are .equired to

control the errors.
Dual self-contained systems are frequently used, both to provide higher reliability and

to control the error growth.

& Akwwy Manual, Fastern Europe and Quna, Jeppeson Company, Denver CoL, June 1975, UNCLASSIFIED.
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Dual self-contained installations are commonly Doppler-inertial. Dual inenials are least
common because of their high cost. Air data dead-reckoning is a universally available
backup since it can be accomplished manually as well as by the navigation computer.
However, it is never acceptable for routine extended IFR flight.

The major motivations for the use of dual self-contained systems rather than single

installation-overall reliability and accuracy-could be fulfilled by GPS as a substitute for at
least one of the pair of self-contained systems.

The current usage of self-con-
Table 19. Current Usage of Self-Contained Ta e systems is s edf in!:•?-•tained systems is summarized in

Systems in Aircraft: i[ :• .... Table 19.

In addition to dual and
Number of Percent self-contained systems, there are

Type of Self-Contained System Users of Total•--- ,,,3,726 single Doppler installations.

alDopplerInstallation 371 These represent a large potential cost

Dual Inertial Installation 17 1 avoidance that is depeAdent on the

-Doppler/nertial Installation 1,311 77 operational feasibility of doing with-
S...... ot any self-contained capability.

Total 1,699 In addition to the current air-

craft usage summarized in Table 19,
there are substantial numbers of military aircraft under development that will enter the
inventory in the time frame of this study. Although their specific navigation suites have not
been selected by the Services, some of these aircraft would contain dual self-contained
systems.

In order to approximate the effect in the out years of removing one of the
"self-contained systems from these aircraft, the study developed representative navigation
suites for them. This was done largely by analogy to current aircraft with similar missions.

Those new aircraft having dual self-contained navigation systems are listed in Table 20. The
inventory values are the maximum numbers foreseen during the time frame of the study.

The C-141 modification listed in Table 20 consists of the installation of dual inertials.
A major stimulus for this modification is to provide acceptable navigation accuracy for the
high density North Atlantic routes. Currently these aircraft are unable to maintain cross

track errors within acceptable limits set by ICAO and must fly at uneconomical low
altitudes or use circuitous routes.

b. Technical and Performance Considerations
As noted earlier, the major motivations for dual self-contained systems are to provide

higher reliability and to improve accuracy. It is for the latter reason that most of the dual
instal, *ions are Doppler/inertial in which the primary function of the Doppler is to provide
long period damping for the inertial systems, and the inertial systems provide the heading
reference required by the Doppler radar. The velocity damping function of the Doppler
systems can be fulfilled by GPS. Both the Doppler and GPS are susceptible to electronic
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countermeasu 'es; however, it is not possible to make any Table 20. New Installations
conclusive statements about their relative vulnerability. of DuaJ Self-Contained
The GPS tray have some advantages since the user is Navigat'ion Systems
passive whe eas the Doppler is an active system.

In al ty event, aside from vulnerability considera- Maximum
Airofffttions, the lnertial/GPS hybrid would be at least as ac- Aircraft Inventory

curate as -Lny of the dual self-contained systems since, in
the case of Inertial/GPS systems the errors would be Doppler/Inertial21 bounded ay the GPS component.9  RF-X 155

Tb i potential cost avoidance is arising from the AMST 354
substitut,,on of GPS for one of the components of the AC'X 16
dual salf-contained systems (primarily the Doppler of KC-X 108
DoppleifInertial hybrids) is estimated in the next section. E-3A

fin attractive feature of the GPS/Inertial hybrid is E-4A 13
the adied jamming margin of the GPS component pro- ER-11lA 42

vided ty the inertial system. The benefits arise in two VAMX

ways. Assuming that the satellite signal has been ac-
VAWX 39quired. the velocity of the user platform is accurately

measu ed by the inertial system. This allows the Doppler KAX 63

shift induced by the vehicle motion to be corrected for. COD 23

This permits a narrow width of the code tracking loop Dual/Inertial
and increases the antijamming margin. In addition, if C-141 279
acquisition is lost for any reason, the inertial system (Modification)
continuously determines the position of the platform.
This allows the adjustment of the "position" of the internal code so as to minimize the
scanning time to reacquire (correlate) the satellite code signal.

The cost avoidance estimate shown for the case of the dual self-contained systems
does not give any credit for the enhanced capabilities of those navigation suites for which
GPS is added to an existing single self-contained system. Assuming that the necessary

integration functions are performed, these systems will have the same qualitative perform-
ance as those that have had one of the self-contained units removed. The major differ-
ences would be in the quality of the inertial system. This suggests that this type of inertial

ýA system or, even more generally, th- type of "aiding" sensor to be used with GPS (if any)

should be examined in the light of the mission requirements of the platform. The NAV-
STAR GPS program office is part of the Phase I effort and is examining a number of
possible aiding sensors. A General Dynamics Corporation study' 0 considers four integrated

systems in a preliminary way. They are:

9. A Treatise on Ant-12nmming Margin of an IMU/Compvter aided Global Positioning Navigation System, Aerospace Corp.,
May 1974 (UnpublishrA Draft).

10. Harrington. R., "Auxiliary Semor Study," General Dynamics Corp., 1975 (Draft).
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(1) LDNS" /AHARS 1 2 /GPS
(2) Air Data/GPS

-_ .- - = (3) Strapdown Inertial/GPS
,-(4) Gimbaled Inertial/GPS

This preliminary study indicates that all of these systems have some potential for aiding

acquisition or reacquisition-and possibly for code loop velocity aiding. Only the inertial
systems have the necessary technical characteristics to provide carrier loop aiding. At this
time the results are too preliminary to develop firm system design characteristics and costs.

The current trend appears to be toward the Inertial/GPS hybrid combination because
of the added antijam margin. However, it is not clear what the optimum inertial system
performance (and hence cost) levels are. Since the system accuracies are bounded by the• -• .... ::• :-GPS accuracies when both systems are functioning, selection of the inertial system perform-

ante should be based primarily on the expected length of time GPS is not available and
-on required terminal position accuracies.

T AHARS and the Air Data Systems, although considerably less accurate than the

inertial systems, are installed in most aircraft whether or not GPS is included. Thus, since
some benefit could be derived from hybridizing them with GPS, they have a potential for
low cost platforms. The primary design uncertainty of this application is what addedt •computer capabilities would be required to integrate the system. If provisions are made for
air data inputs in the design of the GPS computer, the added cost may be very small.

c. Cost Analysis
As noted in the foregoing discussion, operational considerations restrict removal of

self-contained systems to the Doppler systems. The average annual expenditure for all4, Doppler systems is $33.5 million of which $11 million is for procurement and $22.5 million
is for O&M. The cumulative data for the period of 1976 through 1979 are given in Figure
9. Approximately 30 percent of the total number of Dopplers in the'inventory is one of a
pair in a dual self-contained system (dual Dopplers are counted only once). Thus, approxi-
mately 30 percent of the costs cited above could be avoided by removing dual self-con-
tained systems. (The dual inertials presently are a small portion of the total.) The 30 percent
portion of dual systems is shown on Figure 9. The corresponding average annual rates are
$3.3 million for procurement and $6.75 million for O&M for a total of $10 million. The
only new Doppler system identified is the ASN-128 being developed by the Army.
hPocurement plans call for 800 sets. The total future cost, including R&D, is about $55
million. Provisions are included for hybridizing the ASN-l128 and the LORAN ARN- 114.

"The study has not examined the potential cost implication of the other hybrid
systems using the Air Data System or the AHARS with GPS. However, they may be a

RI. Lightweight Doppler Naviption System.

12. Airborne HeaASig and Attitude Refrence stem.
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major factor in the feasibility of' eliminating the single Doppler, which would be a significant
added cost avoidance.

5. Case 3: Landing Systems

a. System Description
Of the routine functions performed by aircraft, the one requiring the most precise

aids to navigation is landing under instrument meteorological conditions (IMC). Because of
the precision required and the catastrophic effect of undetected failures, landing procedures
based on GPS would be among the most demanding on the system. All military aircra-ft and
a large fraction of all civil aircraft have some form of instrument landing or approach aid.

-f The primary military instrument landing system is the 3-D Precision Approach Radar (PAR)
System. The user equipment required is minimal-a voice radio. However, the ground
equipment is substantial. The radar system and associated vans or structures are expensive
and must be manned by highly specialized controllers who essentially t alk down the pilot.11 Civil landing systems are largely "air derived"; that is, the navigation commands are
generated in the aircraft with reference to some fixed path generated by a giound radio

- -I reference system. "ILS" is the most prevalent of these systems and it is the ICAO standard
system. Because of the high cost and inflexibility of the "ground derived" radar systems,
the military Services initiated the development of various microwave landing systems. These
systems are operationally similar to ILS. The various concepts developed differ in how the
flight path data (glide slope, localizer, and distance) are generated. The FAA has been
designated as the executive agent for microwave landing systems to select the standard

technique and complete development for both military and civil use.

-- b. Technical and Performance Characteristics
- - )There are four generic classes of landing approach and landing aids;' they are sum-

marized in Table 21. Comparison of the accuracy requirements shown in Table 21 with the
expected performance of GPS shown in Table 22 indicates that GPS could easily fulfill the
requirement for the nonprecision approach.

For Category I, II, and III landing requirements, given in Table 21, GPS accuracies do
not appear to be a.dequate. The primary concern is with the vertical error since the
requirements are most stringent. Use of GPS for landing systems may require selection of

* "satellites to minimize the vertical GDOP at the expense of increased horizontal errors.
However, a significant portion of errors shown are due to factors which can be avoided if
"differential techniques are used. Table 23 shows the expected error budget for the Phase III
GPS system along with the corresponding budget for a differential system.

As before, there appears to be a potential for the use of GPS as a landing aid, in this
case for Category I. However, to implement the differential system, a receiver must be
precisely located on the approach path and a data link provided to the aircraft. The need
for the ground based receiver may be some constraint on tactical utilization for remote
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Table 22. Preliminary ''gn Goals for GPS User Equipmen t
Applicable to Approach and Landing (Phase H&J)

I________Equipment Class and Applica tion
A B C S

Performance
Aircraft High minion Spartan

Design With High Perfrmance Spot Very Low

------------ Parameters Anti/am Aircraft Vehicles cost

Xy, ,&zt 8-14 8-14 30-40 30
(meters)

X,Y, & zt 0.1 0.1 OA No Require-
(knots) ment

;eL :2 ::: ;~ :(Dislaed
Atam44 44 30 30

Margin

*Data for all user systems are given in Appendix A.
tTwo sigma lim1its.

$90 percent probability.

Table 23, Range Error in GPS Error Budget (meters)

Ph~ase 111(2 c) Phase /I/ dlff(2a)

Space Vehicle Ephemeris 6 0

Atmosphere 4.8-1 0A 0

Group Delay20
Receiver Noise 3.0 3.0
Multipath 2.4-5.4 2.4-5.4

-------- Total RSS 8.8-13.6 3.8-6.2
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unattended bases; however, it is unlikely that a "first landing" Category I approach would

ever be required into an unimproved base.

Aside from the accuracy issues, a major advantage offered by GPS as a landing aid is
its worldwide availability. In the case of non-precision approaches it eliminates the need for
ground systems and, in the case of the higher precision category approaches, the ground

installation may be somewhat simpler than ILS or MLS. These characteristics are probably
"more important because cf the tactical flexibility that they offer than for the potential cost
savings. As will be seen in the next section, the cost savings are small compared to other
opportunities.

The operational demonstrations considered in Chapter III include a demonstration ofI •approach and landing. The emphasis of the demonstration is the use of GPS as a landing aid
into unprepared bases without use of a ground reference system (nonprecision approach).

Additional demonstrations and tests are desirable to shed some light on the practicality of
using differential GPS for precision approaches, particularly Category I.

In addition to accuracy considerations, the use of GPS as a landing aid requires the
development of an "approach procedure" for each landing site. Such procedures are
published for pilot use in the fo'm of charts (Figure 10is a sample). Such procedures are
established after considerable survey of surrounding terrain, cultural features, electro-

magnetic anomalies, etc. For unimproved sites, the establishment of an approach procedure
on short notice requires somewhat different techniques than those currently used. It is
expected that precise (2-3 meter elevation error) stereophoto maps of the site and sur-
rounding area (about a 10-mile radius) would be the primary data base for development of

such approach procedures.
The pilot workload and opportunity for gross errors associated with the present ILS

landing systems are relatively low. It is only necessary to dial in the correct frequency and
fly the aircraft to center the glide slope (altitude) and localizer (heading) needles and
note passage of the marker beacons. For experienced pilots, the procedure is instinctive and
gross errors are immediately apparent.

Workload problems occur primarily in terminal areas where navigation to final
approach course defined by the ILS usually involves a series of short legs, large changes in
heading, and simultaneous changes in altitude. Currently, this is done by "radar vectoring"
which imposes minimum workload on the pilot but considerable workload on the con-
troller. R-NAV based on GPS on the other hand, would transfer the load to the pilot who
would have to fly to a series of 3-dimensional "waypoints" inserted into the GPS computer.
Unless some very simple way is found to program the entire sequence into the system, it is
doubtful that pilot acceptance will be obtained, particularly for single-pilot IFR operations.
All of the present R-NAV systems allow for the manual insertion and storage of waypoint

coordinates, one by one. However, gross insertion errors which are highly improbable with
VOR, TACAN, or ILS systems are possible with R-NAV. Furthermore, impromptu changes
in desired flight profile caused by traffic and/or weather would be difficult to keep up with
manually. In such cases, the system would most likely fall back on the radar vectoring
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mode. Recent simulations' 3 by the FAA with live controllers have indicated that controller
work load as measured by frequency of voice contacts could decrease considerably. Whether
this observation can be translated into fewer controllers is not known. Equivalent simula-
tiohs with live pilots have not yet been conducted, and the extent of the inprease in-pilot
workload is not clear.

c. Cost Analysis
Currently, the military Services do not routinely install ILS equipment in all aircraft

since the primary instrument approach aid is the Precision Approach Radar (PAR). How-
ever, military aircraft that are expected to use civil airfields in the course of normal
operations are equipped Ath ILS. These include primarily the cargo aircraft. In addition,

: many Air Force tactical aircraft are being equipped with iLS. Figure I I summarizes the
inventory of aircraft and costs associated with ILS user equipment in military aircraft. The
average annual cost for ILS user equipment for the Services is $12 million comprised of
$2.5 million for procurement and $9.5 million for O&M.

In addition to the PAR system, many military airfields are equipped with ILS to
support the operation of civilian zircraft into military bases as well as equipped miitary
aircraft. The present inventory of rcfcrence systems for both PAR and ILS is given in Table

• - -:24 along with the approximate annual O&M costs for these systems. The total annual costs1• -for ILS for both user equipment and reference systems for the U.S. military is $23.3
million. For the PAR, the annual costs (the $14.2 million shown in Table 24) are for the
reference systems only since no special user equipment is required.

Table 24. Inventory and Annual Operation and
Maintenance Costs of Precision Landing Aid Reference Systems

U.S. Military U.S. Civiian

System Type Inventory O&M ($M, 1975) Inventory O&M ($M, 1975)

PAR 101 14.2t 6 1.38t

ILS 189 11.3 1,081 65.0

*Does not include any Army systems-data not in ECAC data bass.

tlrcludes military controller costs based on e controller years per set at $s50ooo pay andI ~ alloweacice
-tncludes civilian controller costs based on 6 controller yeams per set at $30.=00 pay and

allowances

_ 13. Preliminary Two-Dimensional Area Navigation Terminal imulatlons, FAA-RD-74-209, FAAIDOT, Washington, D.C.,
•r I Fcbruary 1975, UNCLASSIFIED.
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The Air Force is planning to upgrade the[ I ILS installations at its bases during the period Table 25. Plnned Total Expendi-
covered by this study. The total expected cost of tures for New Military Landing Aids,

12-N Tables for PNnew Miltary La pndingAi-

j this program is $15 million. Other than this in- 1978-1980
• II terim program the expenditures for landing aids
I.•.•:•-: • are expected to be small until MLS becomes

Savailable in the mid-1980s. EpSUser Equipment

The planned expenditures for new landing (1975)

' aids are summarized in Table 25. R&D

I Military Share of National MLS 38
S6. Case 4: Air-to-Grouad Weapon Delivery or Development

Navigation Radars ILS Mod Program 35
• The positioning systems which, if sup-

•;• •• •=Ground Reference Systems
planted by GPS, are believed to create the most
incentive for the enemy to attack GPS are the R&D* 0
radar systems used in air-to-ground weapon de- Procurement
livery. Thus, such a substitution is the least desir- GRN 27 15
able from the standpoint of assurance of com--•-- " :; ... TPN 19 46
pleting a bombing mission. Nevertheless, given Product Improvement 13
that GPS is available, it appears to be a viable
substitute for radar bombing as currently done. Total 147

"The capabilities of the current weapon de-
livery radar systems are such that the ability of MLl iround reference R&D included in $38
the aircrew to acquire and strike targets of oppor-
tunity is for practical purposes nonexistent. Strikes are preplanned using prior photographic
or radar reconnaissance. Release points are determined by offset beacons or. if the target is
distinctive enough, by matching radar scope photography (actual or simulated). In either
case, impact errors are intolerably large for hard targets. This entire procedure can, in
principle, be performed with GPS. The resulting accuracy would probably be better by as
much as an order of magnitude (not including weapon dispersion). GPS alone, however, has

no potential to strike targets of opportunity,either moving or stationary.
The development of new strike radar systems (i.e., Electronically Agile Radar (EAR)

and exploitation of the FLAMR ttchnology is underw.iy and is expected to lead to a capability
to acquire and effectively strike targets of opportunity, including hard targets with homing
weapons. The cost of such systems would be high, on the order of $800 thousand each. The
"most conservative approach at this tihe would appear to be a continued development of the

"technology of precision radar weapon delivery to the point of tactical demorstration and a
more solid definition of costs aird concurrent development of the techniques for blind
bombing using GPS as ,! ackup system to the advanced radar. In addition, because of their
approximate equivalence in performance, some consideration should be given to the practi-
cality of phasing out current radar systems as GPS becomes available.
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The radar systemis considered by this study as candidates for phase-out are given in
j Table 26 along with the aircraft on which they are installed and the approximate inventory

Table 26. Radar Systems Used for
Weapon Delivery, Navigation, or Mapping

:nStallei Average Re9p/acbl

Radar System on Quantity B P

APD-7 RA-5C* 14

IAPQ-83 RFAB 2
APO-99 RF-4B. C 350

AP&10 -: 120

AP0102 RF-4B, C 350 Yes

fAPO-1 12 TCA4C. A-6E 205
APO-113 F-111AE 150

APO-1 14 F*1A70

APQ-1 16 A-7A/8 55IAPQ-120 F-4E 631
APQ-122 T-43A 17
AP-1 24 F-fUJ 7

APQ-1 26 A7CIDIE 740

IAPQ-129 EA-69 50

APO-130 F-111D 82

AMQ144 F-111F 206iiAPO-146 F-111F 206
APQ-148 A-6E 195
APN-59 Cargo & 1.Is0

Tankers

APS-42 0-97 55

C-121,
C-1 34

APS-1 16 S-3A 136
jASS-i B-52G/H 230 Yes

TOTAL 5,449 580

Note: Aircraft indicated with an' are expected to be Phased
out by the early 19WLs
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of each system. All of the radars listed have at least an air-to-ground weapon delivery or a

aavigation or a mapping capability. As noted, they number about 5,500. In most cases these
radars have additional capabilities-such as air-to-air intercept-which cannot be supplied by
GPS. The radars that have only an air-to-ground weapon delivery, or navigation or a

• i•:•=.::.mapping function replaceable by GPS, are indicated in the table. There are about 580 of

such radam These are the only radars which could be replaced by GPS without a marked
degradation in the capaoilities of the aircraft. The functions that would be lost if the other
radars were phased out are primarily air-to-air search and weapon delivery on air superiority
fighters, terrain following and avoidance on attack aircraft, and surface search on N.vy

patrol and attack aircraft.
It is conceivable that some greater number than 580 of the current radars could be

phased out. The factors that would influence such a decision include the development of

V : - new radar systems as noted before and the changing role of the F-4 with the advent of the

F-14, F-15 and F-16 aircraft and their air superiority role. If the air-to-air role of the F-4 is
downgraded, then approximately 600 additional radars might be phased out.

The Aii Force is currently conducting a study of these and other issues concerning
the needs for and use of radars in aircraft. When completed, this study should shed more
light on the potential cost avoidance resulting from the use of GPS rather than radars for
weapon delivery.

In addition to the airborne radars, a ground-based radar bombing system is currently
under development by the Air Force (Ground Directed Bombing/Radar Bomb Scoring
(GDB/RBS) system). This system would be used to vector aircraft to the target and to score
the results. These functions could be readily accomplished with GPS.

Cost Analysis. The cost to operate and maintain all of the airborne radars with a
weapon delivery capability is approximately $69.3 million per year., Roughly 10 percent of
this, or $7 million, is avoidable if the two current radars (APQ-102 and ASB-16), which are
used only for weapon delivery, are phased out.

These estimates are believed to be conservatively low. As noted above, a more
detailed investigation of the demonstrated value of the additional capabilities of multi-
purpose radars may indicate that these a 3ditional functions alone do not justify their

continued use in view of the cost. If this is found to be true, the potential cost avoidances

hi I increase accordingly. Eliminating the APQ-120 from the F-4E alone would provide an
additional 10 percent in cost avoidance.

The cost analysis is based on continuing to use the listed systems in future aircraft at
approximately $100,000 to $150,000 per system. However, the development of EAR and
the use of FLAMR technology will result in systems that will cost on the order of

$800,000 or more. If the technology and related tactics are successfully developed, these
systems will have a target of opportunity capability which cannot be duplicated by GPS.
Thus, the high 3ost systems are not potential sources of cost avoidance. Neither the R&D
nor the procurement of these systems. has been included in the analysis. The GDB/RBS
procurement and support costs are included, however. The estimates for the GDB/RBS costs
are $60 million for procurement and $3.3 million annually for O&M.
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B. SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF COST AVOIDANCE

This section collects the cost data on conventional systems presented in the previous
sections to summarize the potenitial gross cost avoidance that could result from a
phase-out of current systems. Additionally the costs of GPS developed in Chapter II are
summarized in a similar format. Together, these two sets of data make it possible to
estimate net cost avoidance and a breakeven period for each case of interest.

To provide an appreciation of the effect of uncertainty on the net cost avoidanze, the
GPS costs as developed from data supplied by the Joint Program Office were used directly
as a lower estimate and increased by arbitrary but reasonable factors to obtain an upper
estimate.

In all of the explicit calculations, the effective discount rate (discount rate less
inflation rate) is assumed to be zero and costs are in terms of 1975 dollars. The effect of a
finite discount rate is to increase the breakeven period. The effect is small for short

breakeven periods and large for perioos greater than 10 to 15 years.
It is emphasized that the breakevcn periods have meaning only if GPS and the

conventional systems provide equivalent capabilities. If GPS provides an added capability,
then there may be an implicit operational cost advantage of GPS that is presently unmeasur-
able in dollars, as noted in the beginning of this chapter. With th's caveat, the breakevei•I period is usefui as a figure of merit to aid in rating the various alternative cases. Obviously,
-he shorter the breakeven period the better, all other things being equal

The major cost parameters used in the summary are

Conventional Equipment

* The average annual cost of operating and maintaining !he conventional user
equipment plus new procurements of conventional equipment for new user

platforms.

S Cost of R&D and procurements of new designs of conventional equipments
that would be needed in the absen-e of GPS.

GPS

* Initial investment in the space and control segment to deploy the initial
complement of satellites.

f The average annual cost of supporting this space and control segment.

* The initial investment in user equipment to retrofit the fleet. This includes the
cost of equipment plus costs of installation.

- The average annual cost of operating and maintaining the L ir equipment plus

procedures for new user platforms.

.: ; :-, Strki.ly speaking, the annual costs ref .rred to above are variable year to year and a -igorous

treatment should consider this variation. However, in view of the uncertainties in all of the

cost data and the ratl:er small variation b. the annual costs as displayed by the graphs in ther 78
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previous sections, it is judged that average values produce ,'cceptable accuracy. This approxi-
mation greatly simplifies the arithmetic and provides res, ;*s that are more readily under-
stood and verified. The various average annual costs are derived from the detailed annual
calculations using the computer model described in Appendix B, which takes into account
the projected variation in force levels and suite compositions. The basis and sources for the
costs analyses are summarized below.

1. Cost of Conventional Navigati, n Systems
The costs of conventional systems shown in Table 27 and individually in preceding

sections, are based on a buildup of detailed cost of equipment and user platform data with
proje'*ions into the future using the computer model.

The basic data needed for the computations are of three kinds: Force Structure,
Navigation Suite Composition, and Cost of Specific Navigation Systems. The sources used
for these data and the adjustments made are summarized below.

Force Structure. The quantity if each type of user platform. e.g., number of A-ICs,

was derived from various sources described in IDA Note 834.1" bince these sources are
changing almost continuously and do not always agree either in quantity or in platform
designation, some adjustments were recessary to derive a consistent force structure for the

I •time period encompassed by the study. It is emphasized that the results are used to developj_: •approximate quantities of eqcipments required and do not represent formal DoD long range

planning.
Navigation Suiles. The navigation suites of the various specific user platforms were

obtained from the computer files of the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center
"(ECAC). A previous IDA study" had compiled an extensive suite composition data base
from the ECAC data. This data base was used for current platforms without change. The
force structure identifies platforms that have not yet progressed to the point o4 having a
designated navigation suite. For these cases tlhe study group assigned a suite by analogy with
current platforms with similar missions. The detailed data base is voluminous and of limited
interest and is thus not reproduced in this report. It is available to interested parties.

14. IDA Note 834, Force Structure supplement to IDA Report R-21 7 SECRET. Sources cited in this note asre:.
USAF, DCS/Programs and Resources: USAF Program, Aerospace Vehicles and flying Hours. VoL 1, Aicrcft and
flying Hours by MID/S (PA 77.1, VoL 1); 6 January 1975, SECRET.,
Department of the Navy, Five Year Program-Ships and Aircraft Supplemental Data Tables (SASDT), 24 January
1975, SECRET.
August, Joseph, et al; 1974 Extendcd Planning Annex; Center for Naval Analysis, CNA 1211-74, 26 July 1974,

f SECRET.

I Department of the Army, Office of the Director of Program Analysis and Evaluation; C'ief of Staff, Army;

FY1969-82 Five Year Defense Program, Program 2, General Purpose Forces" 24 January 197S, SUCRET..
U.S. Army, DCS for Re"-nch Development, and Acquisition, Procurement Programs, Summary ltem Readiness Studies
(Exhibit P-20), FY77/81 Program Objective Memorandum (POM). Annex B; 9 May 1975, CON 2.,_'rIAL.
U.S. Army, Office of the Chief (,f Research, Development, and Acquisition. machine listing rf Art tv jiicraft inventor,
projections by model and supplermzntary listing of inventory as of 31 March 1975 by model, ,xieF

A '15. "Study of A Functional Area Sun,,nary For Navigation" IDA Report R-204, November 1974, ,EC!1 T.
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t ~Table 27. Summary of the Gross Annual Average
Cost Avoidance A tential for the Systems

Considercd in this Study

(millions of IQ075 dollars)

SyswnUser Reference

Equipment Systemn Additional R&D

syrstem (we year) (per year) end Procurenment

LRN59.3 10.0 141.2VTACAN 28.6 1.9 120.0
VOR/DME 3.3 2.1t 11.0

DF 11.5 3.1
OMEGA 0.9 unknown 10.4

Total Enroute 103.6 17.1 282.6

V ~~~DOPPLERS- _ _ _

Total Dopplers 33.5 55.0I Landing Aids
uLS 12.0 11.

147.0
PAR 14_ _ _

Total Landing Aids 12.0 25.5 147.0

Radars

Bomb/Nav Only ~ .
(APO-102 & ASB-16)

Bomb/Nay plus other 62.0--
functions

GDBIRBSt 3.3 60.0

Total Radars j 69.0 3.3 60.0

*TgthI planned c~ p.-r, bitrm for new "AN" systemns prior to 1980.

tincludes $600,000 fur VORTAC.
tGround Directed BornbinglRadar 8e'vh Scoring; Systems.
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Equir nent Costs. Approximately 300 distance navigation systems have been identi-
fied as being currently in use. Cost data of varying quality and completeness have been
obtained on about 100 of these systems. The detailed cost data used in this analysis are
given in Chapter II. The systems listed in Chapter II comprise over 90 percent of all of the

current installations. For those systems for which cost data could not be obtained, a
"generalized" system cost was used that is the average of the available data. For LORAN
there are two categories of generalized systems that are defined herein as "low cost" and
"high cost." Typically the distinction arises in the degzee to which the signal acquisition
process is automated and the type of user platform. The high cost systems are highly
automated and are used on aircraft. Low cost systems require more manual intervention and

' -interpretation and are most often found on ships. Operations an maintenance costs were

applied as factors on the corrected acquisition costs. Again historical data were used when

available to derive the factors and averages u'sed to fill gaps in the data.
The force structure, na-igation suites and cost data were combined in a straight-

forward way to obtain annual inventory levels, new procurement requu'rments and annual
support. In some instances, user platforms phased out of service generated a surplus of
"equipment that was usable as spares and as new installations for those platforms which
were increasing in number. For any given AN number, this surplus was credited against new
requirements. Exchanges between types were not considered, i.e., ARN-52 TACAN was
substituted for an AN-84 TACAN.

The final output of the computation is the annual costs of a given system type1 6

(i.e., TACAN). The annual costs are in two categories-new installations and operations and
maintenance costs. From these outputs, the cumulative cost curves in the preceding sections
and the average values of system costs shown in Table 27 were developed. The reference
system costs in Table 27 were derived from the inventories shown in Tables 13 and 24
combined with operationel test data from the DOT.' DOT data were used here under the
assumption that for similar systerais there would be no appreciable difference between
military and civilian sysien costs.

"Included in Tfblr 27 (last cc umr) is a summary of costs associated with the
introduction of nev. cornventional e-,aipments. For the most part, these equipments are

plac-ments for or alternatives to equipment already available. In most cases, their functions
can be satisfied ty GPS. The principal questionable cases are the new precision landing aids
that have been discussed earlier and the advanced radars for which no cost avoidance-I_• potential is credited. Thtz motivation for the development of these new systems in the first
place was dxqatisfaction either with the operating costs or the performance of both of the

-' s;:tzms then available. If the procurement of any of these systems is halted in the
ant•i.ation of GPS then an additional period of dissatisfaction on the part of the user will
wr:,,t ,less the GPS IOC is roughly the same. For qll of the systems, the IOC is no later
"than 1980 except for MLS whose IOC data has no, been set. This indicates that schedules

It. Othur gi•geptlions are povible in the pro-mm as described in Appendix B.

i7. Aviation Cost AUo•t~on Study, Department of Transportation, 1972.
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are approximately parallel. Realistic acceleration of the GPS schedule would engender some
confidence in the user that his needs will be fulfilled. Conversely, the ever present
possibility of slippage in the GPS schedule will result in a hesitancy to halt procurement.
Unfortunately, most of the programs are already in the early procurement stages and any
delay in the decision to halt reduces the avoidable expenditures. Although no detailed study
has been made of the planning of these programs, it is clear that a 2-year delay in the
decision would eliminate most of the potential savings.

2. GPS Costs

a. User Systems
The aggregate costs of GPS user equipments shown in Table 28 were developed using

the force model in the same way as the conventional equipments. The basic unit cost data,
however, are necessarily predictions. The most authoritative cost estimates available for GPS
user equipment are those developed by the GPS Joint Program Office at SAMSO. They are,
nevertheless, highly speculative since they have no historical basis and they are based on

L design details and a state of the art that is not well defined. For these reasons, it appeared
desirable to use a range of GPS user system costs to estimate the sensitivity of any
conclusions to cost uncertainty. Historically, estimates of future costs have been biased on

Table'28. Summary of GPS System Costs To Equip
All Military Aircraft and Naval Ships

(millions of 1975 dollars)

12 Satellite System 24 Satellite System
(Cases & 2) (Caus 3 & 4)

Space & Control Segments

RDT&E 260 260

Initial Costs 270 503

Annual Costst 71-87 127-159

User Equipment Case 3 Case 4

Initial Costs* 315-630 598-1196 666-1332

Annual Costst 18-36 40-80 44-88

"*O&M and equipment replacement.

tinitlal procurement of Installed hardware, spares, and spare parts.

Note: Lower values of the ranges are based on data provided by the JPO. Higher values represent
Possible increased costs assmed by this study.
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-th low side. This result is nderstandable given the optimism of management ane the

pervasiveness of unforeseeable problems. In view of the complexity of GPS receivers and the
nature of the technology, a factor of two range of uncertainty in user costs Is not
unreasonable. This factor was applied to the JPO unit costs estimates to obtain the higher

values shown in Table 28.

The aggregate estimates shown in Table 28 are proportional to the quantities pro-
Urý A cured (on the order of 23,000) since cost-quantity relationships were not assumed by the
L• {z- JPS. This is consistent with the current procurement practices. Cost reductions might be

obtainable by larger quantity, multi-year production contracts, but this procurement
method for avionics equipment is rare. Retrofit cos;ts were applied t, the basic receiver

ZYt costs in the computation of Table 28 as a factor on the basic cost. A factor of 1.2 was
S• applied for the Class C sets used in Cases 2 and 3 and a factor of 1.3 for the Class A and BK C- sets used in Cases 3 and 4. These retrofit costs were applied only to the initial installation

in existing platforms as added costs to GPS. Installation costs for new aircraft are assumed
to be the same fur conventional and GPS equipment and it thus does not affect the net
cost avoidance.

hiterface modules which permit the navigation receivers to be connected to other user
equipment, such as displays, are not included in the cost analysis. It was not possible to

T determine the extent that such items have been included in the historical cost of con-
ventional equipment. It is believed to be smal' and if so the assumption would have no
effect on net cost avoidance.

b. Space and Control Segment

The costs of the space and control segments were derived directly from the detailed4 data supplied by the JPO. These data were aggregated into two categories. The first is
"initial investment" and includes all of the costs incurred up to and including the initial
complement of satellites. The second is the average annual operating costs required to
maintain the space and control segment in its required configuration. These operating costs

--- -include satellite launches to replace thos, reaching the end of their expectee life. The
advantage of this division is that it avoids the need to deal with detailed time phased cost
estimates in the net cost avoidance analysis. The costs of the space and control segment arei i" summarized in this way in Table 28 along with the user equipment costs.

The uncertainty in the costs of the space and control segment were treated in a
somewhat different fashion than that of the receivers. There are considerable historical data

on the costs to conduct satellite operations. Thus, the strictly operational aspect of
: launching satellites and subsequent orbital operations and monitoring should be reasonably

well determined and the cost known. The uncertainty lies in the satellite lifetimu and with

the clocks in particular. At this time, no space-qualified atomic clock is available. In
addition, the earth-bound technique for achieving continuous availability of precise time

I J •(e.g., at the Naval Observatory) is to use a much higher level of redundancy (tens of clocks

rather than the two planned for GPS). For these reasons, the 5.5-year satellite lifetime
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f :•i'• • currently assumed may be optimistic. The higher space and control segment costs shown in
Table 28 are based on a launch schedule that assumes a 4-year satellite lifetime. The
reduction in expected life time may be due to any cause. However, at this time it appears

-: •: - that the clock will be the controlling factor. Excess consumption -of consumables and
unforeseen component stresses are the other posibilities; however, the design standards
appear to be conservative.

I -3. Net Cost Avoidance{ The net cost avoidance as defined in this study is the cost of continuing to use and
to support the cost of the conventional systems considered in the four cases less the cost ofI providing equivalent GPS services. The major cost parameters have been summarized in the

I •preceding section.
At this time there are a number of alternative courses of action for the GPS program.

These courses of action interact with the feasibility of removal of conventional equipment
and have a marked effect on net cost avoidance. Table 29 summarizes the parameters and
levels which are included in the development of net cost avoidance and breakeven period.

Ground forces were handled separately since the various "cases" did not apply to
these systems. Currently the ground forces do not use navigation systems of the type
considered in this study., Thus, they have no current operating costs which might be avoided.
The Army does have one program that will result in substantial future procurement, the
PSN-6 Manpack Loran described earlier. PSN-6 is included in the breakeven computation.

I h Table 28 summarized the cost of the various GPS alternatives. Note that Cases 1 and
-jj -2 are identical insofar as GPS costs are concerned. The diiferences arise from the equipment

S ... removed. The space segment for Cases 1 and 2 is a 12-satellite system that is expected to
be adequate f:,r 2-D worldwide navigation and a limited 3-D capability over CONUS for test
purposes.

Cases 3 and 4 differ only in the respect that in Case 4 some platforms are given
Class A GPS sets having a high antijam capability..

The results of the net cost avoidance computations are shown in Table 30. The net
differences in initial investment and in annual operating costs are shown separately and the

- quotient, net initial investment divided by net annual operation costs, yields the time to
amortize the initial investment.I :To the approximation used in the study, the effect on GPS costs of varying the IOC
date of a given GPS alternative is negligible. The effect of IOC date ariseE only in the ability

- or desirability of avoiding R&D procurement of new conventional systems. Thus there are
in reality only two kinds of IOC dates "early" anc "late". Early IOC is defined as early
enough to avoid the R&D and procurement and a representative date is 1980, late IOC is
defined as too late to avoid procurement of these systems.

All of the variety of GPS "plans" using the "low" GPS cost estimate are self-
. . amortizing; that is, the costs of operating GPS are sufficiently less than that of current

systems that the initial investment in GPS will be recouped. However, the amortization
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\ Table 29. Parameters and Levels Used in
the Estimation of Net Cost Avoidance

GI-S PARAMETERS

1. GPS Cost Range
a. Lower: Based on JPO data
b. Higher: 2 times receiver costs and reduced satellite lifetime

F2. GPS System Type
Z4Z4 ia. High dynamics, high antijam, high accuracy

b. High dynamics, high accuracy
c. Moderate accuracy

3. Space and Control Segment

a. Sufficient satellites for 2-D positioning and navigation
b. Full complement of setrtlites

4. Year of IOC

a. Early-New procurements of conventional systems can be avoided.
b. Late-New procurements of conventional systems cannot be avoided.

CURRENT SYSTEM PARAMETERS

1. Case1: Remove enroute systems

2. Case 2: Remove enroute systems and Doppler systems

a. Redundant DopplersI) it Ib. All Dopplers
3. Case 3: Remove enroute systems, dual self-contained capability, and landing systems

4. Case 4: All of the above plus remove weapon delivery radars
a. Radars with only air-to-ground weapon delivery or navigation capability.
b. Radars with air-to-ground weapon delivery or navigation and other capabilities.

periods vary considerably and in Case 3 are impractically long. The cost computations have
. assumed constant 1975 dollars and a discount rate has not been applied. If the latter factor

is introduced the slow payoff alternatives become even less attractive from the point of
view of being self-amortizing.

The greatest potential payoff is given by Case 2. Breakeven could be achieved in
approximately 20 years. An eight year breakeven period could be realized if all Dopplers

- were removed. Removal of all Dopplers requires further detailed examination to determine
the effect, if any, on mission capability.

Implementation of the full 3-D GPS capability (Cases 3 and 4) pays off only if it is
possible to remove most of the high cost radar systems. The potential of GPS as a precision
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Table 30. Net Cost Avoidance Summary
(millions of) 1975 dollars)

NMt Intal tisnvaestmYMeonta
[GPS mihwe Baa. Cut]) Ni RenOk WStoBis. w

Indudi Abt Included lawe . Minus Includd Mot IncUded
Fcnem Inla Cam ,,.it Base Caw. O'S) in #A* Can /a ame Case

Enroute Systems)3.
Noinl JP) 56844 31218 27Norune (lPA)87110 -2.7

C w2fCaselland
17 -~---remnowe redsandemt

Dopple)120
Nominal (JPO) 506 844 41.212200

------- High (IDA) 921,160 7.3 11210

Cass 2A (Cane Iand
remove all Dopler) 471Nominal (JPO) 4 4 8 1
Nogh(IDA) 621,160 30.8 27 38

ease 3 (Cute 2 and
reovxring lending

NmnlJP)827 1.361 0.7 1202000
High (IDA) 1,470196-7.--

ease 3A (ease 2A and
remove landing

Nominal (JPQ) 8272 34.5 41
High (IDA) 1576 2,0959 -47.3

Case 48 (eas 3 and

eoebomblnev radars) 
O 3Nominal (JPO) 880 1,420 69312

High (IDA) 1,562095 948.7

ease 4Ac(eae 3A and
reoebomb/ na y radars) 3. 64Nominal (JPO) 88 ,2 2891
High (IDA) 1,566 2,096 137.032 5
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landing aid is too problematical at this time and the avoidance potential too small to offset
alone the higher cost of the additional satellites.

t As noted in the discussion of weapon delivery radars, therit is considerable uncer-
tainty as to the feasibility of removing all or even most of the weapon delivery radars that
are installed in aircraft. This situation results in a cost avoidance potential that. is conserva-

--- • tively low, if only the radars which are exclusively for weapon delivery are removed.
The "high cost" GPS assumption rather dramatically highlights Case 2 as the only one

that would be self-amortizing in a reasonable period of time and then only if all Dopplers
j •1 -were removed. This observation plus the operational reasonableness of Case 2 indicate that

it is the most feasible of the alternatives considered.
Chapter II examines the GPS costs in detail and derives an independent estimate of

user systems costs. An analysis is made of the potential costs of such systems if the next
generation of technology is employed. These costs, if they are achievable would have a
substantial effect on breakeven period. The relative position of the cases on a scale of
breakeven period would not be changed, however.

The net cost avoidance shown in the Tables was based on eliminating reference
.equipment under the ownership and control of the military Services. A similar calculation

considering the potential civil use of GPS is not presently possible because of large
uncertainties in user system costs. However, such a computation can be expected t show a

much more favorable amortivation rate than for military use only. However, the more
favorable amortization rate would be realized only after the complete phase out of the
present civilian systems. Such a phase out could be expected to take 10-20 years if the
historical phase out of the low frequency four-course ranges in favor of the VOR is any
guide.
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Chapter II

iiI COSTS OF GPS AND OTHER NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

I A. INTRODUCTION

1. Objective
This chapter addresses four topics relevant to estimating either GPS system costs or

its cost avoidance potential:' (1) procurement and O&M costs of conventional navigation
equipments that are candidates for replacement by GPS, (2) GPS system procurement and

S~operations costs employed in the cost avoidance estimates of Chapter 1, (3) the incremental
costs associated with equipping ground combat forces at alternative bases of issue (BOI),

and (4) the impact on user equipment costs of the rapidly advancing technology of digital

mricrocircuitry.

2. Uncertainties Associated With Cost Estimates
The approach to estimating costs was dominated by two considerations: (1) the

paucity of available data for both GPS and other navigation equipment costs, and (2) the
high levels of uncertainty associated with almost all aspects of" the GPS program. A

,.tparametric approach was adopted with modest objectives for both the level of detail and
the confidence that could be placed in the estimates. Emphasis was placed on comparability

I •of estimates rather than accuracy in their absolute levels., Input parameters were limited to
those having major cost impacts, with estimates being developed at a gross level. The

sensitivity analysis was limited to relative changes in input and output values. All estimates

have been generated in terms of current (1975) dollars to facilitate comparisons.

a. Conventional Navigation Equipment
Over "200 models (by AN number) of conventional navigation equipment were

identified as candidates for replacement by GPS and, hence, the basis of cost avoidance.

"Both procurement and O&M costs for any equipment model are highly uncertain. With few
exceptions the Services' management and recordkeeping of electronic equipment occurs at
the subsystem or black box level, and it is a formidable task to construct AN number costs
from their constituent subsystems. In addition, replacement costs are seldom accurately

mirrored by historical procurement costs, and maintenance cost data are collected in a
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consistent format for depot actions. These considerations are reflected in the manner that
data on existing navigation systems have been collected and reduced, and limit the confi-
dence that can be placed in the estimates.

b. GPS System

A principal uncertainty in the NAVSTAR program is attainable system performance
(i.e., whether the system can provide position information within the accuracies required by
the various military missions). Phase I of the development program is keyed to demonstrat-

ing this capability and requires a relatively extensive effort to develop and deploy space and
control segments that closely resemble the operational configuration. The Joint Program
Office (JPO) has organized the program on this basis and allowed the pace of user
equipment development to lag behind that of the space segment. As a result, design and
unit cost uncertainties for the space segment are small relative to those of user equipment.
However, large uncertainty lies in the lifespan of the satellite clock. A period of 5.5 years
was assumed by the JPO life cycle cost model (LCCM) for the cesium clock proposed for
the operational satellite. The uncertainty surrounding this assumption is significant since such

clocks have never been tested in a space environment, and attained lifespan has a major
impact on space systems costs.

The LCCM also contains estimates of user equipment costs by mission employment.
The technology applicable to this equipment is advancing at a rapid rate with significant
cost implications, and the study group was unable to obtain sufficiently detailed design
backup to determine the technological basis for the JPO estimates. To gauge the impact of
projected technological advances, an independent estimate of user equipment initial costs
was prepared based on a recent Magnavox design concept for manpack equipment employ-
ing current circuit technology. Differences between the JPO and IDA estimates vary with
the scope of initial costs considered arid the cost avoidance case.' In light of its early stage
of development and relative impact on system cost, the unit cost of user equipment must

be considered highly uncertain.

c. Use of GPS by Ground Forces
Since ground combat forces possess little in the way of position fixing equipment,

they are insignificant in estimating the cost avoidance aspect of GPS. However, use of the

system capabilities has been proposed for a number of applications representing increased
capabilities to perform current missions as well as new missions. To date, neither the Army
nor Marine Corps has formalized requirements into a BOI or procurement program plan,

and a wide range of alternatives appears open. This uncertainty could have a large impact on
incremental program costs; at the extreme it could range from 10 to 75 percent of the costs

of establishing the space segment and outfitting the aircraft and ship fleets. Further, ground

t force usage introduces stringent design constraints that will impact on costs and availability
S•. •,of all user equipment.

1. When only costs of procuring installed hardware are considered, the IDA estimate ranges between 60 ercent higher for
Case 1 and 15 percent higher for Case 4. Whent other initial costs are included (especially initial spares and spare parts) the
IDA estimate varies between 100 perent and 40 percent higher (Case 1 and Case 4, respectively).
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d. Advancing Technology
Performance specifications of manpack equipment-particularly size, weight, and

power-can only be satisfied by extensive use of microelectronics. Once adopted for this
application, the custom nature and the genera! advantages of microcircuitry (along with its
relatively high nonrecurring cost) imply its use in user equipments for all missions with a
maximum of common componentry.

Digital LSI is experiencing a rapid rate of technological advance, resulting in increas-
ing capabilities and decreasing costs. These advances are associated with increasing compo-
nent densities and digital clock rates. The next major step will raise frequency response
rates to a level permitting digital conversion at roughly 200 MHz. The prime impact on GPS
user equipment is twofold: (1) a several-times reduction in the number of components per-set and (2) a corresponding decrease in cost.

There is little doubt that significant cost benefits would accrue from the advancing

technology. However, quantifying the level of benefit has considerable uncertainty. In

ii j addition to uncertainties inherent in estimating costs of systems not yet built, the benefits
realized will depend on (unknown) quantities to be procured and, heavily, on militaryF standards applied in qualifying the equipment.

Projections of historical trends imply availability of the required technology -n 1977
or 1978. However, projections of this sort are subject to error, and a modest deviation
could push this date to 1980. Considering the lead times associated with design and normal

military qualification procedures of both the chips and user equipments, a I- or 2-year
delay in availability would cast strong doubts on having advanced technology user equip-
ments available for an IOC of 1982.

B. COSTS OF CURRENT NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

In all, several hundred different models of navigation systems were identified with the
navigation equipment suites of the weapons in the proposed force structure. Of these several
hundred, more than 200 are associated with aircraft and more than 100 with ships. Within
these two broad cate!z,.ies, the systems were grouped into the classes shown in Table 31.

The original list was reduced to 88 airborne and 20 shipborne navigation systems. For these
108 selected systems, procurement and maintenance costs were sought; the results are

summarized in Tables 32 and 33.
V -A general ground rule used in selecting the final list of systems was to include those

with the largest number of units deployed and to have at least one representative from each
class of system. Beyond these general criteria, a system was included if it possessed

"interesting or unusual characteristics in the regimens of electronic or mission performance or
if it was expected to be deployed in large quantities in the future.

1. Sources of Data
In all, nine major sources were used in developing the cost data base. used in deriving

I] the unit cost estimates that appear on Tables 32 and 33. These sources are identified in the
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Table 31. Classes of Navigation Equipment list of reference codes that support
__________ the two tables. The first three

CtiAirborne S..- sources reflect data obtained from
Airbrne' .. i. borprior studies; sources four through

Enroute Radio Reference Enroute Radio Reference seven reflect responses by Navy and

LORAN LORAN Air Force offices to requests for cost
Si TACAN OMEGA data for equipment in their custody;

VOR/DME Direction Finder t.e final two sources reflect unit pro-
ADF Satellite

SInertial Inertial curement cost data derived by the
a I a study team from supply catalog-type:•--Doppler Aircraft Navigation Ref.oec aa Rrecords available at military installa-

Landing Aids/CLS TACAN tions.
i-Traffic Control ACLS

In addition, IDA/WSEG pre-

BeaconsRadarn pared and sent to Air Force andS• Radar

_ _ _Navy offices a questionnaire request-

ing data concerning quantities pro-
"cured, spares requirements, and retro-

fit costs, in addition to unit procurement and maintenance costs for each navigation system.

Unfortunately only a few responses were received in time to be incorporated into the data
base.

2. Derivation of Cost Parameters

From the assembled data, two "generalized average" values for each class of equip-
ment were calculated: (1) a unit procurement cost and (2) a ratio of maintenance to

procurement cost. Generally these two values were calculated as a simple average of the
values for the systems in each class. In a number of cases, however, the computed average
value for a class was adjusted based on other information gathered in the course of the
study, or based or a subjective evaluation of the validity of the data used in computing the
average (Table 32, footnote o). In the several cases where no maintenance cost data could
be found for any of the sets m, i class, a generalized average for that class was assigned,
based on the averages observed for classes of equipment with related operational and
mission characteristics.

The generalized average values shown on Tables 32 and 33 were used to calculate the
costs of all sets of equipment in that class not included in the data base.

3. Evaluation of Data Compiled
The Services do not normally maintain cost records aggregated by AN nu. iber.

"%" "Instead, the records are maintained at the black box level. As a result, cost dzt2ý by AN
number generally are available only for systems still in procurement or as the result of

" ] ~special studies. (See source references 1, 2, and 3, identified following Tables 32 and 33.) in•

cases where a unique federal stock number (FSN) was assigned to the navigation system,
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Table 32. Cost Data Base of Airborne Navigation Equipment

I IAnnualUit
S , I Unit Procuremnmt Os alwoictCs

______ (tousainds) t;.W (M.-M ftferlime to AMIXt.'4mOrIt

LORAN AN F
ANWA >N49 LORAN A F- - j
AN/At- r* 157 LORAN CID F S 3011, 1.8 $ 2.71 1,3 -0
AN/ARN-81 LORAN A/CN -- -
AN/ARN-85 LORAN D 130.0 8 61 3 .0
AN/ARN-92 LORAN C/ 130.0 8 -1 3. 04

Gerwe. sed AvMWg (LORAN) 76.0 t - j - - .1
TACAN~ I

AN/AN:4106 TACAN N F - I 6.25 A 4
ANIARN-21 TACAN N F 6.6 12,8 2.75 1,4,3 - .50
ANAARN-52 TACAN A NF 11.0 I1,.28 I 1.25 1,43 I .11
AN/ARN-62 TACAN I9.3 I1 - -
AN/ARN-72 TACAN F 10.7 1, .7. .26
AN/ARN-75 TACAN F 8.5 I' 2.78 4 .24
AN/ARN-84 TACAN N 15.2 8 - -
AN/ARN.86 TACAN N - - - -
AN/AR4-98 TACAN F - -2.28 11,4
RT-1045 ARN TACAN (For F-15) F - -- -

Genrwalized Aveng (TACAN) 10.0 - - - .15

VORMME
ANIARNA' Radio Compass N F 1.2 8 .18 1 .15AN/ARN.14 Von hy F 8.0 1.2,8 .30 1,3,4 .06
AN/ARN-30 VOR A N F 3.0 1.6 .10 1 .03
AN/ARN-87 VOR F - - - -
AN/AVO.-75 DME F 3.1 8 - -
ANINVA-22A VOR I - - - -

VOR-101 VOR F 8.0 1.2 .0 1,3,4 0
a51 R-3 VOR NPF 2.8 1 .39 I1 .15

51 R-6 VOR NPF 28 1 .39 1 .10
806-C VOR F 4.0 - 2.03 1§

Generalized &kvwage (VOR/DAE) 4.05.

ANAA5 ieto idr N P 1.0 1.8 .03 1,4.0
-1AN/ARN-83 Direction Findler A N F 1.5 1.8 .10 1 .1

ANAN8 ieto ~dr AN F 3.*0 1.8 .85 1 .22
A/R89 DrcinFrdr A N 2.0 8 - -

ANWASN-31 In. Nay. SYs. N 143.0 6 - -
AN/ASN-42 In. Nay.Sys. N 169.0 6- -
AN/ASN-48 In. Nay. Sys. F 70A 5 -
AN/ASN-56 In. Nav. Sys. N F 940 5.8 - -
AN/ASN-63 in. Nov. Sys. P 82.5 6 - -
AN/ASN-86 In. Nov. Sys. A - - - -
AN/ASN-9O In. Mess. Set N F 90.( 8 - -VAN/ASN.9: In. Nev. Sys. N 160.0 6 1 1
AN/ASN-109 In. Nay.Set F 148.9 5 - --

A/A17 I.Nov. Syi. F 69.3 5 - -
Com T-1 I.Nav. Set 114.0 6 - -

DOPPLER AN F
AN/APN-82 Doppler Nay. F 25.0 I.8 - -
AN/APN-89 Doppler Nav. F 22.7 1.8 3.3 1 .15
AN/APN-08 Doppler Nav. F 26.0 1.e 9.9 1 .3
AN/APN.131 Doppler Nav. P 91.0 1.8 17.6 1 .13
AN/APNW147 Doppler Nay. F 23.0 1.8 4.C 1,3.4 M1
AN/APN-I153 Doppler Nav. N P 350 1.8 20 1.4 .10
AN/APN-1 82 Dopplar Nav. N 31.0 6 - -
AN/APN-i 85 Doppler Nev. F 32.0 8 2.4 4 .08
AN/APN.190 Doppler Nav. N F 50.0 8 1.9 4 M06
AN/ASN-64 Doppler Nav. A - -- -} Generailized Averag (Doppler) 37.0 -- -. 15
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Table 32. (Continued)
j r UnitAnnual Unit

Unit Prcuremor t Cos Ainvtwarsn Cost

Hwvlww Catmiory/ folding 1976 Doibrin Source 1975 Dollars Soiumc Mointtritnce
Diasletion/Dleivriptor Servica (thousands) Ref wane (thousiands) Reflermnc to Procunaremnt

LANDING AIDSICLS*
Glide Slop.

AN/ARA-54 Gi de Slope A F 1.4 1,8 1.18 1 .88
AN/ANN-la8 Glide Slope A N F 1.0 1.8 .15 1,3 .20
AN/ARN.31 Glide Slope &LOC N F 1.0 1,3,8 07 1,3 .10
ARN/ARN-67 Glide Slope N F .9 1,8 .06 1,3 .03
R-844 Slide Slope A - - - - - -61-V-2 Glide Slope N F 1.1 1 .17 1 .18

Generalized Average (Glide Slope) 1.1 .23
awl Marker Beacon

AN/ARN-12 Marker Beacon F 2.0 1.8 Ill 1,3 .05
AN/ARN.32 Marker Beacon A N F 1.1 1.8 .10 1,3 .10
RADII1 Marker Beacon A N F - - - --
51 Z4 Market Beacon A N F .5 1.6 .10 1,3 .22
MN-61B8 Markar Beacon N F .9 1 .31 1 .34

C -erwaiied Average (ýarkaar Beacon) 1.1 .18

Locializer Aeerage.-Estlnstetd 1.0§ - .2 §
AN/ARN-SO Is N F 2.7 1,8 - --
AN/ARN-6l ILS F 5.1 1.8 1.9 AS5
ANIARN-82 115 2.6 1 - -

AN/ARA.830 CIS N 4.0 6 --

Generalized Average (016/118) Sys. 3.6 A45
Geerainlized Average (Landing Aide) 3.5 6 .2

AN/APN-69 Beacon Rendezvous F 2.7 1.8 1.27 1
AN/APN-134 Beacon Rendezvous F 5.0 1,8 - -

AN/APN-154 Beacon F 4.3 I'8s -

K enerallized Average (T.C. Beaonm) 4.0 .25

RADAR
AN/APN-59 Search Weather N F 43.0 1,6,8 8.6 1 .19
AN/APN-158 Search Weather A F 15.2 1.8 4.2 1 .25
AN/APO-83 Muhti-Purposa N - -- - -
AN/APO-99 Ground Map &Ter. F 1000 I's 7.5 1.0
AN/APO-100 Multi-Purpose F 115.03 - - --
AN/APO-109 Multi-Purpose F 109.00 - - --
AN/APQ.110 Terrain Following F 112.0 1,8 1.3 1 .02
AN/APQ-112 Mufti-PurposeN -- -
AN/APO-1 13 Ground Mapping F 255.00 1.8 8.3 1 .02
AN/APO.114 Radar Set N 200.0 1.8 63 .1 1 .02
AN/APCI116 Terrain Following N - - - - -
AN/APO.120 Multi-Purpose F 2950o
AWIAPOI-126 Multi-Purposm FIR F 100.00 1.'s-
ANiAPO-146 Terrain Following F 52.0 8- --

AN/APQ.148 Multi-Purpose N - - - - -
AN/APS-42 Search N F 170 1.8 2.1 1 .18
AN/APS-BO Radar Set - - - - -

AN/APS.1115 Search N 138.0 8- --
AN/APS-lia6 Terrain Following N 2000 6- --
AN/ASB-16 Bomb Navigation - -- -

AN/AOP-7 Multi-Purpose N - -- --

_fIGeneralized Average (Radar) 100.0 ---. 1

'A.4K b.is FeO Seric uoded heregn Army Nhean Aeirlze averae, beaue t e ep t rflcta or

LORAN~~~~~~~~~~~eplt eotnqbu 10 n o-wl ae~yo OA buipet S3Kelch Tus latercon-tind it LOANgnd rll Aid mtoreh coshticatareied, froiimoNAre

oecaus 'heir TAvioNia ý, L o fr"sr suppld lftr the cult-off athei for5stiy w ait axclu uedhInc c oatin dtla for lee araders ufor w. T A N/P.Ol t855,ANA
jatki estimB.aI-ted bate * $1g21C.ý a verage.IesSB .adAN PO26,87

G~earimtlfilav-*ofd iale " m n hsgrwi $1K bt$0XI se e a h gnrlie wa eaueI I eore o94lctamr

plamale awrf o hecit ffuue niril ~nU@bNd naCLneraSSnwihNIFIEDcils tteOkaoa iyA

*Landin ai-ytm eeal oa faGieSoe akrSa n n oa o hc eaaejbobwr pL ueAA6 are adn ytmwsorgnlytetda eaaee o
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Table 33. Cost Data Base of Ship Navigation Equipment

Annual Wnt
Unit Procurement Cost maeintinane cost

S~utt~4v Ratio of

Deripaoon/Deeriptr Servke (thoundwiajd Reference ttIud.. Rfterenice Pforacuwnet

AN/WPN-6 N 397 7 --.
ANAWPN-4 N 49.9 7
ANIUPN*12 N 4.2 7---ANISPN.40 N 3.56ANISPN-38 N 36.3 7 --
ANISPN-32 N 53.8 7---

Gcneralized Avargep ILORAN) 30.0 .15I OMEGA
ANIBRN-7 N 55.3 7 6.0 D .9
ANISRN-12 N 10.3 7 0.3 -. 03

IGeneralized Averag (OMEGA) 30.0 .16

DIRECTION FINDER

AN/URD-4 N 33.0 7 .1--
Generalized Average IDF) 30.0 .01

ISATELLITEI
AN/SRN-9 N 76.0 7 --. 03

AN/WRN-5* N 108.0 7 --. 48
Generalized Averag (Sat.Iits( 100.0 .16

ANN/SN-1 N 5640 7 200 6 .04
MK-3 SINS N 1,4100 7 100.0 - D07
MK-2SINS . N 9600 7 100.0 -. 10
ESGN N 5000 7 25.0 -. 05

Generalized Average (mrtiaI) 1,000.0 .06

TACAN

AN/URN.20 N 234.0 7 .- --

ANIURN-3 N 400.0 7 - -

Generalized Average (TACAN) 150.0 .15

IAN/ARA-63 CLS (RaeiverlDecoder) N 11.0 7 - - -

I IAN/SPN-42 ACLS N 2,5W3.0 7 - - -JGeneralized Average (ACLS) 250.0 .15

*NcW on request list; substituted by NAVELEX.
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SOURCE REFERENCE CODES USED ON TABLES 32 AND 33

Studies
Source Code 1: Communications/Navigation/Identification/Cost Development Study, RAD-043, three
volume-.'5 June 1970, RCS:HAF-H-63 (OT). This AFLC-prepared report, reflecting a compendium of
forms completed by cognizant USAF AMAs, shows variou2 types of cost data in a standardized
format for the several hundred AN designations covered. This report supplied the largest number of
entries to the cost data base.
Source Code 2: Cost Analysis of a Proposed Defense Navigation Satellite System Receiver, A.RINC
Research Corporation, ARC 1041-01-1-1259, (sponsor: USAF Space and Missile Systems Organization
,('AMSO)). Applicable unit procurement cost data appearing -n Table B-1 were incorporated into the
cost data base.
Source Code 3: Cost Study of Selected Communications, Navigation and Identification Equipments

by AIRINC Research Corporation, June 1972 (sponsor: HO ESD, AFSC). Table 32 supplies unit
procurement cost data of USAF Navigation Avionics Equipment incorporated into the data base.
That table cites the sources for the presented data as being the Consolidated Aerospace Equipment
List (CAEL), RAD-043, WRAMA D-041 Factors Printout, and ADS GFAE Impact Listing.

Service Response to Requested Cost Data

Source Code 4: Attachment to Letter of Transmittal dated 12 February 1975 from H6 AFLC
(Deputy Director, Integrated Logistics Management; Office of DCS/Acquisition Logistics, to Mr. J.
String, IDA). Attachment is letter from AFLC to AFSC (XRP dated 20 January 1975; subject:
Global Positioning System Accelerated Operational Capability). Briefly this letter supplies a copy of
an analysis AFLC had done earlier showing the annual logistics support cost (no procurement cost
data) for the navigation systems/equipments identified by AFSC as candidates for replacement by
GPS. AFLC extracted its cost data from the Logistics Support Cost Ranking Report (KO51PN3L,
RCS: LOG-MM) (Q) 7213-(2).
Source Code 5: Oklahoma City ALC (ALC/MMR), replying to a telecon request, supplied the unit
procurement cost on nine USAF inertial systems. These unit-procurement costs were built up from
unit component costs extracted from Compendium of Inertial Systems, published by HO AFLC/
MMA/EA. The supplied cost data were reported to reflect "then-year" dollars and apply to the most
recent lot. Though the year of the dollars is not identified by the authors, it is assumed that all the
reported costs reflect 1974 dollars.

NA VAIR and NA VELEX Response to Requested Cost Data
Source Code 6: Replying to a telecon request, the Naval Air Systems Command (Office 506-2)
supplied unit procurement cost data for 15 navigation systems under Navy cognizance. NAVAIR
suggested that the cost data they supplied reflects actual contract data.
Source Code 7:. Attachment to letter dated 8 July 1975 from Commander NAVELEX to Director
WSEG, Attention Colonel Erickson; Ident. Code: 520C: TT: MM Ser 26-520. Responding to a
questionnaire, Navy Electronics Systems Command supplied their estimates of the unit procurement
cost and annual operating costs for 15 Navy ship systems. The cost data for the several shipborne
inertial platforms were actually supplied by the NAVSEA office.

Supply Catalog-Type Sources
Source Code 8: (USAF) Management List (ML). This item management listing of USAF supply
catalog equirment includes unit procurement costs for FederaW Stock Number (FSN) equipmentI -j items. The Master Equipment Management Index (MEMI) was used to translate AN designations toFSN numbers used in the ML.

"Source Code 9: Navy Management Data Listing (NMDL). This catalog-type document, which is
comparable to the Air Force ML, supplies unit procurement cost for Navy shipboard .quipment.
(Records are not maintained at the AN or system level for airboine equipment.) The Marine Base
Supply office at Andrews AFB supplied the catalog prices in the NMDL for shipboard equipment.

J
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procurement cost data could be traced to a stock catalog. Cost data obtained from such

FSNs, however, are less than ideal in that the user cannot determine certain important

information (e.g., the year of the dollars, applicable lot size, and application of price
escalation factors). Further, the stock catalog identification supplied for a specific FSN
number was often found to be quite vague, employing descriptors such as "subsystem-
component-set" or "bench-set." In fact, the FSN beiig cited may be describing and
presenting the cost of a brassboard system bought for maintenance shop use, ,he cost of
which may vary considerably from that for an operational system.

Whatever their sources, costs compiled would be subject to adjustment to reflect
current prices. Costs obtained from supply catalogs were adjusted for the year prior to the
last recorded transaction date in the catalog record. Costs obtained from special studies

were adjusted from the year prior to the publication date of the study, unless supplemen-
A •tary information suggested use of an earlier .ear. In all cases the index used is an

unpublished update of the "Electronics Materials Index" contained in RAND Corporation
Report R-568-PR.

C. GPS SYSTEM COSTS

The Joint Program Office Global Positioning System Life Cycle Cost Model
(YEN-73-289), dated 1 October 1974, contains estimates of costs and other characteristics
of the various elements of the control, space, and user equipment segments. With the
exceptions noted below, these values were accepted in estimating cost avoidance.

1. Space and Control Segments
Costs of the space and control segments presented below were developed from

estimating parameters contained in the JPO life cycle cost model publication. The values
contained in the model represent 1974 estimates and have been adjusted to reflect 1975
costs.

The estimates are summarized in Table 34 for both the limited and full operational
capability cases. Three categories of costs have been defined. The first represents those

required for development and test of the space segment and includes procurement, launch,
and operation of the six test satellites. The second category represents all other nonrecur-
ring costs associated with establishing IOC, including a complete constellation of operational
satellites. The third describes the costs required to operate and maintain the system for a
1-year period, including average requirements for satellite replacement. These values were
derived from the detailed estimates contained in Tables 35, 36, 37, and 38. The JPO
"publication does not provide definitions of the various line items in these tables, but, with
the exception of satellite and launch vehicle hardware, all costs can be attributed to

requirements for ground support of the satellite system.
Note that a calculation of life cycle ýos (initial and annual for a given number of

* .!years) would not necessarily be equal to-a calculation of expenditures required over the
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Table 34. Summary of Estimated Space and Control Segment Costs

(Millions of) 1975 Dollars)

Limited Operationa. Full Operational
Capability Capability

Costs (12 Satellites) (24 Satellites)

Development and Nonrecurring Costs

Developmental Satellites 108.7 108.7

Orbital Operations .2 .2
Space Segment Initial Costs 34.7 34.7

Space Segment Operations 8.7 8.7
Control Segment Initial Costs 61.3 61.3
Control Segment Operations 46.1 46.1

Total 259.7 259.7

" j Initial Operational Capability Cost

Initial Satellites 233.5 467.0

Space Segment Initial Costs 35.9 35.9

Total 269.4 502.9

Annual Costs

Satellite Replacement 42.5 84.9
Orbital Operations 13.6 27.1
Space Segment Operations 6.1 6.2

Control Segment Operations 9.2 9.2

Total 71.4 127.3

Source: Tables 35, 36, 37, and 38.

same number of years. Determination of expenditure requirements invoh!cs assumptions of

an IOC date and definitive launch schedule. At the end of the assumed periods of

operation, satellites would be in orbit with remaining useful lifetimes less than the full n/

period assumed (5.5 years). The costs shown in Table 34, on the other hand, carry the

implicit assumption that all satellites in orbit at any point in time have remaining lifetimes
of the full 5.5 years.

The most striking cost uncertainty in the space segment is that of the satellite clock

and its impact on annual operating costs. Figure 12 shows the magnitude of cost sensitivity
to this assumption for the operational satellites. Since clocks of this type have yet to be1<i
employed in a space environment, the 5.5 years assumed by the JPO is highly u.ncertain.

, Should actual lifetimes prove significantly less, the effect on rystem cost will be dramatic,
while small deviations or increases significantly greater than 5 years will have a relatively

small effect.
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~ I Table 35. Estimated Control Segmnent Costs
(Millions of 19 75 Dollars)

Acquisition 2.7.3 63Installation .11 .05 .32-
Total Per Station 22.58 .48 6.63 -

¶jNumber of Stations 2 6 2
Total Initial Nonrecurring Costs 45.16 2.88 13.26 61.30

Annual Costs

Logistics Support Cost per Station 3.21 .11 1.07-
Number of Stations 2 6 2-
Annual Logistics Support Cost 64 6 .4 92

Source: GlblPsvnn ytaem Life C~'cle o~stmodel,(YEN.73-289l, Joint Program Office, 1October

Tbe36. Estimated Space Segment
Nonrecurring Costsii (Millions of 19 75 Dollars)

ROT&E Operational

costs Program Program
DT&E 1.13 -
Peculiar Support Equipment 2.71 2.26
Data .53 .68

Satellite Nonrecurring 27.46 26.74

Launch Vehicle Nonrecurring 2.88 6.22
Total 34.71 36.90

(YEN-73-289), Joint Program Office, 1 October
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Table 37. E'stimnated Space Segment Annual
Ground Installations Operating Costs

(Millions of 1975 Dollars)

ROW& Operadonal
ICosts Program Program

Logistics Support, Spares, 1 .03 5.65

Storage

Ground Communications .15 .11

and Control
Training .11 .23

Program Management 1.45 .14

Totai 1.74 6.13

Source: Global Positioning System Life Cycle Cost Model,
(YEN-73-289), Joint Program Office, 1 October
1974.

Table 38. Space Segment Estimated Cost per Satellite in Orbit
(Millions of 19 75 Dollars)

ROW& Operational
Costs Vehicles Vehicles

Initial Cost

Satellite Unit Cost 7.35 6.22
Lainch Vehicle Unit Cost 4.29 4.29

Satellite Launch Operations 0.19 1.41

Launch Vehicle Operations 1.86 1.41

Other Launch Operations 0.28 1.41

Satellite Checkout 1.20 1.36

Launch Vehicle Checkout 0.23 1.41

Cost pier Launch 15.40 17.51

Successful Launch Probability () 0.85 0.90

Cost per Successful Launch 18.12 19.46

Mean Mission Duration, years R+) 4.0 5.5

Annual Cost per Satellite in Orbit 4.53 3.54

Orbital Operations per Satellite 0.01 1.13

Source: Global Positioning System Life Cycle Cost Model, (YEN-73-289),
Joint Program Office, 1 October 1974.
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Figure 12. Sensitivity of Estimated Annual Operating Costs to Satellite Life-Span

A second area where costs are particularly sensitive is the procurement of satellites
and launch vehicles as well as the costs of the launches. A high degree of uncertainty
cannot be assignee to these elements since there is considerable history in building and
launching satellites and this history may explain the current satellite contractor's willingness
to operate on a fD ed price contract. However, should these estimates prove low (along with
that of the probability of successful launch), the impact on program costs is close to
proportional, as shown in Figure 13.

2. User Equipment Segment
The JPO life cycle cost model publication does not contain descriptive material to

supplement the estimates of user equipment costs, and the study group was unable to
obtain these backup data from other sources. The JPO has recently revised the estimating
parameters; the current values are shown in Table 39. As with the earlier estimates, the
study group was unable to discover backup materials.
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Figure 13. Sensitivity of Estimated Post-DSAR C II 10- Year Costs
to Cost of Successful Satellite Launch

Table 40 presents initial and annual cost estimates of user equipment for the four
cost avoidance cases described in Chapter I. These estimates are based on the parameters
shown in Table 39, with the modifications described below (where necessary, data were

modified to be consistent with the time-phased force model employed to estimate cost
avoidance): .

(1) Costs of p, )curement and O&M of integration modules were not included.
Inter,-ati-,n equipment would, in fact, vary by platform type as a partial
functior of otth; installed equipments and the extent of mutual sensor aiding
desired. This is an open question currently under study and beyond the scope

of this study.

(2) Initial support and O&M requirements were converted to the percentage rates
shown in Table 39.
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(3) Costs of retrofit were charged only for those aircraft and ships contained in the
fleets at the time of IOC. Retrofit costs were charged at rates of 30 percent of
procurement cost for A, B, and F mission equipments ana 20 perceni for C

mission equipment.

(4) Use of a time-phased model permitted consideration of the cost impact of user
equipment losses and resultihg replacement requirements. An annual factor of 5
percent of the value of installed equipment was applied to all mission groups.

With the limited specifications of user equipment given, little can be done in the way
of identifying factors that have a significant impact on system costs. One area that can be

examined is the cost of system support (spares and spare parts and annual O&M). An
allowance of roughly 15 perccnt has been allowed for spares. By historical standards this is
little more than sufficient for the initial pipeline. Thus, all annual costs (both materials and
labor) must be covered by the annual O&M estimate, and the 4 percent and 6 percent
allowed appear overly optimistic. The impact on life cycle costs of higher support rates is
not insignificant. Over a 10-year period, a total support rate of 50 to 100 percent higher
appears more reasonable; its impact is shown in Figure 14.

60

0 40

MISSIONS A, B, D, &, E
EQUIPMENTI

6 MISSION C
-- 20] .00 - EQ UIPM ENT

I.

I I
-20 I_,,__ _,

-50 0 50 100

PERCENT CHANGE IN SUPPORT RATE (sp~r; plus maintenance)
9-15-75-4

Figure 14. Sensitivity of Estimated 10- Year Costs to Support Rates
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Table 39. Cost Parameters for User Equipment, by Mission

(19 75 Dollars)

Er, W1,men t Class*

A 8 C DIE~ F

Unit Cost t 25,000 18,000 10,000 15,000 29,000

Retrof it ',A kits plus labor) 9,000 5,000 2,000 - 9,000
Integration Module 10,000 5,1Y,0 3,000-
Initial Support (spares, data, TE, 3,300 3,000 1,600 2,500 3,300

facilities, management)

Spares Rate (percent) 13 17 16 17 13

0&M-GPS (annual spares, on and 1,520 1,000 420 910 1,520
off maintenance, labor, training,
supply operations, data, etc.)

O&M Rate (percent) 6 6 4 6 6

O&M-Integration Module 690 300 130--

*See Appendix A. Table A-1, for a description of the equipment class.
tCumulative average cost in lots of 3.000 or more.

Note: Spares and OWM rates are derived values based on the ratio of spares and O&M to unit cost.

Source- Global Posiutioning System Life Cycle Cost Model (YEN-73-289), unpublished update to Joint Program
Office, 1 Oct'ber 1974.

Table 40. Summary of Estimated User Equipment Costs To Equip Military
Aircraft Fleets and Naval Ships

(Millions of 19'75 Dollars)

Case 1: Case 2., Landing 1Case 4
Costs Enroute Dopler Aids Radars

Initial Costs

Procurement of Hardware 229.7 407.0 452.9
Installation 45.9 122.1 135.9
Spares and Spare Parts 39.0 69.2 77.0

Total 314.6 598.3 665.8

Annual Costs

O&M 9.4 24.0 27.0
Replacement of Equipment 8.9 15.5 16.9

4Total 18.3 39543.9
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D. ESTIMATED COSTS OF GPS ISSUES TO GROUND COMBAT FORCES

Issues of GPS user equipment to ground combat forces (Army and Marine Corps)

were not addressed in Chapter I. They have little in the way of navigation/position fixing
capability for which GPS could be substituted; therefore, the potential for cost avoidance is
insignificant. However, GPS can provide better ways of performing some current missions as
well as offer a potential for new mission functions.

While there is no direct effect on cost avoidance resulting from the use of GPS by the
ground forces, there may be an indirect effect arising from the constraints of size, weight,
and power that define the manpack GPS. These constraints are most readily satisfied by the
advanced microcircuit technology. Thus, the exploitation of the advanced technology to
meet the manpack requirements should result in the availability of lower cost (common)

components for airborne and shipborne user systems. Additional cost reductions may also
result from the additional quantities of common components procured for the ground user.

The issues of user equipment to aircraft and ships described in Chapter I represent
roughily the maximum quantities that can be anticipated for these types of weapons. Any
significant increase in procurement levels would have to come from ground force users. To

date, neither the Army nor the Marine Corps has developed a BOI, nor have they
formalized req.,irements into a procurement program plan. The range of possible procure-

ment quantities is wide. A number of BOI alternatives have been investigated with the
intent of providing a range suffic.ently wide to bracket any procurement option that might
be adopted. l'otal procurement quantities, by mission application and cost avoidance case,
for each of the ground forces alternatives are shown in Table 41.

1. Full Operational Capability
Four alternative levels of issue for ground forces were assumed for the 24-satellite

cases. Only Alternative 1 has a basis in past Army studies. It is several years old and assumes

equipping only active Army forces. The three other alternatives are based on equipping both

the active and reserve forces at successively higher levels.
Quantities for Alternative 1 result from applying the BOI described in the Army

Pos/Nav Study 2 to the projected FY 1982 active Army organizational structurc contained

in the Department of Army FYDP (dated 24 January 1975). The total issue of approxi-
mately 8,600 is some 1,400 higher than that developed in the Pos/Nav Study and reflects
the inclusion of nondivisional elements in the force structure and the addition of three
divisions to the number of Active Army divisions. Alternative 2 (18,300 user sets) accounts
for equipping National Guard and Army Reserve units at the same BOI.

Alternatives 3 and 4 result from a BOI based on both organizational structure and
inventories3 of wheeled and tracked vehicles. Alternative 3 is based on a BOI to active and

2. Positioning and Navigation System Cost Effectiveness Study, Part IV, Appendix B, "Requirementc and Force Struc-
ture," August 1973.F 3. Army FY 77/8: POM, 9 May 1975.
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Table 41. GPS User Equipment Alternative Total Force Quantities
and Composition-Installed In ven tory Year After 1OC

Total Requirements,
- -Including Ground Forces,

Requirements at Alternative Levels
for AircraftI Capability and Ships 2 3 4

Full Operational Capability - Case 4 J
Total 22,573 31,173 40,873 57,373 93,373
A Configuration 7,451 7,451 7,451 7,451 7,451
B Configuration 14.986 14,986 14,986 14,986 14,986

C Configuration - - - -

SD/E Configuration - 8,603 18,300 34,800 70,800
F Configuration 136 136 136 136 136

Full Operational Capability - Case 3

Total 22,573 31,173 40,873 57,373 93,373
A Configuration .. ...-

B Configuration 22,437 22,437 22,437 22,437 22,437
SC Configuration - -. - -

j D/E Configuration - 8,600 18,300 34,800 7C 'J
F Configuration 136 136 136 136 136

Limited Operational Capabili:y - Case 1/2

Total 22,773 27,073 31,873 - -

A Configuration 200 200 200 - -

B Configuration 494 494 494 - -

C Configuration 21,943 21,943 21,943 - -

D/E Configuration - 4,300 9,100 - -
F Configuration 136 136 136 -

I reserve organizations at roughly the same level as Alternatives I and 2, with the following
exceptions"

(1) Artillery and tank battalions receive no issue.
(2) Mechanized battalions receive a 60 percent issue.
(3) Infantry battalions receive a 150 percent issue.

Additional GPS user sets are then issued to approximately 50 percent of all full-tracked,I . gun-mounting vehicles; 25 percent of all other full-tracked vehicles; 15 percent of towed

artillery pieces; and 1 percent of wheeled vehicles. In the case of Alternative 4, the BOIs of

organizational units were increased by approximately 50 percent over Alternative 3, and

those of vehicles were doubled (except for wheeled vehicles, where the level of issue went
to 5 percent). Estimated incremental program costs associated with each alternative are

showit in Table 42.
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Table 42. Estimated Incremental Costs To Equip Ground Combat Forces
With GPS User Sets at Four Levels: Cases 3 and 4

(Millions of 19 75 Dollars)

_ _ _ _ _ _Number of User Sets

Alternative I Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Aiternative 4

Costs (8,600 Units) (18,300 Units) (34,800 Units) (70,800 Units)

S~Initial Costs

Procurement of Hardware 129.0 245.5 522.0 1,062.0
Spares and Spare Parts 21.9 46.7 88.7 180.5

lotal 150.9 321.2 610.7 1,242.5

Annual Costs

O&M 7.7 16.5 31.3 63.7
Replacement of Equipment 6.5 13.7 26.1 53.1

Total 14.2 30.2 57.4 116.8

2. Limited Operational Capability
For the limited operational capability (12 satellites), only two levels of issue have

been assumed. One can infer a requirement from the Ai-my consideration of developing a
backpack LORAN system providing position fixing capabilities no better than those attain-
able for the limited GPS system. However, the Army has not addressed itself to using the
GPS LOC system, nor has it formulated a BOI for the LORAN backpack. As a result, there
is no reference on which to base a GPS issue, and the study has arbitrarily assumed it equal
to one-half that described in the Pos/Nav Study. For the equipping of active forces only, a
level of 4,300 has been assumed; for equipping both active and reserve forces, a level of
9,100 has been assumed. Estimated incremental program costs associated with each alterna-
tive are shown in Table 43.

E. COST IMPACT OF ADVANCES IN DIGITAL LSI TECHNOLOGY

Mission performance requirements are shown in Appendix A. The strihigerit size,
weight, and power requirements of the manpack system leads to a defiritive conclusion that
the specifications can only be met by extensive use of microciectronics. The relatively high
nonrecurring costs associated with its use leads to a further conclusion that modulality and
commonality should be a major design goal. A corollary is that without a requirement for
manpack equipment the use of microcircuitry would not be necessary, but, even in the
absence of such a requirement, the apparent cost advantages for large quantity buys is
sufficient reason for its use.
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Table 43. Estimated Incremental Costs To Equip Ground Combat

Forces at Two Levels: Cases I and 2
(Millions of 19 75 Dollars)

Number of lser Sets

Alternative I Alt ernatiee 2
Costs (4,300 Units) (9,100 Units)

Initial Costs

Procurement of Hardware 64.5 136.5
Spares and Spare Narts 11.0 23.2

Total 75.5 159.7

Annual Costs

O&M 3.9 8.2
Replacement of Equipment 3.2 6.8

Total 7.1 15.0

Microelectronics is currently experiencing a rapid rate of technological advance
centering on increasing densities attainable in bipolar LSI chips. Devices such as integrated

injection logic (12 L) may become available in production quantities in time to be incor-
l porated into the design ef GPS user equipment. Realization of this possibility would have a

substantial imtp; -o.• systems costs. Figure 15 displays the historical trend (solid line) of
densities atia costs of digital devices-primarily the metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) type.
Th. iverage increases in densities have been an order of magnitude each 3 to 4 years. This
has combined with increasing yield rates (the ratio of "good" obtained to the total number
produced) to reduce per-element costs an average of an order of magnitude each 5 years.

The data ir Figure 15 has been extrapolated (dotted lines) on the basis of continued
similar increases in density with an accelerating rate of cost decrease. The density projectioni ~ indicates a level of 200,000 nea•r mid-1977., This should be sufficient for digital clock rates

that allow digitalization of the GPS signal regarded close to the receiver front end and result
in user equipmrnit requiring only one IF stage of linear signal processing. The impact is

dramatic on the size, weight, complexity, and cost of user equipment designed for an IOC
of 1982.

Discussions with industry and laboratory personnel indicate that technology is advanc-
ing at roughly the rate projected in Figure 15. Considering the conservatism of the Services
in adapting to new technologies in this area and the period required between design
acceptance and fielding of equipment, a lag of 2 to 4 years between completion of the
development of LSI chips and the start of full-scale production is indicated. This would
"result in an IOC date of 1979 to 1981. Prediction of the time of availability of new
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SOURCE: Hittinger, William C., "Metal-Oxide-Sainiconductor Technology,"
A Scientific American, August 1973, Vol. 229, No. 2, p. 28.

SFigure 15. Estimated Density and Cost per Component as a Function
of Time for LSI Devices

"technology in the form of usable hardware is always risky and unusually optimistic. Thus,
I consideration of the new LSI technology for a 1982 IOC of GPS must be as a high-risk

option. Clearly the risk is reduced if more time is allowed for the development of the
advanced technology. However, if the development period is extended more than 1 or 2
years, the IOC must be delayed correspondingly.

This is a large element of uncertainty, and the cost of over-optimism could be great

in terms of both program expenditures and system availability.
Ultimately realizing the cost and other advantages of high density LSI in the GPS

program depends on military acceptance of these devices and the changes in procurement
and qualification procedures that they imply. The relative level of nonrecurring costs that

Sthey entail is higher than any other type of available circuitry, and once designed and
S~tooted they are practically impossible to modify. As a result, the cost benefit can only be

realized by ac'cepting the design adopted and procuring it in large (and cuaranteed)
quantities. The low recurring costs imply changes in screening and maintenance concepts.
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The application of traditional military standards and repair of failures may not be nearly as
appropriate as concurrent procurement of lifetime spares and throw-away of failing
modules. Early tradeoff studies can establish ranges of module ersts and associated optimal
procurement/maintenance policies, but the military must be able to modify procurement

practices accordingly.4

1. User Equipment Design Adopted
Investig-.tion of impact of advanced high density LSI required a comparison with user

equipment designed around current technology components and, preferably, one employing
extensive microelectronics. With no backup materials available, the configurations described
in the JPO life cycle cost model could not serve the function of a benchmark for
comparison, and the demonstration hardware currently under contract to Magnavox will be

tco far from an operational configuration. However, Magnavox has published a design study
for the manpack system that recognizes the requirement for extensive microcomponents 5 It
contains a sufficiently detailed block diagram of a receiver and was adopted as the
benchmark for comparison.

The Magnavox concept provides little in the way of digital processing. The L-band
amplifiers and significant portions of the synthesizer and calibration circuitry are composed
of discrete circuitry. The majority of microcircuit elements are hybrid or thin-film "cans,"
and digitalization does not occur until signal frequencies have been stepped down to below
1 MHz through a number of IF stages.

The advanced technology system assumed that digitalization could occur at a fre-
quency near 200 MHz, thus requiring linear processing only for the L-band and first IF
stages, and prior to signal correlation., Feasibility of this early conversion with advanced LSI

It chips was confirmed by conversations with laboratory personnel and marufacturers' repre-
K, sentatives. The concept is also contained in an earlier Magnavox study.6

The manpack specification for time-to-first-fix led Mzignavox to propose a two-
channel receiver. Four channels is the maximum that has been considered by the JPO for

RE, high dynamic and high antijam applications. Since commonality of mnodules and minimiza-
tion of tive number of configurations appear desirable, these two configurations were
assumed to satisfy all mission applications. The impact of early digitalization can be seen in

j the count of microcircuit components required for current and advanced technology (Table
44). The relation between receiver costs is roughly in proportion to the count of elements.
Further specifications of the current and atIvanced technology designs, including gross block
diagrams, are contained in Appendix C.

4. The user equipment development contrpcts recen,:' awarded to Texas Instrumerts, as well as work proposed and under
way by the Air Force Avion'cs Lahoratory, Nhould proviU' valuable insights into these questions. Hopefully, substantive
results will emerge sufficiently early to 1,ave rrw ximum impacts ,.i equipment design and procurement procedures.

5. Design Development Study for PI-ase I N, VSTAR 7lobal Positioning System Manpacki Vehicular Set-Set Description,
Performance and 7Dade.Off Analysis, Magnavc , Company, Advanced Products Division, 3 May 1975.

6. NA VSTAR Global Posvtioninf, System Manpack Study Program, Receiher Mivw-- niit Analysis Design Review Bulletin
C-1063B.5, Magltavox Company, Advanced Products Division, 1 April 1975.
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Table 44. Quntilites of Microcircuit Elements per Receiver

ro tal Quantity of
Microcircuit Elements

Number of Unique per Receiver
Type of Mircocircuir

Microcircuit Element Elements 2 Channel 4 Channel

Current Technology

Strip- Line Boxes 5 9 15
Thin Filmn/Hybrid Boxes 13 37 59
LSI Chips - Receiver 12 45 75
LSI Chips - Computer 3 6 6

Total 33 97 155

Advanced Technology

Strip- Line Boxes 12 15 24
Thin Film/Hybrid Boxes 2 5 5
LSI - Receiver 9 19 27
LSI - Computer 3 6 6

Total 26 45 62

2. Costs of Microcircuit Components
Data sources proved to be very limited and frequently conflicting. Microcircuitry is

sufficiently new, and the number of manufacturers so limited, that no general body of
historical data has been compiled. Current supply prices to buyers fail to provide a reliable
guide to production cost since they are based on diverse considerations, such as producers'
price policies regarding amortization of nonrecurring costs, anticipation of market size and
design obsolescence, and anticipated general market conditions and competitors' behavior.

In addition, there are several types of circuitry for both linear and digital processing,7

and differences in the inherent complexity of the manufacturing process of the several types
may or may not be the dominant factor in observed price differences. A number of these
circuit types have only been produced under laboratory conditions or in small quantities. In

" all, experience is too scanty to permit isolation of the impact of complexity from other
factors or the formulation of generalized costs for each type.

A further complication is the rate of char.ge in cost shown in Figure 15. If a
"comprehensive study of component costs were undertaken, the chances are good that it

would be out of date before publication. For ,-xample. LSI chip manufacturers frequently

fall behind in providing customers with current price lists, forcing buyers to manually
update their suppliers' catalogs.

1. There are two basic groups of LSi dvvice5-bipolai and MOS Within cich group art several particular types of devices.
In linear microcircuits, the situ'tion is similar.
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V* The approach adopted for this study was to contact microcircuit industry (both

producing and buying companies) ind laboratory personnel to solicit opinion on recurring

and nonrecurring costs of curmtit and future componentry for those types of microcircuits
"that are candidates for use in GPS user equipment. These opinions were supplemented by a

I limited number of printed articles containing microcircuit cost and cost trend information
and manufacturers' brochures. This information was then melded to formulate a consensus
opinion of component costs.

Table 45 summarizes the estimating parameters for all components of both the
current and advanced technology system. The derivation of individual values in the table is
given in Appendix B. All parameters are based on the assumption of large-volume, large-lot
production. Efficient production methods vary with lot sizes and ultimate planned volume.
For large-scale production, one would expect manufacturers to incur large nonrecurring
costs (capital expenditures) for smaller recurring production costs in such a way as to
minimize total program cost. As a result, the estimates shown in Table 45 are close to the
high end of information obtained on nonrecurring costs and close to the 16 w end for
recurring costs. The values shown were used directly in the equipment cost estimates.

3. Equipment and Program Cost Estimates"
a. Estimated Costs
Chapter I identified approximately 22,000 potential installations of user equipment to

outfit aircraft and ships. Alternative issues to ground forces, described ill Section D, may
account for an additional 10,000 to 70,000 users. The mixes of equipment according to
ground force use are shown in Table 46. Figure 16 shows estimated cumulative average
hardware costs, as a function of quantity.9 Issues to ground forces were assumed to occur

only after the 22,000 aircraft and ship users were outfitted., At this quantity, the curves
show inflation points reflecting the mix of equipment changing in favor of the lower cost
two-channel equipment.

Figure 17 shows estimated 10-year LCC for these system concepts. The LCC esti-
mates are based on assumptions of concurrent procurement of lifetime spares (taken at 50
percent of hardware cost) and an annual maintenance rate of 5 percent. Over the 10-year
period, this averages to 10 percent per year-close to that experienced in current equip-
ments. Failure rates of microcircuitry are purported to be significantly lower than those of

discrete circuits, and the 10 percent level seems conservative. Since the relative use of
microcircuits is highc: in the advanced technology system, the difference in lifetime costs
between the two would be understated to some extent.

8. The equipment design concept adopted envisions deployment of the 24-satellite constellation As a result, the quantities
and mixes of equipment used in this analysis arc 6ased on cost avoidance Cases 3 and 4

9. Thee estimates do not include allowances for irstallation of the equipment in aircraft and ships. If the installation cost
factors emnployed in Chapter I were adopted, the impact would be to increase the costs of the first 22,000 user sets by 30
percent
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Figure 16. Estimated Average Total Hardware Costs
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Figure 17. Estimated 10- Year Lilfe Cycle Costs
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Table 46. GPS User Equipment-Alternative Quantities and Composition
of Installed Inventory, Year After IOC

Total Requirements,
Including Grcund Forces,

Requirements at Alternative Levels
Current and Advanced Technology Systems: for Aircraft

Full Operational Capability (Case 3/4) and Ships 1 2 3 4

Two-Channel Configuration - 8,600 18,300 34,800 70,800

Four-Channel Configuration 22,573 22,573 22,573 22,573 22,573

Total 22,573 31,173 40,873 57,373 93,373

b. Analysis
In the range of interesting quantities (30,000 to 60,000), the average cost of the

advanced technology system is roughly one-half that of the current system. Recognizing

that definitive designs do not exist, this difference still appears to be significant. The enly
real difference between the two is the assumed difference in capabilities of current and
future digital LSI elements, and its main impact is to reduce the component count of the
system. Considering the rate of advance recently experienced in the field, it appears highly
unlikely that technological development will stop short of the requirements of the GPS

system. This leaves cost of the high-density devices as the principal uncertainty in the

difference in system costs.
A rough measure of the zost sensitivity of any type of circLtt element is the percent

of total cost embodied in that element. As shown in Table 47, no oaie type of element,
including LSI, dominates equipment cost for either system within any relevant range of

quantities. With a procurement of 50,000 sets, the recurring produ-t0"', ,ot Af hl--, .-0 y
t.hips would have to increase three and one-bqlf ". -iore the cost advantage of the
advanced systeiii diqappeared (see Figure 18).

At this level of cost, tht- high-density devices would not be competitive with MOS
technology, and the whole question of their development would be in doubt. Manufac-
turers, however, are continuing to push their development with company funds, and the
protability of their costs being significantly higher than current demice, nust be judged as

Tsl~ghentt-. These program cost estimates, including the slopes of thc- cest,t-qiAahtity curves, are
based on an implicit assumption of large contract or lot procurements. Multiple source, or

small contract procurements, cati be expected to result in replication of nonrecurring costs,
j less than optimum scales of production, and higher levels of cost. Estimates of 1heir impact

are beyond the scope of this paper, but they can be neither neglected nor romnimi.ed. This

is particularly relevant for the advanced technology system. The best estirtate of
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Table 47. Percentage Distribution of Estimated Recurring Costs
j byv Typc of Reccii'er Element

Installed Quantity

Type of Receiver Eiement 1 0 100 1,000 10,000 130,000

Current Technology

LSI Elements 5.3 8.6 13.1 18.5 24.3 106
Discrete Elements 4.8 7.8 11.9 16.9 22.1 1b. 5
Micro-Linear Elements 28.6 1 2.9 35.4 35.2 32.5 27.4
Other 7.1 8.2 8.8 8.7 8.17.
Assembly 54.3 42.5 30.8 20.8 13.0 9.0

Advanced Technology

LSI Elements 6.9 10.8 15.9 22.2 29.3 36.7
Discrete Elements 1.7 2.6 3.8 5.4 7.1 86

Micro- Liear Elements 34.7 38:; 39.6 :189 36.3 3f.6

Assembly 38.7 28.8 20.2 13.4 J 8.5 6.1

150 -
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nonrecurring costs of high-density chips is 10 times that of current MOS technology, and

close to half of the total estimates of nonrecurring cost of the advanced system is associated
'! with the chips. Manufacturers express the opinion that efficient production quantities for

custom MOS LSI begin around 50,000 units with continuous production, and testify to the
relatively high nonrecurring and tool setup costs. At this rate, efficient production quanti-
ties of high-density devices must run well over 100,000. Typically, a single type of chip will
be used at a number of places throughout a receiver, and lifetime spares can be procured

concurrently. Thus, the quantity required can be several times the number of receivers
produced. Still, efficient production quantities may be difficult to achieve in the GPS
program, even when supplied by a single contractor in a single sustained production run.

Table 48 shows the nonrecurring cost as a percent of total cost for varying produc-
tion quantities. Should multiple source or small lot contracting result in the repetition of

nonrecurring costs, the impact on program costs could be significant. In addition, small lot

contracting, by itself, could result in less than optimum production techniques and higher
recurring production costs.

Table 48. Nonrecurring Cost as a Percentage of Total Cost for
Custom MOS and Advanced Technology Chips

Nonrecurring Cost as a Percent of
Unit Totl Cost at Quantities of

Nonrecurring Recurring
SChips cost cost 10,000 50,00 100,000 500,000 1,000,000

Custom MOS Technology Chips 150,000 60 20 5 2.5 .5 -

Advanced Technology Chips 1,500,000 100 60 23 13 3 1.5

Chapter I has shown a significant cost avoidance potential for GPS IOC in 1982 (or
earlier) compared with 1984. In addition, the savings in GPS system cost for employing the
most advanced technology appear significantly greater and on solid ground. The problem is
that timely availability of the high-density digital devices presents the greatest risk in the

advanced technology system, but the major part of this risk can be avoided at a relatively
low cost.

An option that has not been investigated thus far is parallel development of user

!W equipment employing current and advanced technology. Parallel development serves as a
hedge against two eventualities. The first is late availability of the advanced system. The
second is the chance that high-density LSI simply cannot be incorporated into the GPS
system. The probability of the first is not insignificant, while that of the second must be
judged very slight. Parallel developments should nearly eliminate the cost associated with
either eventuality.
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Figure 19 shows the total procurement cost of 50,000 user equipments according to
the percentage of the advanced system in the buy. The horizontal lines represent the costs
estimated for each technology, assuming a single development program. The only increment
of program cost that can be quantified is the nonrecurring estimate for each program
individually, and this may understate the true increment for parallel development. In
addition, 50,000 equipments may be a high number over which to amortize nonrecurring
cost. In any case, though, the cost increment should prove small relative to that associated

4< I with late availability of the system.

1000 •TOTA!. COST OF PROCURING 50, 000

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENTS

TOA COTOFPOURN05,0

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT

0
i I-

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 IGO

: PERCENT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT PROCURED
9-15-75-9

Figure 19. Total Cost of Procurement of 50,000 User Equipments
(Millions of 19 75 Dollars)

These considerations suggest a potentially large payoff to an early and thorough
investigation of high-density LSI capabilities in GPS-type applications. For procurement
quantities near 50,000 user equipments, differences in procurement costs of installed

' equipment (over MOS technology systems) are estimated to approach several hundred
. mi-llion dollars. A small fraction of this amount would constitute a many-fold increase in •

funds devoted to technology development. Further, early investigation and development of
the technology would remove a significant degree of uncertainty in the program and offer

- additional savings of costs associated with the development of competitive navigation
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equipments. It should be recognized that the scope of a thorough investigation is very broad
and encompasses questions of efficient production methods and quantities; rational policies
regarding the tradeoffs between reliability standards, maintenance philosophies, ard costs;
and contracting procedures. Manufacturers cannot be expected to incur the sizable and sunk
expenditures seemingly required for efficient (low-cost) production of high-density LSI
deviccs without guarantees that large quantities will, in fact, be procured.
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Chapter III

"TASK 2: OPERATIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

Sj The objective of this task was to identify and describe operational demonstrations
using contemporary weapon systems that will illustrate the utility of GPS' for military
applications. The approach used was to:

Discuss position fixing, navigation, and time problems, and the application of
GPS to these problems, with senior members of all the Services.

* Identify those problem areas that appear suitable for demonstrating the

utility of GPS.

"" Develop initial concepts for operational demonstrations around the problem
areas identified.

* Review these operational demonstrations with the schools or commands having
the doctrinal responsibility for the problem areas. Incorporate inputs from
these sources into the demonstrations.

B. POSITION, NAVIGATION, AND TIME PROBLEM AREAS CONSIDERED AS
CANDIDATES

Discussions with the Services revealed many significant position fixing, navigation, and
time problems. As these problem areas were uncovered, they were assessed as to their
suitability for a demonstration. This assessment was based on:ti (1) The difficulty of the position fixing or navigation problem and the potential

payoff of using GPS to help solve the problem.
(2) The number of applications of GPS user equipment that the demonstration

could illustrate.

(3) The potential difficulty of conducting the demonstration.

(4) The apparent Service interest in such a demonstration.

H (5) The degree to which such a demonstration would exercise the accuracy of GPS.
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Uk Using the criteria above the following problem areas were considered for development
into operational demonstrations.

Aerial Assault Attack Helicopter Operations

Aerial Refueling Close Air Support

Air Cavalry Operations Coordinate Bombing

Aircraft Approach and Landing Forward Observer

Aircraft/Carrier Rendezvous and Landing Groun I Patrols

Amphibious Operations Helicopter Rendezvous

Antisubmarine Warfare Missile Guidance

Artillery Operations Photo Reconnaissance

Satellite Position Fixing

C. OPERATIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS IDENTIFIED

In the development of the operational demonstrations, it was felt that some problem

areas should be combined. As a result, the Forward Observer and Artillery Operations were
combined into one demonstration while Photo Reconnaissance and Coordinate Bombing

were put together in another. Ground Patrol and Helicopter Rendezvous were considered

separately and as a combined demonstration. However, they were dropped when the
Infantry School indicated a strong preference for the Aerial Assault demonstration over that
of Ground Patrol and/or Helicopter Rendezvous.

The Aircraft/Carrier Rendezvous and Landing demonstration was rejected since most
of its features are contained in the Aircraft Approach and Landing demonstration.
bohMissile Guidance and Satellite Position Fixing demonstrations were not pursued since
both of these areas already have sufficient interest that funding exists outside of the Joint
"Program Office for the development and testing of GPS hardware for these applications.

The Air Cavalry demonstration was not pursued since the position/velocity/time

problems associated with it are similar to those in aerial assault and attack helicopter
operations. The aerial refueling demonstration was dropped after it was determined that

GPS alone could not provide a covert means with which to rendezvous and, therefore, did
not appear to provide a significan* ayoff in this type of operation.

Thus, seven problem ý,reas were assessed as suitable for operational demonstrations to
illustrate the utility of GPS for military applications.' Scenarios describing each of these
demonstrations have been developed and reviewed with the Service agency having doctrinal
responsibility for the position fixing or navigation problem areas forming the basis for the
demonstration. The Service interest in these demonstrations, especially by the agencies

which reviewed them, was found to be very high. This is important since these same

agencies would probably be involvcd in conducting the demonstrations. The proposed
demonstrations and reviewing agencies are shown in Table 49.

1. Recently received data indicate that GPS might be used to significantly improve the effectiveness of certain antisub-
marine warfare operations. However, these data were received too late to be used in this study.
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Table 49. Proposed Operational Demonstrations

Operational Demonstration Reviewing Service Agency

Aerial Assault Infantry School, Ft. Benning

j" Aircraft Approach ad Landing Tactical Air Command, Langley AFB

Amphibiou, Operations Commander Amphibiout Group-Two,
USS Mount Whitney

Attack Helicopter Operations Armor School, Ft. Knox

Close Air Support Tactical Air Command, Langley AFB

Forward Observer and Artillery Artillery School, Ft. Sill
Operations

Photo Reconnaissdnce and Tactical Air Command, Langley AFB; and Marine
Coordinate Bombing Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron Three,

MCAS, El Toro

D. DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED OPERATIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS

~ Each of the operational demonstrations is discussed below. The discussions include a

description of the position fixing or navigation problems forming the bases for the demonstra-
tion, the applications of GPS to the problems, a scenaio describing the proposed demonstra-
tion and the measures that could be used to determine the improvement brought about by the
use of GPS. It should be emphasized that the proposed demonstrations are not operational

tests but vehicles to illustrate the utility of GPS for military applications and that the scenarios
have been developed to present the concepts for conducting the demonstrations rather than
detailed test plans.

I L Air Assault

A basic aim of the air assault operation is to land the troop-carrying helicopters at J

their assigned landing zones i, the ,bjective area, at the appointed times, with appropriate
artillery and air cover so that the attack on the objective can develop as planned. Aerial

assaults are usually large operations with several different routes being used by the helicop-
ters to reach the objective area. A number of flights of helicopters may be spaced along
each route. Artillery support and air cover must be provided for each of these flights as
they progress along their assigned routes.

Most of the elements in an air assault operation (e.g., scout helicopters, troop-carrying
helicopters, and close air support aircraft) currently rely on maps and compasses for
navigation. This is very difficult, especially for helicopters flying nap-of-the-earth, as current

doctrine requires when the helicop.--s are flying in the forward area of the division or in
hostile territory. In addition, coordinating helicopter flights along the attack routes, air
cover and artillery suppori along these routes and in the objective area, and landing of
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troops in the objective area, are major problems. The coordination problems become even
worse with reduced visibility, when enemy forces are discovered along a route to the
objective area, or when the ground forces must be disengaged and redeployed against a
subsequent objective. Furthermore, current procedure requires that pathfinders be inserted
into the objective area ahead of the main assault to guide the troop-carrying helicopters to
the landing zones. This may provide the enemy with an early warning of an impending
assault.

a. Applications of GPS

In the proposed air assault demonstration, an infantry force would be assigned the
task of taking an objective in enemy territory. The force would be moved by helicopter
from the assembly area to the landing zones in the objective area. GPS user equipment

woald be used for position fixing and navigation throughout the operation as described in
the following.

The lead helicopter of each flight would be equipped with a GPS receiver which

contains the waypoints defining the route the flight is to take to the objective area. These
waypoints would be used to guide the group of troop-carrying helicopters over the route
and to the landing zone assigned to it in the objective area. The current doctrine of flying
nap-of-the-earth when in the forward area of the division or in hostile territory would be
followed.

The aircraft providing air cover and the batteries providing artillery support would use
GPS receivers and coordinates provided by the GP3 equipped helicopters in the flights to
furnish fire support for the assault force while it is enroute to the objective area. When
enemy resistance could not be neutralized within the time allotted, the flights would be

rerouted around the enemy areas. WaypoiLts, defined in GPS coordinates, would be used to
coordinate the new routes with both the assault force and support teams.

Once landed in the objective area, the assault force would use their GPS manpacks to
navigate to their assigned positions and to help determine the coordinates of enemy areas
for which the assault force requires. fire support from the air cover or artillery teams. The
aircraft and artillery batteries would use these coordinates to provide the desired fire
support.

b. The Seenario
In this demonztration, wL.Jh is illustrated in Figure 20, a GPS equipped infantry

force will be assigned the task of taking an objective using an air assault operation. A GPS
equipped helicopter force will be assigned to pick up the infantry force at designated
pick-up zones (PZs) which will be defined by GPS coordinates. Each flight of helicopters
will be given arrival and departure times so that these areas do not become unduly
congested.

Flight paths from the PZs to the landing zones (LZs) will be chosen to best avoid

areas of known or suspected enemy concentrations, areas within enemy antiaircraft coverage
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I-and areas containing undesirable terrain. The routes selected should afford good artillery
and air coverage, and should facilitate nap-of-the-earth flying.

While enroute the helicopters will be -equired to (1) call upon artillery and air cover
to neutralize suspected areas of enemy concentrations and (2) deviate from their assigned
flight paths to avoid enemy strong points discovered by the scout helicopters in the lead.
These deviations must be coordinated with all other forces involved including artillery
support, friendly ground troops to be overflown, fixed wing air cover and attack helicopters

t flying escort.
LZs and waypoints, all of which will be designated in GPS coordinates, will be used

j- to define the air corridors for each of the helicopter forces. The helicopters will fly

nap-of-the-earth from the PZs to the LZs. Each flight of helicopters will also be given a
time to land it its assigned LZ.

Prior to the helicopters landing at the LZs, artillery, attack helicopters and fixed wing
aircraft wIU place fire on designated points in the objective area. These points will be

defined by the GPS coordinates. In addition, these elements will provide supporting fire
during the landing phase of the assault.

Following the landing, the infantry elements will disembark and begin the ground
phase of taking the objective. Using GPS coordinates to define attack routes and target
positions, the ground element will call for artillery and air support to neutralize enemy
resistance.F After the ground attack has progressed far enough to show the major benefits of GPS

in ihis phase, an order will be issued for the infantry to withdraw by air and redeploy to
secure a second objective. The only difference between this phase and the previous phase is
that it is not preplanned; that is, the planning is to be done in the field under field
conditioias.

c. Measurts of Effectiveness

The major measures of effectiveness of GPS over current means of position fixing and
navigation used in aerial assault operations are the degrees to which GPS would

SReduce the effort required to coordinate the landing and fire support operation
in the objective area with the precision, timing, and flexibility required to
insure success.

e Reduce the planning and effort required for pilots to navigate from the PZs to

the LZs while flying nap-of-the-earth.

"* Increase the speed with which routes around enemy forces can be defined and
coordinated.

0 Increase the spced and iccuracy with which disengagement and redeployment
plans can be drawn up aiid executed.
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•:- • Facilitate changes in attack plans and thc*.r coordination with resupply forces,
medevac teams, artillery and air cover.

* Reduce thit usceptibility of the helicopter, to enemy fire by facilitating the
use of routes that provide superior concealment and prtection (current

methods require the use of routes that provide good visual navigation).

Additional measures of the improvement brought about by the use of GPS are

0 The reduction in comm':tdcation requirements.

* The impro'ement in the eftectiveness of ground and air fire support while the
helicopters are enroute to the LZs.

0 The reduction in the effort required to execute the loading phase.

* The increase in the element of surprise due to the iiimination of the need for
pathfinders.

2. Aircraft Approach and Landing
There is no method, currently available or under development, which will allow an

dircraft to make an instrument approach to a non-radiating airfield. Furthermore, a consid-
erable amount of ground survey work and ground equipment set-up time is required to

provide an instrument approach capability at a new airfield.

a. Applications of GPS
In the proposed aircraft approach and landing demonstration, aerial surveys of the

approach and landing areas of a number of airports would be made by an aircraft equipped
with a GPS receiver. These aerial surveys would then be used to develop IFR approach
procedures for the airports. Then, using these approach procedures, aircraft equipped with
GPS receivers would conduct nonprecision approaches' to these airfields without the
aid of any ground suppoAt equipment. Category I precision approaches' would be per-
formed by using a differential system. In this system a second GPS receiver would be placed
near the desired touchdown position on the runway. The position data from this receiver
would be sent to the approaching aircraft so that the difference between the two readings
could be determined., This shovId provide the increase in accuracy required for a Category I
approach.

b. The Scenario
A number of airfields will be selected for use in this demonstration. For each airfield

"selected, instrument approach and departure procedures, based on GPS, will be developed.
This can be done by flying or driving a GPS receiver to each terrain point of interest and

2. The most stringent position fixing requirement for non-precision approaches, as shown in Chapter 1, Table 21, is the
40-meter (2a) vertical accuracy required at the outer ma, ker. This is well within the GPS capability.

3. The most stringent position fixing requirement for Catej'ory I approach, as shown in Chapter 1, Table 21, is the 5-meter
(2o) vertical accuracy required at the middle marker.
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noting its GPS coordinates or by employing a GPS equipped photo reconnaissance aircraft
to obtain stereo photographs of the area. The approach and departure routes from each
airport will be defined as a series of legs, each end of which is designed by a GPS waypoint.

An illustration of the scenario is given ir, Figure 21.
In conducting the demonstration, each pilot will make an instrumented approach and

departure from each of the selected airports. Prior to that approach, the pilut will insert the
following data into his onboard GPS user equipment: the GPS coordinates of the al•proacil
end of the runway, the waypoints defining the legs to be flown to reach the runway, the
waypoints defining the legs to be flown in case of a missed approach, and the GPS
coordinates for any other prominent waypoint, beacon or marker in the area. When turning
onto the course to fly to the first waypoint in the approach, the pilot will set the controls
of the GPS receiver such that it provides a continuous readout of the range and bearing to
the waypoint. These data will be used to fly to the vicinity of the waypoint at which time
the GPS receiver will be switched to the next waypoint. This procedure will be followed
and a landing attempt made. If a landing is made, data will be inserted for the departure. If
the landing attempt is unsuccessful, the pilot will switch the GPS receiver to the first abort
waypoint and execute the missed approach procedure.

c. Measures of Effectiveness
The measures of the effectiveoess :f GPS over current instrument landing systems

include the reduction in the time and effort required to develop instrument approach
procedures, and to prepare an airfield to support nonprecision and Category I precision
approaches. Another measure is the reduction in the time and effort required for pilos to
locate and land at airfields which are not transmitting or are uncontrolled.

3. Amphibious Operations

One of the basic aims of the amphibious operation is to land the assault force in such
a way that each element of the f,-rce can reach its assigned objective at the specified time.
Currently each wave of landing craft and/or amphibious vehicles used to land the assault

force is guided to shore by a launch or control ship. The landing craft and amphibious
vehicles have no navigational capability of their own except for maps and compasses. Thus,
the coordination of the landing and engagement of an assault size force on untamiliar
tetTain is a major problem. However, the problems are greatly increased by adverse weather,
darkness and smoke. Weather and darkness also adversely affect the ability of the amphib-
ious task force to locate the Amphibious Objective Area, and of the minesweepers to locate

i jand clear the designated channels.

a., Applications of GPS
In the proposed demonstration the amphibious task force would use GPS in navi-

gating to the Amphibious Objective Area. GPS coordinates would be used to fix all areas,
landmarks, etc., in the objective area. For example, the channels to be used to move the
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troops and supplies ashor. ,ould be defined in GPS coordinates. The minesweepers would
use these coordinates to clear channels of mines. The ships would use these coordinates to

r.dvigate through the cleared channeli to their assigned launch or landing area.
Each wave of landing craft and/or amphibious vehicles would also be equippd with

GPS receivers. This equipment would be used to guide the wave ashore in all types of

weather as well as under the cover of smoke. The launch or control ships currently used to
guide the waves ashore would be eliminated. Once ashore, the amphibious vehicles and

ground troops would use their GPS receivers to navigate to their assigned positions.

b. The Scenario

In this demonstration, which is illustrated in Figure 22, a GPS equipped tas&k force

would sail to the Amphibious Objective Area which would bu defined in GPS coordinates.
Channels to and from the underway launch area would be swept Oear of mines as would

the launch area itself. Landing points would also be described in GPS coordinates, and the
-minesweepers would clear approaches to these designated points. Using GPS coordinates to

avoid uncleared and shallow water areas, patrol craft would provide a blanket of smoke in
the area between the shore and the launch area. The smoke would permit the GPS cquipped

amphibious ships to remain masked from visual view of the enemy ashore while moving to

the launch area, launching their landing craft and amphibious vehicles, and returning to the

sea echelon area. Usng CPS equipment, and without the benefit of the currently used
launch or control shis and flares, the landing craft and amphibious vehicles would move to

4i their assigned positicrns behind the smoke-filled area and remain on station until the first wave

is assembled. On command, they would move out toward their individual, GPS defined,
landing areas. Waypoints, whose coordinates were inserted into the GPS receivers prior to
the launch phase, would be used to permit the landing craft and amphibious vehicles to

navigate around obstacles, avoid dangerous or uncleared areas, avoid shallow watei, etc., as
they proceed from the assembly area to the individual landing areas. Upon reaching the
shore they wculd switch their GPS equipment to indicate the range and direction to their
assigned positions.

In the airborne or vertical assault phase, GPS equipped helicopters would move an
infantry force from the ships to their designated LZs. The LZs and the routes to be used to

reach the LZs would be defined in GPS coordinates. Flight paths from the ships to the LZs

would be chosen to best avoid areas of known or suspected enemy concentrations and areas

within enemy antiaircraft coverage. The routes selected should afford good artillery and air
coverage, and should facilitate nap-of-the-earth flying.

While enroute the helicopters would be required to (1) call upon artillery and air

cover to neutralize suspected areas of enemy concentrations and (2) deviate from their

assigned flight paths to avoid enemy strong points discovered by the le:-d aircrafN These
deviations would be coordinated with all other forces involved including naval gunfire

support, friendly ground troops to be overflown, fixed wing air cover and attack helicopters

flying escort.
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Following the movement of the troops ashore, locations requiring resunply would be
designated in GPS coordinatez. These coordinates would be given to the helicopters along

with the waypoints defining the routes to the area requiring the resupply.

c. Measures of Effectiveness

The primary measures of effectiveness of GPS over thet currept methods of Positio:.
fixing and navigation used in amphibious operations ar? the degrees Itr which GUS would:

9 Reduce th, susceptibility of the landiig fP "ce to enery fire and -.:nprove th(,
tactical advantage afforded the assau't for-e hrough the elimination of th-
launch or control ships and the ability to use sr.oK-, darkness. jr ,,eather to
cover the assault.

0 Reduce the effort required to coo.,lin't'ý az1 elemern s of tOe asau't su:'. that

the attack develops as planned.

0 Reduce th.• effort require:d to hu-ate the hmi'•.s Ouicc-ive Aiea and
prespe 'fied p, nl, within the trea.

* Reduce 'lhe effort ieqtired to deiine and clear the sed lanes, launch area, and
landing areas.

Other measures are the.

• R•u rtion in tbe sizre -,,f the cr amey. rthat must be cleared.

Si.,provemenf in the tuvho of ships and landing craft to maneuver around

"iazdrdous areas.

* ýr--o,.emez.t ill the aoilty of the elements to quickly adjust their plans to
a~t.t, nt for chanes. in enemy location or strength.

* Improvement Ir T'.:. aoi.ity to support the elements ashore with gunfire and

supplies ba-ed on imp- i ed knowledge of the location of the ships and shore
e0'-nen" •

, Reductoio in tie communications required to coordinate the assault.

4. Attack HeTi:p'v, ')perations
In conducting attack helicopter operations the helicopter crews currently rely on

maps and compasses !or navigation. This is a very difficult method with which to navigate

while flying nap-of-the-earth, as current doctrine requires when flying in the forward area of
the division or in hostile territory. Thus, to conduct the search operation, the crew of the
scoui helicopter must be very familiar with the map and the terrain. In addition, once the
enemy targets have been located, the scout helicopter must fly back to the attack helicopter

holding area and lead the attack helicopters to their attack positions. This is time con-
suming and causes the scout helicopter to lose contact with the enemy.
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a. Applications of GPS
In the proposed attack helicopter demonstration both the scout and the attack

helicopters would fly nap-of-the-earth and use GPS as their primary navigation aid. The
scout helicopter crew would use GPS to help determine the coordinates of the targets and
the pop-up points from which they should be attacked. The scout helicopter would also

determine the GPS coordinates defining the route the attack helicopters are to use to move
from their holding areas to the pop-up points. The attack helicopters would use these data
to move to the pop-up points and to engage the targets without additional guidance. The
scout helicopter would be free to remain in the attack area to continue to observe the
enemy and to provide local fire support for the attack helicopters when they arrive or to
continue the search for additional targets.

b. The Scenario
In this demonstration, which is illustrated in Figure 23, the crew of a GPS equipped

scout helicopter would be given an area to search with approximate target locations
indicated in GPS coordinates. They would also be given the type of target in eachl location,

and navigation routes to and from the search area, defined by waypoints in GPS
coordinates.

The scout helicopter would conduct a normal search for each target, and upon
locating each one, would establish a pop-up point for the attack helicopter as well as fixing
the exact location of the target, After completing its search, the scout helicopter would
determine a route that the attack helicopter could use to fly from its base to the target
areas, attack each of the targets in turn and return to its base. Waypoints would be
provided along the route to aid the attack helicopter in navigating to the firing positions.
The routes selected should facilitate nap-of-the-earth flying and minimize exposure to
enemy fire. Following the completion of this portion of the mission, in the case of

stationary targets, the scout helicopter would leave the area to continue the search or
remain to provide local security (fire coverage) for the attack helicopter, if required. In the
case of moving targets, the scout helicopter would remain to continue to observe the

targets. The attack helicopter would then attempt to follow the suggested route, pop up at
the designated locations, and fix and fire on each target. The mission would be carried out
in a near covert manner; that is, no information beyond that noted above would be
communicated between the scout and attack helicopter crews.

j tIn the demonstration the helicopters are to fly nap-of-the-earth. It is anticipated that
the crews would use the GPS generated data on the direction and distance to the next.waypoint or pop up point to do course navigation while visually navigating around
"vegetation, hills, etc. As the demonstration progresses and the helicopters need additional
fuel or ammunition, they would be given the GPS coordinates of a Forward Area Rearm/

Refuel Point (FARRP). Different locations for the FARRP can be used to show its mobility
which would reduce its vulnerability to enemy attack.
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c. Measures of Effectiveness
The measures of the effectiveness of GPS over the current means of position fixing

and navigation used in attack helicopter operations are the degrees to which GPS would:

Reduce the time and effort required for the scout helicopter crew to plan and

execute the search mission, locate targets and hand the targets off to the attack
helicopters.

* Reduce the time and effort required to get the attack helicopters from the
holding area to the pop-up locations, and for them to locate and engage the

targets.

o Increase the speed and accuracy of navigating from one point to another while
flying nap-of-the-earth.

* Increase the operational window by being able to operate auring periods of
reduced visibility.

• Reduce the susceptibility of the FARRP to enemy attack brought about by its
freedom to move during the attack since the helicopters can readily locate its
current position by GPS coordinates.

5. Close Air Support
In Close Air Support (CAS), one of the major problems is the hand-off of the target

from the Forward Air Controller (FAC) on the ground to the attack aircraft. The source of
the problem is the lack of a satisfactory method to cue the target acquisition sensor
(electro-optical or eye) in the CAS aircraft to the target area. With the exception of the
laser designator' current techniques require the CAS aircraft to fly to within the range of
the enemy antiaircraft capability before the pilot can acquire the ground target. In addition,
while conducting the search for the target the pilot would usualiy not be able to maneuver
(jink) the aircraft to avoid the antiaircraft fire. Further, the potential to acquire and attack
the target on the first pass is small. These problems become even more difficult duringI periods of reduced visibility

a. Applications of GPS

In the proposed Close Air Support demonstration both the FAC and the attack
aircraft would be equipped with GPS receivers. The FAC would use his GPS receiver to aid
in determining the GPS coordinates of the target. The pilot would enter these coordinates

in the aircraft's GPS receiver to direct the target acquisition sensor or heads-up-display
(HUD) cursor toward the target area. Once the pilot has visually acquired the target, the
sensor or cursor pointing angles would be used to update the target's coordinate in the GPS
receiver. Steering signals from the receiver would then be used to hold the sensor or cursor
on the target as the pilot maneuvers into position and makes the attack run.

S4. Laser designation allows the aircraft to stand off from the target. However, it requires the FAC to illuminate the target
with a light beam during the target acquisition phase, Ahich may give away his position.
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b. The Scenario
In this demonstration, which "'s illustrated in Figure 24, a ground FAC would use a

GPS manpack, an azimuth scale and a laser rangefinder to determine the GPS coordinates of
the targets in the fellowing manner. First, he would use his manpack to determine the
bearing to a landmark visible in the distance. The GPS coordinates of this landmark could!,
be provided from intelligence prior to the advance or the FAC himself could obtain them as
he moves to his position. This bearing line would be entered into a device (such as the

GVS-S laser rangefinder) with an azimuth sc. le. Then by rotating the line-of-sight onto the
I target, the target's azimuth relative to the FAC's position would be read directly from the

SI scale. This bearing along with the range from the FAC's position to the target, which the
I FAC would determine with a laser rangefinder, would be used by the GPS manpack to

determine the GPS coordinates of the target. The FAC would provide these coordinates to
the Direct Air Support Center for relay to the CAS aircraft.'

The CAS aircraft would be equipped with a TISEO6  and an inertial measurement
system in addition to a GPS receiver. Upon receiving the attack mission, the cre~v of the
CAS aircraft would enter the GPS target coordinates into the GPS receiver, The receiver
would then provide the pilot with the range and bearing of the target relative to the

aircraft.. The receiver and the inertial system would also rrovide steering signals to the
TISEO system to bring the target area into the field of view. The pilot would center the
TISEO cursor on the intended target. Using these new pointing angles the receiver would
update the location of the target in its memory. This target acquisition phase would be

done with the CAS aircraft at the greatest possible range from the target area, since one of
1 ~the objectives of the demonstration is to show the ability to acquire targets beyond the

range of enemy antiaircr3ft capability.

Once the target has been acquired and its coordinates updated in the GPS receiver,II Sthe pilot would select a point frorn which to make his attack run and fly to it, maneuvering

along the way to avoid enemy antiaircraft fire. During this period the GPS system would

continue to provide the pilot with range and bearing to the target and, with the aid of the
inertial system, steering signals to the TISEO to keep it pointed toward the target's location
even though the view of the target may be obstructed by hills, trees, etc., since the pilot
may very well elect to avoid line-of-sight with the target area as he is maneuvering into a 1/
position from which to begin the attack run.

As the pilot begins to make the attack run, if he cannot see the target, he would fly

so as to align the cursor with the aircraft's line-of-flight since this provides the direction to
the target and the best potential for a one pass attack. When the target comes into view the

5. In some cases the [AC might prefer to provide the GPS coordinates of his position, and target range and bearing

relative to lis position. However, fox security reasons, it would seem preferable for the FAC not to announce the location
of his position. Since the computer in the GPS receiver will be programmed to provide the GPS coordinates of the targets
based on the range and bearing from its current position (which the FAC could easily input), the increased effort required
by the FAC should be insignificant.

6. Target Identification System, Electro-Optical. However, other systems such as PAVE SPIKE, PAVE TACK, LATAR, orI i HUD could be used.
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pilot would position the cursor in the display on the intended impact point. The appro-
priate target location data would be fed into the weapon release computer which would
select the weapon release point. The pilot would release the weapon at the time indicated
by the computer.

During the attack run, the pilot would continue jinking to reduce his susceptibility to
antiaircraft fire except for any settling time required by the weapon release computer.

c. Measures of Effectiveness
The measures of the effectiveness of GPS over the current means of position fixing

and navigation used in the CAS operations include the reduction in the susceptibility of the
aixcraft to antiaircraft fire. This is brough, about by four factors that are individually
measurable. The first is the increase in the range at which the pilot can acquire the ground
targets. The second is the decrease in the time the aircraft is within the range of the enemy
weapons. The third is the improvement in the ability to maneuver to avoid the antiaircraft
fire when flying within its range. This includes the breaking of the line-of-sight with the

target once it has been acquired. The fourth factor is the increased probability of executing
a one pass attack. Other measures are the reduction of the pilot's workload during the
target acquisition and attack phases of the mission, the reduction in the prebriefing and
target area knowledge necessary for the pilot to operate effectively in a CAS environment,
and the decrease in the FAC's susceptibility to enemy fire brought about by the reduction
in the communications necessary to specify the target's location to the pilot.

6. Forward Observer and Artillery Operations
In this type of operation the Forward Observer (FO) deternines the coordinates of

the targets and provides them to the artillery battery via the Fire Direction Center. To

determine the coordinates of a target the FO needs to know his location, the range from his
position to the target and the bearing of the target with respect to some reference.
Currently, the primary equipment available to him with which to determine these data is a

map of the area and a magnetic compass. The artillery battery also requires an accurate
knowledge of its position as well as a reference line of bearing. This is currently provided
by ground surieys. However, the survey teams may lag several hours behind the Army's
current mobile artillery capability. This tends to reduce the effectiveness of the mobile
artillery, since several rounds may have to be fired and successively corrected by the FO
before the target is effectively engaged.

a. Application of GPS
• oIn the proposed demonstration, both the FO and the artillery battery would use GPS

receivers to locate their positions. The FO would also use his receiver to determine a

reference bearing which would then be used in determining the bearing from the FO's
"position to the target.
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b. The Scenario
In this demonstration, which is illustrated in Figure 25, a test umpire would designate

each of the targets to an FO. The FO would use his GPS manpack to help determine the
GPS coordinates of the target." These coordinates would be provided to the Fire Direction
Center for subsequent transmittal to the artillery battery.

Upon receiving the fire mission the artillery battery, which would be moving, would
select a firing position and lay the battery using their GPS receiver and azimuth/bearing
indicator equipment. Using the target coordinates provided by the FO, the battery would

determine its firing data and commence firing. The FO would conduct subsequent
adjustments.

c. Measures of Effectiveness
The measures of effectiveness of GPS over the current means of position fixing used

I_ in the Forward Observer and artillery operations include the degrees to which GPS would:
s Reduce the time required for the FO to determine his location.

* Improve the accuracy with which the target can be located.

* Improve the drst round accuracy as shown by the actual impact locations of
the artillery rounds.

0 Reduce the time and effort required to lay the battery and effectively engage
the target as indicated by the time necessary to place sufficient rounds within

R the lethal range of the target so as to destroy it.

Reduce the necessity to rely on registration rounds that may be obscured by
weather, smoke, etc.

7. Photo Reconnaissance and Coordinate Bombing
Previous studies have shown that coordinate bombing with conventional bombs can

be improved if position fixing accuracies which are better than those attainable with
LORAN can be provided. 8 ,9 Furthermore, the accuracy with which the targets are to be
located by the reconnaissance system must be commensurate with that of the system that

is to be used to strike the targets. That is, if a photo reconnaissance aircraft is used to
collect target imagery from which target coordinates are to be determined, then the position
fixing system in the reconnaissance aircraft should be at least as accurate as that in the
strike aircraft. In addition, the effort required by the photo interpreters to determine the
coordinates of target increases as the accuracy of the photo reconnaissanc1 system
decreases.

7. See Section 5.b for details.

8. Sensitivity of Mission Performance to Position Fixing Accuracy, IDA Study S-409, January 1973, SECRET.

9. Defense Navigation Satellite System Study, IDA Report R-190, July 1973, SECRET.
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q ,a. Applications of GPS
In the proposed photo reconnaissance and coordcnate bombing demonstration, both

the photo reconnaissance aircraft and the strike aircraft would be equipped with a GPS
receiver integrated with an inertial system. The pilot in the photo reconnaissance aircraft
would use his GPS equipment to navigate to the target area. As thi photographs of the
target area are being taker, aircraft position data from this receiver would be recorded on
the film. These data would then be used by the photo interpreters to determine GPS
coordinates of the targets recorded on the film. These coordinates, along with waypoints
defining the route to and from the target areas, would be used by the strike aircraft to
attack the targets.

b. The Scenario
In the photo reconnaissance mission, the pilot would be given the GPS coordinates of

the area to be photographed as well as the information on the target type and photo
requirements currently provided. He would enter the coordinate into his GPS receiver along
with those of the waypoints defining the route to the target area. He would then use the
GPS equipment to navigate to the area and take the desired photographs. Position data
from the receiver would be recorded on the film as the photographs are being taken. This

part of the demonstration could be conducted at night or against camouflaged targets (e.g.,
using photo flash or IR film) to show the additional improvement GPS provides for these

types of missions.
Ground checkpoints, recorded on the film, would be used to determine how well the

reconnaissance aircraft was able to fly the photo mission using the given coordinates. These
ground checkpoints would be surveyed in with a GPS receiver on the ground.

The photo interpreter, using the position data recorded on the film, would determine
the GPS coordinates of the targets. These coordinates would be provided to the pilot of the
strike aircraft who would enter them into his GPS receiver along with the waypoints
definirg the route the strike mission is to follow. Using these navigation data the pilot
would fly the strike aircraft over the target. The GPS receiver would provide the weapon
release computer with navigation data so that it could compute the release point and release
the bombs. The scenario is illustrated in Figure 26.

c. Measures of Effectiveness
The measures of effectiveness of GPS over LORAN for position fixing and navigation

in photo reconnaissance and coordinate bombing missions include the degrees to which GPS

would:

* Reduce the time required by the pilot of the photo reconnaissance aircraft to
plan the mission.

* Reduce the susceptibility of the photo reconnaissance aircraft to enemy fire
due to decreased time in the target area.
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0 Reduce the time required for the photo interpreter to derive the target
coordinates.m

* Increase the bombing accuracy of the strike aircraft.

8. GPS Applications Illustrated by the Operationa; Demonstrations
The potential applications of the GPS receivers that each operational demonstration

will illustrate are shown in Table 50a and 50b.

9. Additional Considerations
The research done for this report indicates that the Service agencies having doctrinal

responsibility for the areas covered by the demonstrations proposed in this report have not
been tasked, at the time of this writing, to design, develop, conduct or support any GPS
demonstrations. In addition, it is expected that additional user equipment, or at least a
reallocation of the equipment currently on order, would be required to accomplish the
proposed demonstrations. Thus, it can be seen that a considerable amount (-f coordination
between DDR&E, the Service agencies involved, the GPS JPO, and the u .er equipment
vendors would be required to successfully conduct the demonstrations proposed in this

report.

I
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Table S9a. Applications vs Operational Dent( ~.hn

Aerial and A:-C' diokL..

ApL)Uca tions of GPS Assault Lpzldif ,% ~'

j Target Acqui-ition and Weapon System ndoff
Photo (Airborne) Reconnaissance P
Forward Observer or FAC %Air and Ground) X X

Weapon Delivery
Coordinate Bombing P P P 1
Field Artillery X P
Shore Bombardment P X

L Weapon Acquisition Basket

Coordinated Operations A

Amphibious Assault X
Airmobile Operationb X X
Armor Operations P

Ckuse Air Support P P P
Search and Rescue P P P
Antisubmarine Warfare P
Naval Task Force Operations X

Navigation

Helicopter NOE X X
Aircraft Approach and Landing P X
Long Range Patrols X X
Riverine Operations P
Buoy and Mine Placement P

RendezvousI

Combat Resupply X X X
Air Cargo Release
Aircraft Carrier Landings I
Extraction of Troops X X
Mpdevar~ X

Surveys -

~ IMilitary Land Maps X P X
Artillery_____________

Test Range Instrumentation X X X

X-Complete P-Partial Demonstration
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-" ab'e. b. CPI' A' ,,]Catns vs Cpcratuonai De•i •nstrat&.ns

Yctfn vsOe

"Opratio; e• Demonstrations

Forward Photo-
Observer Reconnaissance

* and and Attack
Clos, Air Artillery Coordinate Helicopter

Applications of GPS Support Operation Bombing Operations

Target Acquisition and Weapon
SSystem `larneff

Photo (Airborne) Reconnaissance P X
Forward Observer or FAC (Air or Ground) X X X

I Weapon Delivery

Co'rdinate Bombing P X
Field Artillery X P
Shore Bombardment P P

Weapon Acquisition Basket X P

Coordinated Operations

Amphibious Assault P
!Airmobile Operations P P

Armor Operations
Close Air Support X P P P
Search and Rescue P P P P
Antisubmarine Warfare P
Naval Task Force Operations

Navigation

Helicopter NOE X
Aircraft Approach and Landing
Long Range Patrols P
River;ne Operations
Buoy and Mine Placement X X P

Rendezvous
oiCombat Resupply X X X

Air Cargo Release X X
"Aircraft Carrier Landings
Extraction of Troops P
Medevac P

Surveys

Military Land Maps P P P
Artillery X

Test Range Instrumentation X X X X

j X-Complet. P-Partial Demonstration
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Chapter IV

TASK 3: PROGRAMS THAT MAY BENEFIT FROM THE EARLY
AVAILABILITY OF GPS TEST RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

A. INTRODUCTION

One potential use of GPS is its application in test raige instrumentation. As an

example, a GPS receiver could be placed aboard the test vehicle and any of the data

available within the receiver (e.g., x, y, z 0,~ ,t could be recorded on tape. Thus, a
complete time history of the vehicle's position and velocity during the test or exercise
would be available for direct comparison with similar tapes from other vehicles or with the

output of onboard position and velocity e4uipment under test.
Another approach is to use a transIator onboard the test vehicle to modify the carrier

of the GPS satellite signals received al the antenna and retransmit them to an off-vehicle
location for processing to determine the vehicle's position and velocity.

The Navy Trident Program plans to use GPS as an instrumentation system to provide
data for post-flight accuracy evaluation. The approach selected is to place a translator in the
Trident missile to retransmit the satellite signals to a control ship below. The control ship
will record these signals. A post-flight processing method will be used to develop refined

position and velocity profiles for the launches.
As noted in Appendix A, the last of the six GPS satellites in Phase I is scheduled to

be launched in November 1977. These six satellites will provide position, velocity, and time
data over CONLGS and regions in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans adjacent to CONUS. These
data will be available at locations within this area from I to 3 hours daily. Although the
time pcriod at any particular location may vary from day to day, it is expected that the
time period and the GDOPs available for any day at any location will be predictable well in
advance.

The projected precision of the GPS system during the three phases of development is
contained in Appendix A. The system, although very precise by current standards for
navigation systems, may not be sufficiently accurate for some applications of range instru-
mentation. However, improved accuracy can be obtained from the GPS equipment by uiing
transmitters on the ground rather than in the satellites (e.g., to eliminate atmospheric
effects). The more ground transmitters used, the greater the improvement in precision.

Furthermore, transmitters on the ground might also be used to provide extended time and

area coverage during the early phases of the GPS program.
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B. APPROACH

The objective of this task was to "identify those use., systems currently under
* ,development which could benefit from the early availability of the GPS Test Range

Instrumentation." Since there is no direct way to locate the potential programs among the
very large number of programs being worked on in the Services, the planned 'approach was

j !to:

0 Identify major programs having

(1) A significant amount of testing scheduled after November 1977,
and

(2) Data requirements which include position, velocity, and time

by reviewing

(1) The latest available RDT&E descriptive summaries,
(2) Test range schedules, and
(3) Plans and schedules of the Service operational test agencies; OTEA,

MCDEC, OPT EVFOR and AFTEC.
* Discuss the programs identified above with the appropriate program offices, test

managers, and program monitors to determine if the project's requirements
exceed current range instrumentation capability and if there would be any
benefit in using the GPS test range instrumentation capability.

* Identify those programs having testing needs that will potentially require the
acquisition of additional test range instrumentation and that could be satis-
fied by GPS test range instrumentation. For each program identified, list its
specific testing needs.

The planned approach was followed to the extent time allowed except that the only

RDT&E descriptive summaries available were the Army and Air Force sunimaries for FY
1975. However, the major difficulty encountered was that requirements for tests to be
conducted after November 1977 were found to be incomplete or nonexistent. Furthermore,

most requirements that did exist seemed to reflect current range capability. That is, the
philosophy appeared to be one of requesting what could currently be obtained rather than
requesting data that might require an advance in the state-of-the-art. Thus, the potential
benefits that have been identified can be considered only as such since to date no test
requirements appear to have been written that require the use of GPS other than thosei-" I for Trident I. In addition, cost implications and test schedule constraints imposed by the
necessity to use current range instrumentation couh not be ascertained at this early date.
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C. PROGRAMS IDENTIFIED AS HAVING A POTENTIAL BENEFIT

From the available documentation, scheduled briefings and discussions, approximately

• 70 programs were noted as potentially having a sgnificant amount of testing after Novem-
her 1977 that would require the recording of position, velocity, and/or time data. About

26 of these programs were selected for review with their respective program offices, test
managers, or program monitors. From these discussions, seven programs have been identified
as potentially benefiting from the early availability of the GPS test range instrumentation.
Included are the B-1 and F-16 aircraft, the Air-Launched and Sea-Launched Cruise Missiles,

the MINUTEMAN X strategic missile, and the SAM-D and SHORAD air defense systems.
Each of these programs has range testing needs that probably require the acquisition of
additional instrumentation. The specific testing needs which GPS may be able to satisfy for
each of these programs are discussed below. A summary of the discussion is contained in

* Table 51.

: • Table 51. Summary of Program Testing Needs Potentially Satisfied by GPS

Program Testing Needs Poteatially Satisfied by GPS

Aircraft

B-1 e Improved flight path freedom.

• Position and velocity data for low-altitude flights over water.

e Continuous position and velocity data against which to evaluate
onboard systems.

F-16 * Improved flight path freedom.

* Continuous position and velocity data against which to evaluate
onboard systems.

a Mobile test range capability to support operational climatic tests
and future foreign sales.

Antiaircraft Systems

SAM-D and SHORAD * Mobile test range capability to support operational tests.

* Improved capability to monitor multiple target tracks.

Missiles

Air-Launched Cruise * Instrumentation to support longer flight paths.
Missile

MINUTEMAN X *Data to evaluate range capability.

O Increased azimuth launch freedom.

Sea-Launched Cruise eInstrumentation to fill gaps in radar coverage.
Missile
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1. Aircraft
B-1. Low altitude, over-water flights are scheduled to be conducted at Vandenberg

Air Force Base. However, the Space and Missile Test Center at Vandenberg considers the
current range instrumentation (radars) to be inadequate for this test. An onboard GPS
receiver could be used to c,'mpute the position and velocity of the aircraft for onboard
recording or relay to a ground or airborne control/monitor station. In addition, the current
concept for onboard navigation system evaluation requires the aircraft to fly over specific
points on the ground (navigation check points). This limits the flight paths that are
available to test the aircraft's navigation system. An onboard GPS receiver could alleviate
this limitation. Furthermore, the onboard GP! qvstem would provide continuous position
and velocity profiles against which the B-1 navigation sy.tem could be evaluated. This could
reduce the number of flights required.

F-16. There is no instrumented range capability in the areas to be used to conduct
.i4e climatic tests. An onboard GPS receiver could be used to provide the range instrumenta-

tion for this test. In addition, onboard GPS equipment would provide continuous position
and velocity profiles against which the F-16 navigation system could be evaluated. This
could reduce the number of flights required to obtain the necessary data. It could also
provide improved flight path freedom, especially to test the F-16's low-level capability.
Furthermore, an onboard GPS system could provide (in Phase II or Phase III of the GPS
Program) mobile instrumentation to support foreign sales.

2. SAM-D and SHORAD Air Defense Systems
These air defense systems have multiple target tracking capabilities that must be

evaluated in tactical environments at a number of different test sites. These sites do not

currently have adequate range instrumentation. Currently available instrumentation that
could be used to equip each site or be moved from site to site to support the tests has
already been judged as too expensive. Pods, each containing a GPS receiver and a recorder,
which could be mounted on the aircraft designated to support the test and removed after

the test, could potentially satisfy this need for a mobile test range with a multiple target

tracking capability,

3. Missiles

Air-Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM). At the present time there is no sufficiently
instrumented test range which is long enough to test the long range capability of ALCM's
guidance system, which includes TERCOM and therefore must be tested over land. The
current concept is to fly the missile in a racetrack or circular pattern. However, this may
not be a sufficient test. An alternate approach would be to use an onboard GPS receiver to
provide real-time position and velocity information to an airborne or ground control center.
This approach might provide sufficient data such that the missile could be allowed to fly
beyond the current limits of the range or between ranges. In addition, the GPS receiver may
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allow the missiles to be flown over a larger variety of flight paths that could add to the

completeness of the evaluation.

MINUTEMAN X (MX). MINUTEMAN flight tests are being conducted at Vandenberg
Air Force Base. The impacts are nominally in the Kwajalein area with the evaluation of the
missile accuracy being based on data from the metric tracking systems available along the
flight trajectory. The increased range potential of the MX and the desire to test the missile

along more than one launch azimuth may require range instrumentation beyond that
4 currently available. The use of an onboard GPS receiver to continuously determine the

location and velocity of the missile for transmission to a land or shipboard control station
could provide the range instrumentation required to exercise the range and azimuth
capabilities of the missile.

Sea-Launched Cruise Missile (SLCM). The requirement exists to fly these missiles over
.4land to test their guidance system which includes TERCOM. The current approach is to

have test flights originate at the Pacific Missile Range and go inland to one of the air bases
(e.g., Dugway AFB, Utah, or Mountain Home AFB, Idaho). The flight paths currently
selected for use in these tests do not have adequate radar coverage. One possibility for
closing the gaps in the radar coverage is to place a GPS receiver and a transmitter onboard

the missile. The GPS receiver could continuously determine the position and velocity of the
missile. The onboard transmitter could relay the d'ta to an airborne or ground control/
monitor station where it could be analyzed to determine if the missile is following its

prespecified track.

i D. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The utility of GPS as range i ':ation will be inversely related to the weight,

cost, size, external drag, and installn Ats of the GPS equipment. Furthermore, it is
expected that user equipment in , that currently being purchased (and perhaps
with some modifications) will be reqi )r the programs identified to take advantage of
early availability of the GPS test rang,; instrumentation capability. In addition, it can be

seen that considerable coordination between DDR&E, the programs, the GPS JPO and the
user equipment vendors would be required to successfully take advantage of this range

instrumentation capability on a significant basis.
Finally, to keep the cost of using the GPS approach down, consideration should be

given to developing an arrangement whereby each project could obtain the GPS equipment
(with maintenance) required to accomplish its range instrumentation task, return tlih
equipment after completing the task and pay only its prorated share of the equipment's

cost and maintenance. For example, for aircraft applications a standard pod (containing a
GPS receiver with recorder) could be developed that could be attached to many different
types of aircraft. To use the pod, it would only be necessary for the user to set controls
indicating the parameters to be recorded and the sampling frequency, insert a blank tape
cartridge and attach the pod to the aircraft. A similar set could be provided for land and
Ssea based test vehicles.
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Appendix A

SUMMARY OF NAVSTAR GPS PROGRAM

A. BACKGROUND

The first satellite navigation system (TRANSIT) was developed by the Navy to
provide a worldwide, two-dimensional positioning capability-primarily to support sub-
marines. The first satellites were launched in the mid-60s and the system is currently
operational. Concurrent with the development of fRANSIT, the Navy and Air Force
pursued extensive studies, experiments, and hardware developments to devise a satellite
navigation system which would overcome some of the deficiencies of TRANSIT and thus be
potentially more useful to a larger spectrum of military users. The Navy sponsored the
TIMATION program which emphasized the development of high stability oscillators, accu-
rate time transfers and three-dimenstional navigation. The Air Force also performed concept
and system design studies for a very accurate three-dimensional navigation system called
621B, which culminated in a series of experiments at Holloman Air Force Base and the
White Sands Missile Range. The integration of these separate activities was initiated by a
memorandum issued by the Deputy Secretary of Defense on 17 April 1973. This memo

designated the Air Force as the lead Service to coalesce the best concepts into a single
system that would satisfy the needs of all the military Services. This exercise resulted in a

proposal to develop NAVSTAR GPS and the establishment of a Joint Program Office (JPO)
with active participation by the Army, Navy, Marines and Air Force. The jointly proposed
GPS program was briefed to DSARC 1 on 13 December 1973, and was approved by the

[ Deputy Secretary of Defense in a memo to the Secretaries of the Military Departments on

1 22 December 1973.

B. NAVSTAR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

NAVSTAR GPS is a space-based radio position fixing and navigation system that has

I the potential for providing, on a global basis, highly accurate three-dimensional position,
i velocity, and system time information to users equipped with suitable (passive) receivers. As

illustrated in Figure A-1, NAVSTAR GPS consists of three major segments; namely, the
space system, the control system, and the user system segments. These are briefly discussed
below.

|| A-1
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GPS :iATELLITES

* 3-D PRECISE POSITION AND VELOCITY

* WORLDWIDE COMMON GRID

* PASSIVE ALL-WEATHER USER OPERATIONS

* JAM RESISTANT
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"" STATIONS

MASTER ' '

bTATION_
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4-4-73-2

Figure A-I. NA VSTAR GPS Concept

1. Space System Segment

l It is planned that the operational space segment will consist of three equi-spaced
planes of satellites in circular, 12-hour' (10,000 nmi) orbits, with an inclination of 63

degrees. Each orbital plane is to contain eight suitably phased satellites, for a total of 24.
Each satellite will transmit a composite waveform consisting of a Protected (P) Signal and a

Clear/Acquisition (C/A) Signal in phase quadrature. The P Signal will be used by the

"[V precision military user and is being designed to resist jamming, spoofing, and multipath and

also be deniable to unauthorized users by employing transmission security (TRANSEC)

devices. The C/A Signal will serve as an aid to the acquisition of the P Signal, and will also
provide an uncoded (clear) navigation signal to both the military and civil user.

1 1. The deiticd period is one-half of a sidereal day (approximately 11 his. 58 mi.). This synchronizes the satelites to the
earth in that the ground tracks are i'epeated every two orbits (or about once a day).

A-2
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Both the P and C/A Signals are Pseudo Noise Biphase Shift Keyed (PN/BPSK)
continuous sinusoidal carriers and both signals carry system data. System data will consist
of such information a& satellite ephemeris, ionospheric propagation corrections, and satel-
lite clock biases. Each space vehicle will be assigned a Lnique set of pseudo noise codes oý"
seven days' length for the P signal and one msec length for ihd C/A signal.

It is planned the navigation signals will be transmittme on two channels; L1 and L2-
Channel L1, the Primary Navigation Channel will be 1575.4 MWz and will carry both the PV and the C/A Signals. Channel L2, the Secondary Navigation C.bannel, will be 1227.6 MHz
and will carry the P and the C/A Signal, but not simultaneousi.", System data will always be
carried on both channels. The additional L2 signal will permir tl'e high accuracy user to
more accurately determine the ionospheric group delay.

The signal waveform is being specifically designed to alow system time to be
conveniently and directly extracted in terms of standard units of davs. hours, minutes, and

integer multiples and submultiples of the second.

2. Control System Segment
Four widely separated Monitor Stations will passively measure ran -e and velocity time

histories of all satellites in view. This information will be processed at 'he Master Control
Station (possibly collocated with a Monitor Station) to use in determimi g ,•ellite ephem-
erides, clock drifts, electronic delays, etc. An upload station located in CON0UJ will transmit

° ). the necessary system data via a secure link to the satellites.

3. User System Segment
SThe user equipment will in general consist of a receiver, antenna, data processor, and

control and display unit. Some user systems will have the capability of being integrated
[ with auxliary sensors such as inertial and air data systems. The receiver will process the
signals from four suitably chosen satellites and will measure four independent pseudo-ranges
and pseudo-range rates. The processor will then convert these eight independent measure-
ments into three-dimensic, ial position and velocity of the user, and phase and frequency
corrections for the user's clock. The process of solving for position would be canred out in
an earth centered coordinate frame, which would then be converted for display to either
geographic coordinates (Lat., Long.), UTM grid coordinates, or any other grid cunvenient
for the user., The user equipment will also have the capability of accepting waypoint or
destination coordinates ih the geographic or UTM grids and providing the user with range,
bearing, and cross track error to any of these points.

C. GPS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

1. Overview
The development plan for NAVSTAR GPS has three distinct phases as indicated in

Figure A-2. The decision at DSARC I was to proceed with Phase I, which concentrates on
validation of system design concepts, DT&E of user equipments, and limited operational

A-3
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demonstrations (see Chapter III of this report). A six satellite constellation will be available
late in 1977 which will provide about a 2-hour window every day for conducting tests
(see Chapter IV of this report) or demonstrations over CONUS and adjacent Pacific and
Atlantic ocean areas. Follow-on efforts in Phase II, System Validation, are scheduled to
complete the IOT&E of user equipment and lead to an early two-dimensional limited
Operational Capability (LOC) in 1981. The early LOC would be provided by three
uniformly spaced satellites in each of three orbits.' In order to continue providing high
accuracy and three-dimensional capability (as in the Phase I program) for testing or range
instrumentation, the satellite constellation for LOC will have to be augmented by at least
three satellites for a total of twelve satellites in orbit. Finally Phase III, Full Operational
Capability (FOC), is currently scheduled to provide the full (24 satellite) capability in 1984,
proceed with major production of user equipment, and verify the operational effectiveness
of the system.

a. User Equipment Development

Phase I will start the first of three design-build-test cycles to develop user equipment

configurations and to establish firmer estimates of user equipment life cycle costs. During
:His phase a number of developmental models of user equipment will be designed, fabri-
cated, and tested. Each of these models is being designed to simulate a restricted set offunctional requirements so that in total a large variety ofuser applications will be stsid

Table A-1 lists the potential equipment classes for a large spectrum of applications and
indicates the driviaig functional requirements for each class of equipment. Final selection of

user equipment classes will depend on the results of development model tests, and further
review and inputs from the user commands on operational needs. It is intended that the
user equipment classes will incorporate a high degree of subassembly commonality in order

to minimize equipment life cycle costs.
Final determination of user equipment classes will be accomplished during Phase II, as

well as initial production of the low cost Class C set. Production procurement of all other
user system classes will be accomplished during Phase Il1.

The design goals for the major NAVSTAR GPS user equipment characteristics are
shown for each of the three program phases in Tables A-2 to A-4. This information was

prepared by the NAVSTAR JPO and only slightly modified for this report. The data in
Table A-2 for Phase I are based, in the main, on present equipment specifications. The
design goals shown in Tables A-3 and A-4 are speculative at this time and represent normal
developmental improvements in the first generation sets as well as potential improvements
"due to new technology.

1. Recent GPS program information bndicates a range of 9 to 11 satellites for the L(" phase.
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Table A-I. Development Plan for NA VSTAR User Equipment

Equipment
Class Applications Driving Functional Requirements

A iigh Performance Aircraft High Accuracy*
High Dynamics of User
High Immunity to Jamming

B High Performance Aircraft High Accuracy*
High Dynamics of User

__________Medium Immunity to Jamming

C i Mission Support Vehicles Medium Accuracyt

(Air, Land, and Sea) Medium Dynamics of User
Low Cost

D Land and Sea Vehicles High Accuracy*
J Low Dynamics of User

High Immunity to Jamming

E Manpack High Accuracy'
Low Dynamics of User
High Immunity to Jamming

______________________________Low Weight and Power

F Submarines High Accuracy*
Low Dynamics of User
Fast Acquisition

M Missiles High Accuracy*
High Dynamics of User

_________ ____________________ High Immunity to Jamming

St Civil Ships, Boats, and Medium Accuracy Consistent
General Aviation j With Very Low Cost

Better than 10in for dii axes.
tAccuracv (in the range of 15-150 m) wili be traded for cost.

tThis application, though not funded by 000, is being activeiy pursued by user equipment
manufacturers.
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A - pendix B

MODEL FOR DETERMINATION OF COST AVOIDANCE

The cost avoidance values shown in Chapter II are determined by a formal model

programmed for EDP. This appendix describes the broad outlines of the model.
The model calculates procurement and maintenance costs of positioning and naviga-

tion equipment by individual AN number and for selected groups of AN numbers (current
and future, including the GPS system). Costs are determined in a three-step process. The

first step calculates total required inventories for each individual AN number across all
prime mission equipment (PME) specified by a force structure. The second estimates
procurement and maintenance costs associated with the required inventories. The third
aggregates the estimated costs or forms totals for equipment with related characteristics,
mission, etc. (e.g., TACAN, enroute radio reference) according to predetermined

specifications.

A. DETERMINATION OF REQUIRED INVENTORIES

Two basic inputs are employed in determining inventory requirements. The first is a
time phased (15 year) force structure by PME. (In Chapter I the force structure PME

consisted of all aircraft in Army, Navy, and Air Force inventories, by model and series, and
Naval ships, by class.) The second input consists of time phased suites (AN numbers and
associated quantities per unit of PME) of navigation equipments foi each PME identified in
the force structure.

For each PME, total installed inventory requirements are determined for each AN
number contained in its suite for each year (the product of the quantity of that PME in the
force structure and the quantity of the AN number in the suite). For each AN number and

for each year, inverAtriks are summed across all PME to yield a schedule of aggre•,ate
installed inventory requireirents. Yearly requirements for spares are then determined accord-
ing to a multiplitive spares factor associated with the AN number. The yearly totals of
installed and spare equipment comprise the schedule of total required inventory. Thus, the
installed inventory requirement for a single AN number generated by one PME in a single
year is
| Pi~j'lk Qij,k
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where

P = the number of units of the PME (e.g., the number of aircraft of a given
model/series) contained in the force structure

Q = the quantity of the AN number (generally one) contained in the suite of the
PME

i = value of the index identifying an AN number

j = value of the index identifying a year

k = value of the index identifying a PME.

1he total requirement for installed inventory is

4n lij = .L k,;,k ' Qij,k

where

I = the total installed inventory requirement across all PME

P and Q are defined as above

and the tc~al inventory requirement isi RiJ = (l-si) (lid)

wihere

R the total inventory requirement

s = spares percentage associated with the AN number

I is defined as above.

B. ESTIMATION OF PROCUREMENT AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

Fxcept for non-recurring costs associated with development and production start-up,
estimated costs are concerned only with procurement of new equipment' and maintenance
of presently installed equipments. Maintenance costs are estimated for each AN number
based on a maintenance rate for that equipment stated as a percentage of average or final
procurement cost. The percentage rate is applied to the average value of installed inventory

for each year, i.e.,

Mij mi [Vi. + i ,and

1. New equipment is defined tj include both new production of current AN number equipment and production of new
models of electronic equipment. Equipments are procured for a number of purposes, including outfitting of rtw PME,
replacement of existing installed equipment, and retrofit of existing PME with new types of equipment.

B-2
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In

Vii = Ci E Ž- Pij,k Qij,ki t k=l
where

M = annual maintenance cost associated with the AN number

V = value (or historical procurement cost) of the installed inventory of the AN
number

m = percentage maintenance rate associated with the AN number

C = average or current unit procurement cost of the AN number

P and Q are the same as defined above.

As the fo:ce structure and suite compositions of PME vary from year to year, so will
the level of total required inventories of different AN numbers. For any one the quantities
of equipment that must be newly procured in any year depends upon three values: the
installed inventory ý.quired in that year, the change in installed inventory required over the
prior year, and the pattern of all past years' requirements and procurements.

Two sources of potential requirements for new procurement are treated by the
model. T1he first, and most obvious, arises from changes in the level of installed inventory
requirements from one year to the next. This requirement is either positive or negative as

inventory requirements increase or decrease (thereby freeing existing equipment). The
second source is always positive and arises from wear-out or unintentional loss of equip-
ments (accidents, cannibalization, etc.) requiring replacement. Equipment losses, or replace-
ments, for each year are estimated as a percentage of the average installed inventory of that
year,

Fij = fi ij li'j'l

where

SF = inventory losses or replacements

te fi = inventory loss rate associated with an AN number

I is defined as above.

The sum effect of these, denoted as net requirements, is expressed as follows

SNi = Rij - Rij. 1 + Fij

where

N net requirement for an AN number

R and F are defined as above.

B-3
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Two potential sources are available for satisfying the net requirement. The obvious,
procurement of equipment, is treated as a secondary source. The primary source springs
from recognition by the model that electronic equipment can be transferred between PME
and across time. That is, should net requizements in any year (NUj) be negative, surplus or
excess equipments result that can be stored to offset positive net requirements of a future
period. The size of the available surplus at the end of any year is the net result of the
pattern of prior years' inventory requirements and procurements. New equipments are
procured only after the surplus of the prior year is exhausted. Thus

if Nij > Eki-. then Eij 0, and

Aij= Nij -Eij.

if Nij < Eij.1 then Eij = Eij - Nij ,and

Aij= 0
where

E = available surplus of an AN number

A = quantity to be procured

N is defined as above,

and

Bij Cij "Aij

where

B = cost associated with the quantity to be procured
C and A are defined as above.

. AGGREGATION OF ESTIMATED COSTS AND QUANTITIES

The final processing step of the model requires little explanation. Once individual
equipment totals have been determined (15-year) schedules of quantities and costs) they can

be aggregated in any combination(s) specified.
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Appendix C

S I

DESIGN AND COST DETAIL OF THE CURRENT AND
ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY USER EQUIPMENTS

The purpose of this appendix is to provide backup detail for the comparisons of
current and advanced technology user equipment presented in Section E of Chapter II. The
design concept formulated by Magnavox was defined by subsystem and the electronic
(signal and data processing) subsystems further defined in terms of function performed.
Each function was then analyzed to obtain quantities of micro-circuit elements, of different

types, it would contain. Quantity requirements, by type, were aggregated across all func-
tions to develop the total quantities, by type of user equipment, shown in Table 14 of
Chapter II. Cost estimating parameters were then developed for each type of micro-circuit
and non-electronic subsystem as shown in Table 15 of Chapter II. Section 1, below,
describes the compositions of the user equipment. Section 2, below, explains the derivations

2 of the cost parameter values.

A. COMPOSITION OF EQUIPMENT

Figure C-1 illustrates the block diagram of the near technology design. Table C-I

describes the composition of each of the major functions of the receiver. Identification of
types and quantities of circuit elements follows the Magnavox manpack concept.

Figure C-2 illustrates the block diagram of the advanced technology design assumed
and the description of each major function is given in Table C-2. The difference between
the near and advanced systems results from maximum use of digital LSI, employment of
strip-line linear micro-circuits, and for L-band processing minimization of discrete compo-
nents. With the projections of the growth in LSI densities and capabilities it will be possible
to convert to digital processing at frequencies up to 200 mega-hertz. (Conversion frequen-
cies are limited to a few mega-hertz with currently available devices.) As a result the linear
signal processing may be limited to L-band and first I.F. frequencies and to the higher
frequency ranges of the synthesizer and calibrate generator. Given the anticipated low cost
of LSI chips it could be efficient to convert the reference oscillator signal to digital before

processing by the synthesizer and to convert back to analog above the mega-hertz
constraint.
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B. DERIVATION OF ESTIMATING PARAMETERS

Due to the nature of available date, costs of different types of components were

estimated in several ways. This section lists the cost assumptions employed and discusses the
manner they were derived Where possible data sources are described or cited. Table 15 of
Chapter II summarized the parameters used to estimate nominal costs of user equipment for
each receiver technology. (In all cases the parameter values are assumed to apply at quantity

1000.)
All parameters are based on large volume, large lot production. Except for the

commeric.al pocket calculator and electronic watch markets experience with micro-circuit
production has been predominantly with small quantities and in relatively small lot sizes.

This has three implications for interpretation of available data and formulation of the
estimating parameters. First, a considerable portion of the average cost of current micro-

circuits for military and scientific uses is composed of non-recurring costs for initial design
and tooling and batch setup costs (for both processing and screening). Available cost data

reflect this non-recurring cost component, with no backup data to allow its separation.
Second, the impact of the typically small lot buys by the military can be argued as a major
factor in the relatively high cost increment associated with military screening. With large
buys one can expect the use of automated screening and an attendant reduction in costs.
The values derived assume a minim-i a increment for this screening on the basis of the large
lot and volume assumption. Thiru, efficient production methods vary with lot sizes and

volume. Capital expenditures (non-recurring costs) can be, and will be, traded for smaller
recurring production costs for larger planned production runs in such -, way as to minimize
total cost. As a result the estimates shown in Table 15 of Chqpter II close to the high end

of information obtained on non-recurring cost- and close to the low end for recurring costs.
Cost/quantity relationships in electronic production do not appear to be well undei-

stood, verified, or accepted (as in industries wheie "complex assembly dominates production
costs, like airframe). Of the several dimensions of the cost/quantity phenomenon those
concerned with 1L, size and cumulative production (learning) have received the greatvst

attention and, on logical grounds, should have impacts large enough to be significant under
volume production conditions. Unfortunately there are no data available today to verify the

impact of -.ither or to permit their separation. For the various elements of the user
equipment ra... of cost decrease with rising cumulative product-on (learning) have been
assumed in proportion to subjec.iive judgments of the amount of assembly laoor they entail.

The remainde, of this sec'ion discusses the derivation of the individual param-

eter 'alues.

1. LSI- Digital and Linear Monolithic

Costs of current generation chips (primarily MOS technology) were developed after
conversations with a number of representatives of both manuiacturing and using companies
and laboratory personnel. Four parameters have been estimated,' the recurring and non-
recurring costs of both near-futur., and advanced technolcq/ devices.
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4 a. Non-Recurring Costs
The near future parameter is based on current MOS devices. Estimates ranging from

$50,000 to $150,000 were obtained with manufacturers generally quoting in the lower
range (between $50,000 and $100,000) and user industries talking in terms of over

I $100,000 with statements similar to, "they quote 50 or 75 thousand until you get down to
specifics and then it goes up." No doubt there is a wide range of chip compl~xitie,
other considerations that impact on non-recurring cost and the range of actual cost may
wider than these limits. There was no way to judge the relative complexity or other releva,,t

t considerations for devices suitable for the GPS system and the higher level of $150,000 has
been assumed as the nominal value.

When one moves into the area of high density advanced devices there appears to be a
general agreement that non-recurring cost will increase in direct proportion to the increase
in density., Thus for a density of 200,000 components (such as is advertised to be available
within a few years) non-recurring costs could be expected to rise an order of magnitude
over the "typical" 20.000 component MOS device. Given the increased complexity of

circuitry thr can be designed and the tighter manufacturing tolerances required the order
of magnitude increase appears reasonable.

b. Recurring Costs Table C-3. Derivation of

Observed differences in market LSI Device Recurring Cost

prices of presently marketed MOS chips (dollars - 19 75)

exceed ten times without obvious reasons.

Manufacturers' price lists are available, buý Material and Initial Processing Cost

such catalogue prices cuntain unknown of a Wafer Containing 50 Chips 5.00

amounts of non-recurring costs and may Cost per Chip From Uncut Wafer 0.1

reflect widely different and unknown For Yield Rates of 2% 112%
competitive market conditions. In the
absence of further information the nom- Material cost of a "good" chip 5 20

inal recurring chip cost was derived as Double cost for commercial screening 10 40
shown in Table C-3. A representative Double cost again for military screening 20 80

range of an uncut 50-chip wafer is $3.00
to $5.00, and assuming the yield rate of
military screened chips is close to '/ per-
cent, the range of final costs narrows to between $50 and $80. This is in rough agreement
with the assertion that "between 99 percent and 99.86 percent of final cost is represented

by reject and screening costs"-implying a range of $10 tc $71. While the assumed
j increment for military screening (two times) is smaller than current indus.ry experience, it

appears reasonable with the assumption of high volume and automated screening. A nominal

cost of $60 per chip has been assumed.
"I Turning consideration toward high density chips of the future there is no reason to

I assume material and initial processing costs to differ from MOS technology. Due to the
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increased number of components per chip one could expect both higher reject rates and
screenin'g costs. However, one can also anticipate technological advances in manufacturing
and screening machinery and processes that will serve as partial offset.

Figure C-3 shows the same density/cost projections as Figure 4 of Chapter 11.
De1;reases in cost per component have accompanied both increasing densities and the
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Figure C-3. Estimates Density and Cost per Component as Functions of Time for LS! Devices
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passage of time, and it ha3 been assumed that density is dominant in predicting cost to
permit projections of cost based on density without reference to a time frame. The author
presented no rationale for the decreasing slope of the cost-trend line. A continuation of theV linear trend is also shown here, and the two are assumed to bracket the range of recurring

costs of future devices. The mid-point of this range implies a recurring cost of $100 for a

density of 200,000 components, and this value has been adopted for tstimating user
equipment costs.

2. Other Linear Micro-Circuits (Thin Film, Hybrids, etc.)
uigInformation on linear circuits was obtai'ed from only one manufacturer and one
using company. As a result the data are sketchy yet show inconsistencies similar to those
obtained for LSI chips. The user company data consisted of costs on one contract for a
custom thick film device containing 10 to 12 ICs and are summarized below.

Non-recurring cost $4,000
Recurring cost (lots of 25) $ 150

Part of the information obtained Table C-4. Recurring Cost of

from the manufacturer is summarized in Linear Micro-Circuits

Table C-4. Over the range of quantities (dollars - 19 75)
• • shown the rate of cost reduction is roughly 85

percent for the complete package and 82 Recurring Cost
percent for the labor component. The source
of these figures ventured the opinion that one Including Excluding

n-mght expect a continual 90 percent rate of Material Material

progress over a large production run, Non- Lo of 10
recurring costs were estimated to range Simple Device 300 200
between $2,000 and $10,000 with an average Complex Device 800 500

of $4,000. Lots of 1,000
A somewhat different estimate was Simple Device 100 50

given by another person from the same Complex Device 300 150

organization. In this case a recurring cost of

$500 was estimated for a design of a dual
channel L-band amplifier and mixer suitable
"for use in the GPS front end. The package consisted of six or seven brass cans of strip-line
circuitry mounted on a mother board with all required external connections. This estimate

% 1was not related to any lot size and did not include military screening. The cost increment
for military qualification was estimated at three to four times that of the unqualified cost.

In formulating the nominal estimating parameters (non-recurring of $10,000, recurring
of $200, and 90 percent rate of cost reduction) no distinctions have been made between
tle various types of circuits (thin film, strip-line, etc.), and with one exception these values
were applied to all linear circuitry. The one exception involves hybrids containing large scale
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linear monolithics. Here costs were considered not to include chip costs which were
estimated as a separate LSI component.

Linar micro-circuits are frequently designed for packaging in cast metal containers
called "lMlC" boxes. A principal advantage is providing a rigid support for the circuit
substrates. A typical MIC box is nearly 1 inch thick, contains several substrates, and
performs roughly three times the number of electronic functions as a substrate mounted in
a conventional brass can. MIC packaging does not appear to contribute to recurring costs on
a per function performed basis. Non-recurring costs were estimated to range between
$10,000 and $35,000, with an average of $15,000-roughly three times that of conven-
tionally packaged circuits. The nominal estimating parameters reflect these equivalences
between MIC and brass can circuits-recurring of $700 including a $100 increment for MIC
packaging and non-recurring of $40,000 including an increment of $10,000 for packaging.

No anticipations of significant technological advances in linear micro-circuits were

expressed by anyone contacted. As a result the same costs and capabilities were assumed for
both the near and ad4,,iced technology concepts.

3. Micro-Computer Costs
Several companies market complete micro-computers for the commercial market, and

military qualified units have also been produced. In addition a number of compani,:s
manufacture LSI components. As a consequence more data are available and recurring costs
have been estimated in a slightly diffeient fashion.

Initial estimates, based on the parameters adopted for MOS chi,•s, produced a
seemingly low estimate of $1,200, and a more conservative approaci yiel(.ed the estimates
shown in Table C-5. This estimate is approximately double the price of three recently

introduced MOS technology commerical micro-computers. More exact ccnmparisons between

Table C-5. Estimated Recurring Cost of Representative
Curren, Generation Micro-Computer

Unit Cost, Military Unit Cost,

Commercial Screening Military
Element Quantity Unit (dollars - 1975) Multiple (dollars-. 1975)

Micro-Processor 1 each 250 4 1,000
Input/Output Contro! 2 each 50 4 400

Memory* 65,000 bits .001 4 260
Case, Assembly, etc., at 25 percent of chip costs 415

Total 2,075

*213 words at 8 bits per word.
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the commercial computers and one suitable for GPS are not possible since insufficient data
are available on the commercial systems and detail specifications for the GPS system have
not been formulated. What is known of the commercial systems is listed below.

(1) Digital Equipment Corp., PDP-8A KIT consisting of a main frame and 4,000

(2) words of storage-$1,195.

S(2) Digital Equipment Corp., LSI II (newer than the PDP-8A KIT) contains
V 110,000 transistors-less than $1,000.

(3) Motorola product (model number not known) contains 60,000 transistors (in a
micro-processor, 2 input/output control units, and 7 memory packages) with a
10 microsecond add time-$975.

For the advanced technology system the linear extiapolation of the cost trend in
Figure C-3 would estimate the 1980 cost of comparable equipment at 20 percent or $415.,

"his appareitly low figure was arbitrarily increased by 50 percent.
Nominal non-recurring cost values are based on th'e estimateý of development cost of

custom MOS chips-$150,000. In the ne., technology case four different chips were
assumed (micro-processor, input/output control, random access memory, and read only
memory). In the advanced technology case three chip developments were assumed at $1.5
inillion each. The assumption of development of custom chips for the GPq sy~tem is open

M to question since a ready availability of suitable chips can probably be assuraed. However,
the impact on average user equipment cost is negligible. Should the total procurement
quantity be as low as 25,000 the impact is less thu' $200 for the advanced system.,

4. Other User Equipment Components

a. Reference Oscillator
Estimates of single and dual quartz crystal assemblies (with heaters) range generally

between $1,000 and $3,000. In the absence of a more definitive specification for the GPS
system an average recurring cost of $2,000 was assumed with a 90 percent cost/quantity
factor. It was further assumed that the crystal assembly could be "off-the-shelf," but a

nominal $50,000 non-recurring cost has been assumed for modification and integration into
the system.,

Nil b. Discrete Components
Efforts to obtain specifications and reliable counts of discrete components contained

in the Magnp.vox manpack design concept were not successful, nor were efforts to obtain
generalized cost estimates for classes of discrete components. The values shown in Table 15
of Chapter II are based on a rule-of-thumb estimate of $20 of purchases parts per
Smicro-circuit element. For the near-future system an allowance is also included to account
for discrete circuit RF amplifiers.
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c. Assembly, Test, and Rework
The ratio of parts to labor for automated line production of discrete component

cir(,..s has been estimated to fall between 2:1 and 3:2. Considering the nature of military
quality circuits it was assumed that labol content would be near the high end of this range
and a value of 65 percent was assumed

Unpublished data compiled by Pye TIVC Ltd of London indicate that the labor
content of LSI telephone switching circuitry is roughly one-tenth that of discrete and
electromechanical versions, and a rate of 6.5 percent was assumed.

For linear micro-circuits one could expect the ratio of labor to material to be closer
to that of LSI than discrete circuits, and a value of 20 percent was assumed.

These factors were applied to the cumulative average materials bill for each type of
circuitry at the thousandth unit. Since it consists wholly of assembly labor a cost/quantity
factor of 80 percent has been assumed.

d. Packaging and Other
This element includes the three items; antenna, cases, and display/keyboard., In fact,

there are no data on which to base the values and they are given only for completeness.

The wide differential between the two and four channel missions arises from the minimal
requirements imposed by the manpack and land vehicle applications that constitute the
major share of two channel uses. Note that these estihates include no allowances for
installation in user vehicles.
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GLOSSARY

ACLS All-weather carrier landing system
ADF Automatic direction finding
AFTEC Air Force Test and Evaluation Center
AHARS Airborne heading and attitude reference system
ALCM Air-launched cruise missile
ASW Antisubmarine warfare
ATC Air traffic control

BOI Basis of issue
bomb/nav Bombing/navigation

C/A Clear/acquisition
CAEL Consolidated c:rospace equipment list
CAS Close air support
CONUS Continental United States

DF Direction finding
DSARC Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council

EAR Electronically agile radar
ECAC Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center
EDP Electronic data processing

FAA Federal Aviation Agen.
FAC Forward air controller
FARRP Forward area rearm/refuel point
FLAMR Forward looking advanced multi-mode radar
FO Forward observerSFOC Full operational capability
FSN Federal stock number
FYDP Five-Year Defense Plan

1CIGCA Ground-controlled approach
GDB/RBS Ground-directed bombing/radar bomb scoring
GPS Global positioning system

I . HSI Horizontal situation indicator
HUD Heads-up display

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
t 12L Integrated I ;njction .loic

•- IF Intermediate frequency
IFF Identification, friend or foe
IFR Instrument flight rules
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ILS Instrument landing system
IMC Instrument meteorological conditions
IMU Inertial measurement unit
INS Inertial navigation system
lOC Initial operational capability
IR Infrared
ITNS Integrated tactical navigation system

JPO Joint Program Office
JTIDS Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
LATAR Laser tracking and ranging
LCCM Life cycle cost model
LDNS Lightweight Doppler navigation system
LOC Limited operational capability
LORAN Long-range aid to navigation
LSI Large scale integration
LZ Loading zone
MCDEC Marine Corps Development and Education Center
MEMI Master equipment management index
MIC Microwave integrated circuitry
ML Management list
MLS Microwave landing system
MOS Metal-oxide semiconductor
MTBF Mean time between failure
MX MINUTEMAN X

NDB Nondirectional beacon
NMDL Navy management data listing

O&M Operation and maintenance
OMEGA Global VLF navigation system
OTEA Operational Test and Evaluation Agency
OPTEVFOR Operational Test and Evaluation Force

P Protected (signal)
PAR Precision approach radar
PAVE SPIKE Laser pod with low light level TV
PAVE TACK Laser pod with FLIR (forward looking infrared)

"PELSS Precision emitter location and strike system
PLRS Position location and reporting system
PME Prime mission equipment
"PN/BPSK Pseudo noise!biphase shift keying
P-VOR Precision VOR
PZ Pickup zone

RDT&E Research, development, test and evaluation
R-NAV Area navigation

SAMSO USAF Space and Missile Systems Organization
SLCM Sea-launched cruise missile
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TACAN Tactical air navigation
TERCOM Terraiin contour matching
TISEO T-.rget identification system, electro-optical
TRANSEC Transmission security
UTM Universal Transverse Mercator
VLF Very low frequency
VOR/DME Visual omni-range/distance measuring equipmentVORIAC Collocated VOR and TACAN systems
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